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Railway Loca.
tion and oa-
etractionaDC. 23303. Is it the practice in your Department to make estimatesfrom

notan uneotm" time to time of the probable expenditure requisite for the completion
make estimates of the works ?-Yes ; it is not an uncommon thing at all.
fromn time to limeb
of theprobable 23304. Last summer shortly after we commenced this investigation,
necessary to we asked for estimates at that time of the probable expenditure for tho
,omp.et. ,o completion of the works upon the different sections then under con-

'such est timates. struction. We have never got that estimate: do you know whether
there was any estimate of that kind made ?-I know of nothing prior
to the date you speak of, June. I have mada estimates subsequently.

23305. It was during our investigation we wanted to know the prob-
able future cost of some works, and we still think such estimates would
be useful to us: are there any such estimates in the custody of the
Department ?-Not prior to that date.

23306. But immediately afterwards; I think they were asked for
about August ?-I do not think it will be difficult to get them. I think
you will find them published in connection with the discussion on the
Pacific Railway last 8ession, in the Hiansard, I think.

23307. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway
upon which you can inform us concerning matters which happened
before the lth June, 1880 ?-No ; as I told you, I know nbthing what-
ever prior to the date I was connected with the road, nothingwhatever,
and I think you have questioned me upon everything subsequent to
that date that I know of.

HON. A. MACKENZIE.

Had charge of
affairs of Cana-
ulan Pacifie
Raiiway as
MinisterofPublite
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and resigned 14,h
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OTTAWA, Monday, 26th September, 1881.

ALEXANDER MACKENZIE, sworn and examined:

By the Chaiiman: -
23308. You had charge of the affairs of the Canadian Pacifie Railway

as Minister of Public Works for some period ?-Yes.
23309. For what period ?-During the whole period of my Admin is-

tration.
23310. Do you remember the dates ?-I think we took office about

the 7th or 8th of November, 1873, and I think I resigned on the 14th
of October, if I recollect right, 1878.

23311. Could you describe, generally, the progress which had been
made in the undertaking at the time you took charge ? -Some sur veyors
had been out two years before that, or nearly two years. I don't
remember the precise expenditure, but it will bo found in the Depart-
ment, of course.

23312. What at that time did you consider to be the results of the
previous operations ?-Well, I think there were no results.

23313. Did the engineers, in effect, inform the Government that any
particular results had been accomplished by the previous examinations
of the country ?-I think not. I don't think the Government were in
possession of opinions from the engineers, which would justify them in
taking any decided action at that time.

23314. Could you say how soon after you had charge of the Depart-
ment, it was assumed that sufficient information was gathered from the
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examinations of the country to justify decided action ?-No; I could Early in 1874,
not at the moment say that. Early in 1874, Mr. Fleming discovered COV®,"dtIaItte

that the route that he himself favoured at the time, crossing from the route he favoured

Upper Thompson River nearly in a direct line to Big Bend, on the ble, a"dItXaua
Fraser and the Chilcotin Valley, was impracticable, and it was decided dicded t explore,

to explore the country north of the Cariboo Mountains, following the orthe Cariboo
line of the Fraser to Fort George, thence following the line laid down Mountains.
upon the map to the head of the Chilcotin River, striking the explored
line to Bute Inlet. This line was ultimately adopted as far as Fort
George east-from Jasper House to Fort George.

23315. As to the particular portions of the country to be surveyed, surveys.
did Mr. Fleming exercise his own discretion or was he governed by the Witness declunea
directions of yoursolf, or any other Members of the Governmen't ?- auo thexii.
Well, the line of examination must of necessity be confined to questions ofthe Adminis,
of fact in connection with the object of the Commission, and I may say t *"'
at once that I decline all examinations upon the policy of the
Administration, and guarding myself with that declaration, as the
question is somewhat of a leading one, I answer it by saying that
Mr. Fleming was the sole director of the surveys, he consulting myseif Flein,
as Minister frequently, of course, very frequently; but I always depended direetor of the

upon Mr. Fleming and upon the best information from his subordinates, reysnth°Ïi.
and he was always allowed most perfect liberty and authority in sniting him as
conducting the surveys which were vholly upon his responsibility Minister.
-we, of course, having the political responsibility as usual.

23316. As you have alluded to the subject of the policy of the The Chairman
Government, and decline to be questioned upon it, I think it right to *"'"'g *teml
say that we endeavour to deal with a Government policy, each policy within the scope
in its turn-as the most perfect that could be devised, having, no he Commis-
intention to criticise it; but inasmuch as it may happon that in carryi ng
ont this policy the officers of a Department may sometimes act not
strictly in conformity with it, cither by intention or otherwise, wo there-
fore consider it proper to investigate the details of the administration of
the Department without intending by that course to question in any way
the propriety of the policy of the Government. When I say policy, I
mean the principles of government adopted by the Ministry as a whole..
We have not fbrgotten that under this Commission we are servants
appointed by the Crown alone, and as such we have no desire to interfere
with the privileges of the people whenever they confliet in any way with
the Royal prerogative, and I may say that after considering this subject
in order to decide how far we should investigate the acts of a Depart-
ment, we have concluded that we may enquire into its doings, not only
by its subordinates, but by its head, and that we may ask first to be
informed whether there was a defined Government policy on any given
matter in order that we may see distinctly the line dividing the field
of our enquiry from that upon which we may not enter. At present
we are seeking to investigate the acts of the Department, the details
of its administration, whether between officials themselves or between
them and private individuals who were dealing with that Department?
-Yes. Well, I have indicated the policy that I conceive to be the ouily
constitutional one, and I intend to be guided by that declaration; but
of course I am desirous of giving you the information in my power
apart from that. Fleming was not

23317. Could you say whether the Engineer-in-Chief was directed to directed to adopt
adopt any different method in the surveys of the country from that u"rvy différent
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f'rom that he liad which ho had proviously adopted ?-I do not think he was. In fact, I
prvouldy am sure he was not.
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23318. Then, as I understand you, he was left to his own dis-
cretion as to the manner in which ho would make the different exam-
inations of the various localities ?-Yes; the theory upon which lie
proceeded was this: to have exploratory surveys in various directions
in the first place; and to beguided by those exploratory surveys before
making instrumental surveys. By instrumental surveys I mean the
trial location line. Of course instruments may have been used, in
many places, to ascertain levels and grades for short pieces, wbore there
was no insrumental survey proper.

23319. Do you remember about what time it was first considered
that sufficient examination had been made of any locality to justify a
location of the line ?-No, I do not remember precisely; but that can
bc obtained in the Department.

23320. Speaking at first of the year 1874, Mr. Fleming, in his offcial
report of 1877, states that some locations had been made, other
examinations being only in the nature of exploratory surveys, and he
mentions the location survey of the Pembina Branch ?-Yes.

23321, The trial location survey from Kcewatin eastward to Lake
Vermillion, and a trial location survey from Selkirk eastward to
Keewatin, and a trial location westward from Thunder Bay to Lake
Shebandowan ?-Yes; that was the first, I think.

23322. They are the only locations which he states to have been
made up to the end of 1874?-Yes; I think they wore the only onos.

23323. About July there appeared some advertisements asking for
tenders for the construction of a telegraph line: could you say whother
at that time it was expected that the location of any portions of
the line other than those I have mentioned was likely to be
acoomplished within a few months ?-We had pretty well docided
upon the location through the prairie country, that is, from Rat
Portage west, and it was anticipated that the line would be located as
fast as the contractors far the telegraph line could build.

23324. Then the general direction over particular localities had been
p retty well decided on ?-Pretty well decided upon as far as the
Yellow Head Pass.

Thinka Fort 23325. I suppose the first act towards positive location may be said to
William and Sbe.
bandowan sec- have been the building of the telegraph line, inasmuch as that was to

,ifoe wa"lorate follow the location, and I unlerstand you to say that the telegraph linos
contracta were were supposed to be located after the contracts were let-that is to say,
aetrwards th cg located with exactness ?-Yes; I suppose part f it was located. I think
changed. the Fort William and Shebandowan section was located before they

wore let, though it was afterwards materially changed when Mr.
Tlegraph- Iazlewood went there. Mr. Hazlewood superseded Mr. Murdoch.

Tendering. 23326. As to the construction of the telegraph lines and the contracts
tenders. Never for that construction, could you say whether the schedule of tenders as
looked at any first ascertained upon the opening was submitted to you for inspection ?
fcheduled, and -I presume they were submitted as all other tenders were. I never
then they were opened any tenders myself all the time I was in the Department. I-conaldered by
himself, the never looked at them until they were scheduled and presented in such
Dept Hnega .and shape as to be considered jointly by myself and the Deputy Head and
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the Engineer of the Department, and I presume these were submitted Teaidring.

in the usual way.
23327. I was speaking of the schedule which was made at the

opening ?-The schedule always accompanied the tenders. There was
always a schedule made up of all tenders, showing the respective
4amounts.

23328. 1 intended to ask yon whether you had seen this particular
schedulo which is now presented to you ?- I must have seen it if it is
the one that was in the Dopartment at the time. Of course I am not
able to identify this particular sheet of paper.

23329. In this schedule, dated on the 7th of August, Mr. Fleming, contract No i.
and Mr. Trudeau and Mr. Braun purport to give the contents, as they
understood tbem, of each tender, and among others the contents of
that of Sifton, Glass & Co., they were the persons who obtained the
contract for section 1. I gather from this schedule that at the time
of opening the tenders theirs was understood to be only for the whole
line, because the schedule so states it, although it mentions a period
within which they would finish some particular section or sections :
would you look at that schedule and say whether that was the view at
the time?-No; I cannot say at this distance of time. I have not had
the subject before me once.

23330. You will notice the reference to Siflon, Glass & Co.'s tender
marked " AI," which gives the meaning of it as tendering for the
whole line at $1,290,000 ?-Yes.

23331. They give no figures for any particular sectio>n, but
mention that section 1 would be finished in November, 1874: does
that refresh your memory as to what was considered to be the con-
tents of it ?-Mr. Fleming certainly had an estimate of the contract
they had obtained, wherever it is. I recollect his calculations showing
who was highest or lowest ; it depends a good deal on the calcula-
tion of the number of acres of wood land and prairie. There certainly
is a separate calculation as the tender finally acted upon.

23332. On the 7th of August, 1874, and about that time, I understand
1 tat all the tenders were dealt with as if the proportion of wood land
and prairie land was fixed, that is, for the purpose of comparing the
merits of the tender@, for instance, section 1 contained 200 miles
of wood and fifty miles of prairie, and those data applied to every
one's tender for section 1 as well as to Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-Well, I
suppose it would.

23333. On the 10th of August, Mr. Fleming makes a full report,
giving not only the substance of the tenders in a general form
as in that schedule now before you, but also in a detailed statement
for each separate section and another one for the whole line ; this was
three days later than the opening of the tenders. In this he assumes to
state the meaning of Sifton & Glass's tender in a different way from that
in which it was stated in the schedule : do you remember whether
there was such a difference in his opinion regarding the substance ofthe
tender between the 7th and the 10th ?-No; I do not remember.

23334. He assumes in this later return that Sifton, Glass & Co. were The contracts
tenderers for section 1 by itself as well as tenderers for the whole were awarded

line in bulk; could you say now whether the proposition by Sifton, taos of the
Glass & Co., to complete that portion of the lino known as section 1 as Engineer, and
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early as November, 1874, had anything to do with awarding them the
contract ?-No; I cannot say. The contracts were awarded upon the
calculations of the Engineer, and assumed in every case to be the lowest
available. Further than that I have no recollection.

23335. In awarding contracts at that time, did you take a
part in deciding who was to have each contract ?--Oh, as a Minister,
of course I had nominally to give the decision, but my decision in such
cases was invariably in concert with the principal officers of the
Department, and I have no recollection of any case during my whole
incumbency of office where there was any difference.

23336. It was in concert; the decision was not with themi alone ?-
They would recommend, of course. The price, in accordance with the
Public Works Act, invariably governed the decision unless there was
some other thing tbat cane in incidentally that had to be considered.

23337. Could you say whether in this, the first contract after
vou took charge of the Department, it was left entirely to your
subordinates, or whether you yourself took a part in awarding the
contract to Sifton, Glass & Co. ?- I do not think I took any more part
in awarding the contract than in awarding any other contract. I am
sure I did not.

23338. Do I understand you to say that it was not left entirely to
subordinates?-Well, I thought I had sufficiently explained that.
However, I will do it again fully.

23339. I understood yon to say that you took no more part in this
than in the others; not knowing what part you took in the others, I
confine my question to this one ?-The decision was invariably not only
in concert with, but in acquiescence of the views of the officers of the
Department. In other words, I never pressed any decision upon then
about contracts.

23340. Do you think that you saw the tender itself, of Sifton, Glass
& Co. before the contract was awarded ?-I may only have seen the
schedule of contracts made up.

23341. Here is the tender of Sifton, Glass & Co.: upon looking at
it now, can you say whether you saw it before ?-No, I cannot say.
It is quite impossible years afterwards. I could not identify any
particular document unless my signature was upon it.

23342. There is a question whether that document amounts to a
tender for any particular section, or whether it is a tender only for the
whole line : I wish to know whether that matter was ever brought to
your attention, and whether you exercised any judgment upon it ?-
I have no recollection of any question arising about that. My impres-
sion is there was a distinct tender for the section.

23343. Could you say how you arrived at that impression ?-Of
course 1 could only arrive at it from the report of the officer of the
Department.

23344. You might also by reading the tender ?-I do not think I
read the tender. It is possible I may have, but I think not.

23345. Do you remember whether, before awarding this contract to
Sifton, Glass & Co., you yourself had any negotiations upon the
subjectwith any of these parties ?-I do not think so. It is possible that
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some of them may have called at the Department and asked to sec me, Contract 11. 1.

that was very frequently the case, but I have no recollection of any-
thing of the kind.

23346. You do not remember dealing with them distinctly on this
matter ?-1 do not. Qutte certain he

never dealt with
23347. Proposing any terms ?-I am quite certain I never dealt with any contractors

any contractors except through the officers of the Department. Any ehcre rrthe
person desiring to see me, of course, I would see them and hear what Department Re
they had to say, but further than that I could have no dealings. oplewho want,

ed toi see him~

23348. As to whether you were called upon to place a construction
on this tender, I may mention that aftor making their offer for the
whole line, Siiton, Glass & Co. intimated that although they had given
a certain rate for the wood land through the whole distance, they did
not expect it all to cost as much as that, and they proceed to mention
that between two points, first Fort Garry and River Widnipeg, and also
between Fort Garry and Fort Pelly, they place the wood land at certain
sumo, naming them, which are lower than the rate placed over the
whole lino, and that in consequence of those allusions to these particu.
lar localities, the tender subsequently was construed as boing an offer
for one of those smaller localities: does that refresh your memory at
all on this subject?-Oh, I am positive I placel no construction upon
any tender.

23349. It anpears that it was not decided to award this contract to
Sifton, Glass & Co. until somewhere about October, some three months
or more after the tenders were receivod, and that at that time the
Department placed a construction upon their tender as to anotheritem
-I mean whether they should receive a price for maintenance beyond
what was assumed to be their price both for maintenance and construc-
tion, and that Mr. Fleming, as Engineer, and the member of the firm
who was then in Ottawa differed upon the proper interpretation as to
that item: do you remember any matter éconnected with that inter-
pretation-that is their claim for separate price.for maintenance ?-No.
I recollect the question came up, but in what shape I cannot say. I
think that contract was awarded, in the firsit place, to another party
who declned it.

23350. It was awarded in the first place to Fuller, who asked an
extra price in consequence of clearing through wood land ?-It
was awarded to somebody, and it was on their doeclining the Depart-
ment passed on, as usual, to the next.

23351. It was awarded first to Fuller who declined, except on the
condition that he should be paid for wood land clearing, and secondly
to Mr. Dwight, who declined to take it ?-Yes.

23352. Waddle & Smith had already been awarded another con-
tract, and it appears to have been suggested that there was a decision
concerning these telegraph contracts to the effect that no person could
get more than one contract, and they were passed over, and it reached
Sifton & Glass. After reaching them it became a question as to the
terms upon which they should receive it-I mean, whether the sum
mentioned in their tender should cover construction and maintenance,
or whether they were to get a price per mile for maintenance in
addition to any sum specified by them, and a difference of opinion
arose between them and the Department. It was discussed and

Positivehe placed
tio construction
on any tender.

Recollects the
quetion of main-

tnnce came Un,
but cannot sayin
what shape.

When contract
reached Sifton,Glass &Co. It
became a ques-tion whether the

°m mentioued
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upon arope acorresponde nce
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Contract No.1. a correspondence cnsued, and I understand that correspondence was
wich wassub' submitted to you ?-It is likely it was. I recollect the question was
ter: this witness raised very well. I presume there is a report from Mr. Fleming upon,
thinks likely, and
refera to a possi- the subject.
ble report 0fommerwchr o~i
Fleming on the 23353. Do you remember whether you gave your personal consi-
subject. deration to the construction te be placed on their tender concerning

that subject ?-,- do net think I did.
Remembers 23354. The correspondence from their firm suggests that although
theruwa a ues- they made their offer in a gross sum for the whole line which was totion about this
claim for main- include construction and maintenance, enough could be gathered from
tenance, and the Z
question might their figures for mileage and the rate per mile for wood land and prairie
1a)I t eirtd to show any person who anaiyzed their tender that they intended to

was construed as ask $15.83 per mile for maintenance of the whole, and therefore they
leg teaim asked that same rate for the particular section which was under dis-

$i5.83 per mile for cussion : does this bring the matter to your recollection ?-No, I
maintenance In k
addition te the cannot remember the details. I know there was a question about it,
mum stated In and the question, I presume,would take this shape : if thoir tender wastender, I itmliitustn, 'r
bring IL higher construed that way it might bring it higher than atother one, in which
than a compet- case their tender would be passed, and it would be awarded to another

one. To ascertain that wo may have referred to the report of the
(2) Whether Enginecr.
though getting

orethan their 23355. That might be one shape the question would assume, but it
teeaaed for might assume another shape-whether they were getting more than
excess would not their tender asked for, though this sum might still be less than the

thlan te xiest neKt lowest tender ?-Yes, it might.
tender. 23356. Do you remember whether any question in that shape was

suggested ?-1 do not.
sfirton,olasa&Co. 23357. Then there is one m.cre matter iii which they appear
ine frurtpie; to have asked for terms botter than those stated in their tender-

ofthe details that is, as to the profits of the line. As far as the corres-
mneoriya no pondonce which has been submitted te us shows, they, for the first

time, in October, 1874, in a letter te Mr. Fleming, claim that besides
the price for maintenance, based upon their price te be gathered from
an analysis of their first tender for the whole line, they were te receivo
the protits of operating the lino: do you remember anything about that
item in the transaction ?-No; I do net. I know there was a question
as to the profits with two or three of the contractors, but I do net
remember the details et the discussion.

23358. This is a letter of the 14th of October, 1874, from Sifton,
Glass & Co. te Mr. Fleming. I also hand you the letter te which that is
an answer. Perhaps, if yen look at these, they may call some part of
the transaction to your mind ?-They appear te be both written on the
same day.

23359. Have you any further recollection now since reading the
letters than you had before ?-No; nothing further than I remember
the question having been rased in some shape.

Believes in this
matter he was
M ided soleiy by
he Engineer's

opinion.

23360. Could you say whether you expresse i any opinion at any time
in connection with this transaction, as to the proper interpretation te be
put upon their tender and this correspondence in connection with it ?-
I could net but my conviction is I was guided solely by the Engineer's
opinion.
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23361. It is suggested by an endorsement on some of the papers Contract 1. 1.

connected with this contract of Sifton, Glass & Co., that before entering ®,®geoan-ou

into it it was necessary to get an Order-in-Council. That memorandum the necessity of
ofan Order-in-is signed by Mr. Fissiault : do von remember whether the necessity Cof ounl may

such an Order was brought to y~our attention, or whether you gave any rghatv o his
decision upon it ?-It may have been, but I do not think thatan Order- attention, but he
in-Council would be necessary under the law in such case. It is only I|enot thnk an
where you pass a tender and take a higher one that you require to set was necessary in
ont the reasons in an Order-in-Council. this case.

23362. In this case that was done. Fuller had made a lower
tender and had afterwards asked something more for bis wood land
clearing, and that was perhaps what Mr. Fissiault alluded to when he
said it had not been given to the lowest tender ; however, you do not
remember having given any decision upon that subject?-I do not.

23363. The next contract, No. 2, is with Fuller, and embraces oontract No. z.
the western portion only of what was advertised as section 3. Contrary to wit-
Section 3, if you remember, was from Fort Garry to Edmonton, and it ®s's,®recoecti

embraced section 1 and something more, as well as section 2 and some- orno was not
thing more, section 1 being to Fort Pelly, section 2 to a point further "ubieco
west, and section 3 to Fort Edmonton, all of them starting from tion.
Winnipeg. Now, this contract to Fuller was for the balance of
the distance of section 3, not included in the coritract to Sifton, Glass
& Co. for section 1, and, as I unierstand it, was for a portiol of terri-
tory which was never submitted to public competition by itself: do
you remember that circumstance ?-1 thought it was all submitted to
public competition ?

23364. Yes, certainly all ; but not this particular portion of one of
the sections ?-That is contrary to my recollection.

23365. It arose in this way, according to the explanations given by
different witnesses: Mr. Fuller made the lowest tender for the
whole of section No. 3 from Winnipeg to Edmonton, but he
said that he understood the lino was going near the Riding
Mountains, and he had not provided in bis price for clearing any
considerable extent of wood land, but, finding that the line lad
to go by the north of Lako Manitoba, and that a large amount of
clearing had to be donc, lie claimed that a price for clearing should
be paid to him, or ho should not be obliged to take the contract.
It was finally agreed that instead of giving him that additional amount
for the wood land, Sifton, Glass & Co. might take the section No. 1,
which included most of the wood land, and that Fuller should take the
balance of section 3 at hi8 original price for section 3, deducting what
he lad offered for section 1: do you remember those features of that
transaction ?-I remember something of that kind, but the object of
myself and the Department was always to get the work donc in the
cheapest way, and I presurne it was divided on that ground.

23366. That leads me to the main question--whether the pecuniary Pecuniary resulta
results were the only ones considered in awarding these two contracts? the onIyones
-The only oncs, as far as I know. as witness knows.

.23367. Then there was no intention to give any preference to any
one which was not called for by the contracts ?-Certainly not.

23368. In deciding whether that whole contract for section 3 should
be given to Mr. Fuller alone at bis price, with an addition for clearing
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contract Ne. 2. wood land, or whether it should be divided into two contracts, seems to
turn upon this: whether it was better to give Mr. Fuller 8900 more
than to him and Glass together, without any of the profits of working
the line, or to give the profits of the line to Sifton, Glass & Co. and save.
the $900 : was the matter presented to your consideration in that
shape ?-I do not remember ; I think not. It was presen ted to me
solely in the interests of economy, I think.

Impossible for 23369. Was your attention called to this : that the question of
film. to remember
ifan alternative economy depended upon whether it was cheaper to the country to

as presented to give any particular amount to Fuller, or the profits of the line for five
bina. years to Sifton & Glass ?-It is impossible for me at this distance of

time to speak of amounts. If Mr. Fleming made such a report, the
reports would be in the Department.

Only remembers 23370. Without mentioning the amounts, do you remember that
thatre letsra t these two sides of the question were presented ?-I only remember the
secure the one side: that the contracts were let so as to secure the cheapest to the

obeapest to the
eountry. country.

. 23371. They were let with that intention, at all events ?-Yes; of
course, and, as far as I can recollect, with that result. I can speakonly
from memory.

23372. There is no report upon that particular feature of this
transaction, and I think Mr. Fleming said, in giving his evidence, it was
then called to his attention for the first time ?-Yes; I have not read Mr.
Fleming's evidence.

If I was con; 23373. I only mention that because you thought possibly thereisldered there
would be a report. might be some report bearing on this ?-If it was considered there

certainly would be.
co°tract No. 3. 23374. Contract No. 3 was with Mr. Barnard, in British Columbia.
This contraet not We have not proceeded with any investigation about that contract,
owest, because for the reason that evidence appears to have been given upon it before
to est was some tribunal in British Calumbia, and it is nw under consideration

by the Government, and I mention it only to ask whether there is any
fact which you think proper to givo ?-I cannot remember any fact.
That contract was not given to the lowest.

33375, Macdonald's tender appeared to be too low ?-Yes ; it appeared
utterly useless to deal with him.

23376. Mr. Fleming reported, in effect, that the time was so short
contract No 4. and tho price so low it was not worthy of consideration ?-Yes.

23377. The next contract was known as section 5 in the advertise-
ments. The order in which the tenders were made, taking the lowest
in the first place, was as follows: Waddle & Smith, first; Sutton &

Offer of contract Thirtkell, second; Sutton, Thompson & Co., third. The offer to take
drst made to the contract seems first to have been made to Waddle & Smith ?--They
Waddle & Smith. were the lowest.
Does not believe
that Waddle & 23378. They complain, and Mr. Waddle has givon some evidence on8mlth were lert
wlthont notice the subject, that they were passed over without being informed by the
that a day was Department, or any one on behalf of the Government, that there was a
which they must day fized before which they must give their security or lose their
e'eurty, because chance; have y'u any recollection of that ?-I have ne recollection

Mr. Trudeau 1s of that particular statement of an allegod fact, but I do not believe it.very careful.
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I think it extremely unlikely.

2337J. Thon your belief is founded uiponf Mr. Trudeau's carefulness ?
-- Weil, the usual practice. We were always in the habit, indeed, of Stinted that
waiting when thoy asked for further time if it was a reasonable time. Waddle's state-

23380. Mr. Waddle does not say he asked for further time because he neter knewthe

never knew the time was limited ?- am satisfied that was not correct. tn "cas limited

23381. It appears his firm was passed over, at ail events, and an offor
made to the firm of Sutton & Thirtkell. Mr. Waddle gives his evidence
hore under oath to this effect: that while the matter was pending
between the Government and the Sutton & Thirtkell firm, ho himself
came to Ottawa and saw you and conversed with you, and that he
complained that ho had been passed over in the way ho explaired, and
that you thon said if Sutton & Thirtkell did not take it up ho could
have a further chance before any one else : do you remember any such
conversation ?-L am quite certain I never could have had such a con-
versation. It would be a very absurd conversation.

23382. You are aware that this contract was given really to persons
who were no tenderers themselves-Oliver, Davidson & Co ?-Yes.

23383. Do you remember what their standing was and how it was
that they cane to get the contract ?-I suppose because they made an
arrangement with the real parties who tendered. I knew their starding
well enough. Their standing was quite good.

23384. Is it usual to deal with persons upon their own representa-
tion that they are the assignees of the rights of the tenderer ?-Not
unless they satisfy the Department that they are.

23385. Do you recollect that they did satisfy you that thoy were ?
-No; I bad no personal satisfaction, but I have no doubt it was done.

23386. There is no record of that, and Mr. Trudeau cannot explain
it, and Mr. Fleming cannot explain it. Mr. Trudeau says the transaction
was arranged by you individually, and that he did not enquire into
it ?-I do not think I ever arranged any transaction myseit in regard to
contracts. There must be sone correspondence in relation to it in the
Department.

23387. It bas not been forthcoming, and has not been explained by
any person connected with it ?-It has frequently been the case that a
tender bas passed into the bands of another person before the work has
commenced. That was the case in the Whitehead contract, for instance.
He was not the original tenderer at ail. It was this same Sutton and
some other person, I think, and he arranged with them to take up the
contract before commencng.

23388. That, of course, is an ordinary transaction. It was the case
in the Georgian Bay Branch contract, which was transferred to Mr.
Poster, by Mr. Munson; are you aware of the reason why the Depart-
ment assumed these persons to be the assignees of the tenderers ?-
No, I am not; but they must have been perfectly satisfied with the
evidence, I think; and I recollect T was very glad to get Oliver, Davidson
& Co. I considered them excellent men.

23389. Were you personally acquainted with Sutton & Thompson,
or either of them ?-No; I have seen Sutton. I have no acquaintance
with him.

53*
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23340. While the matter was pending between the Government, on
the one hand, and Sutton & Thirtkell on the other, it appears, from the
evidonce, that Sutton, before the time was up which was limited for
finding security, went to Toronto and arranged with some mem-
ber of the Oliver & Davidson firn to take their rights, and that it was
concluded between them that they should take the contract upon the
Sutton & Thirtkell tender, and both ho and Sutton, and some member
of the new firm came down to Ottawa before Sutton & Thirtkell's
time was up; that before they went away it was arranged
that they slotild take it, not upon the Sutton & Thirtkell
tender, but upon the higher one of Sutton & Thonpson, about 828,200
higher. That is the arrangement which i undorstand Mr. Trudeau to
allude to when he says it was managed by the- Mlinister; do you
recollect anything of it ?-No. I an perfectly satisfied I never
nanaged any sueh transaction.

23391. Could you give us any information now as to the negotiations
which led to the displacement of Sutton & Thirtkell, and the accept-
anee of Sutton & Thompson at a higher price ?-1 can give no expia-
nation whatever, further than what would be contained in the records
of the Department.

23392. There is not the slightest record of any such transaction in
the papiers that bave reached us ?-lf Ur. Trudeau cannot give you the
explanation, I cannot.

23393. Do you remember whether yon had any interviews with
Oliver or Davidson uplon the subject of this telegraph contract ?-[
have no absolute recollection of interviewi; but I think it extremely
likely that I had, as vearly a.1 the contractors came bere.

23394. You could scarcely, then, give us the details of any conversa-
tion or negotiations on the subject between you and any of them ?-
No ; I have no recollection.

23395. We know of nothing concerning contract No. 5 upon which
we consider it necessary to take any evidence from you, but if you
know of any fact that would be usef ul to us, we shall be glad to have
it-this was the first contract of the Pembina Branch ?-The contract
given was to Mr. Whitehead as the lowest tenderer, to the best of my
recollection.

23396. I think a man named Peacl tendeied a cent lower per yard,
but ho failed to comply with the requirements of the Departnent, and
it went to Mr. Whitehead ?-I think so.

23397. The next contract in order of time is for steel rails. The
advertisement inviting tenders for rails appeared about the end of
September, 1874 ; could you say whether it was about that time that
it was first considered necessary to purchaise rails ?-Yes.

23398. Could you say whether any action of the subordinates in
your Department or the Engineer's led to that opinion?-Mr. Fleming
tirst brought the matter to my notice, and sa d that it was absolutely
necessary, in bis opinion, that rails should be had as soon as possible, as
it would take a long time to get them up, and construction could not
go on without them being on the ground, and, besides, ho said ho thought
the price of rails had thon reached the lowest rates they were likely to
reach, and we should secure as large a lot as possible. He was very
urgent in his representations on the subject.
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23399. Did you yourself weigh the roasons which ho gave before 6 . No,
adopting a conclus.on ?-I think I did to some extent. Of course it
was a more matter of speculative opinion as to the price being at the
lowest point. It was at the lowest point actually that had been
reached up to îhat time, and I thought his representations were likely
to be correct as to that. They certainly were correct, in my opinion,
as to the necessity of having rails there very soon.

23100. Irrespective of price ?-Irrespective of price.

23401. What di1 you consider to be the necessity of rails there at
that time, irrespective of prieu ?-It was impossible to go on with
cou -truction without rails.

u3402. Then, in that case, the quantity required would be a material
element ?-That dcpends upon how fast you went on with the work.

23403. Therefore the quantity would be a material element ?-The The quantity a
quantity would be material, of course, in proportion to the extent you ma element

wanted to go on.

3404 Could you say what proportion of the work vas expected to
be proceeded with so as to require rails imnediately ?-No; I could
not say preciely, but there vas every probability at that time of
several hundred miles being placed uider contract within a year.

23105. Would not the lino be placed under contract sonie time befo'e
track-laying ?-A short time. It takes a long time to get rails into
that country.

2340( What I mean is that neither the time of asking for tenders
nor the tine when the work was placed under eontract, would of itself
give a correct idea as to the time when the rails vould be required for
track-laying. The time between giving the contract and preparing
the road-Ued would have to be allowed for?-Oh, the road-bed, to a
great extent, is prepared after you get the rails. You lay the rails
first before the road is anything like completed, and tilt up with the
cars from particular points where your borrow-beds and pits would bu.

23407. At all events, a large portion of the works woold have to be
let before the rails would be required ?-That depends, t) a great
extent, on the nature of the country to be traversed. Maklúg the road
west ot Winiipeg site I left office, the ties were laid on tIe grass and
ballasting was done afterwards with the trains. Does notknow

if thle fact
that rails are

23408. Did the consideration of that circumstaice weigh with you in sometimes laid
estirnating the time at which these rails would be required?-What "ethe surface or

circumstanice? weighed with
him in estimat-

23409. The fact that rails are sometimes laid on the surface of the wgthietrilmes
ground without any preparation ?-I really do not know. would be

required.
23410. Becanse mv recollection is the first necessity for these rails

was between Thunder Bay and Red River, exceopting the Pembina
Branch ?-Yes. The quantity

23411. Then only the quantity for the Pembina Branch would be na Brauch
required immediately ?--It would be material as to the argument in wond bematerial.

favour of rnaking tbe purchase then. r ofavouref

23112. Keeping in mind always the quantity required for that
-Branch ?--Yes.

53ý*
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Corate o. 23413. I only wish to know what the faet was-whether the fact of
the rails being likely to be laid immediately on the Pembina Branch
weighed at all in the decision as to the quantity required at that time ?
- I have no doubt it did.

23414. About what quantity do you understand to have been
required for the Pem bina Branch ?-It requires on an average about
ninety tons a mile.

ene <ÜisIn 23415. That would account, then, foi the necessity of providing some-
to purchase: thing under 10,000 tons at most; as to any further quantity, do
(1) nce ss if you say that the time at which they would be required for use weighed

e ud a to in the decision to purchase ?-Certainly; the necessity of procuring rails
of taxin advan- if we were to build the road, and the necessity of taking advantage of
market wbile it the market while it was low.
was Iow. 23416. For the pies ent we may keep out of sight the cost; 1 suppose

if the price was even higher than it was at that time, and the rails
were actually needed, they would have been procured. I am endea-
vouring now to sce whether the necessity of having them for use at
any particuliar period was a reason for the purchase irrespective of
price ?-In other words you are endeavouring to see if you could find

Declines to fault with the policy of the Government. As I said before, I decline
answer- to answer any question as to the policy of the Government ; but as so

many falsehoods were ciiculated regarding the purchase of those rails,
I have answered every question that was put to me, not that I have
any right to do it, but because I choose to do it.

23417. On behalf of the Commissioners, I may state that, if you will
say now it was the policy of the .Government, to purchase rails, irres-
pective of the time at which they would be used, I will ask you
no further questions respecting them ?-I prefer that you go on with
your questions.

23418. Then, if there was such a policy, please understand that the
responsibility of our asking the questions on the assumption that there
was no such policy, rests with you ?-The responsibility of what ?

23419. The responsibility of our putting the questions?-You have
no right idsk the questions.

23420. i repeat, that if you say it was the policy of the Government
to purchase those rails irrespective of the probable time of their use, I
will ask you no further ?-I have already told you what were the true
reasons for purchasing. What more do you want ?

23421. If you had the two reasons, must you not of necessity have
had the one: the greater would include the lesser number ?-Which is
the greater ?

23422. Of the reasons-price and necessity for use. The number
two is greater than the single one?-I don't understand you.

23423. We will speak of one first ?-One what ?
23424. One reason for getting them-the reason that they were

required for use; now, as to the requirement for use, I am asking
whether that was a matter of departmental administration, or whether
it was one of the principles adopted by the Government on this
matter ?-If it was one of the principles of Government, you have no
right to ask.
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33425. I understand that we may not criticise it.; I only ask to 6L" N*

know whether it was so or not?-[ decline to answer. The act of Declnesto
every Department must always be assumed to be the act of the Gov- answer.
ern men t.

23426. I understand you to suggest that every act, every detail of
the administration of the Department must, in a constitutional light,
be considered to be part of the policy of the Govern ment ?-I am not
here to discuss constitutional questions.

23427. I understand that you are discussing them ?-No; you are
quite mistaken.

23428. Do you decline to say whether the necessity of having the Necessity for the
rails at that time in view of the period when they would be used was use of the rals
one of the elements in the decision for their purchase?-I have mentsindecision
already said it was oie of the elements. to purchase

23429. But do you decline to give the particulars of that reason ?-
I have already answered.

23430. I am endeavouring t ascertain where the necessity for the
purchase existed ?-There were 2,000 miles of railway to build.

23431. When ?-According to the bargain of 1871 it was to be built
within ten years.

23432. And was that the reason that you thought it necessary to Declines to
purchase in 1874 ?-1 decline altogether to answer questions respecting answer.
the policy of the Government, and you may as well understand that
sooner or later.

23433. I don't want you to state the reason for any policy of the
Government, but I wish you to make it clear whether it was then the
policy of the Government to purchase those rails ?-Uless it was
their policy they would not have been purchased, of course.

23434. We think the Commissioners are entitled to assume that the
details of the departmental administration may be inconsistent with
the principles of government adopted by the Ministry, and that those
details may be enquired into ?-I have nothing to do with the assump-
tions of the Commission.

23435. I only wish to state them clearly so that you may understand
the position we are taking, and may bear the responsibility of refusing
to answer or not as you think tit: do you declino to give any evidence
upon the particulars of the necessity for the purchase of those rails on
account of thoir probable use ?- I have already said all that I have to
say about the reasons for their purchase.

23436. Will you say as to the price, whether that was a material The rice a ma-
element in the decision to buy them ?-I have already said so. the decimon to

23437. Are you willing that that should be investigated ?-That pureha..
what should be investigated ?

23438. The reasonableness of that conclusion that the price made it
proper to buy ?-I cannot hinder you from investigating anything you
please.

23439. Will you say, then, what appeared to be the reasons in sup-
port of the view that that was a good time to buy because of the
price ?-I know of no reasons except the statement of fact.
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mats s. 23440. And what was that?-That the price had reached a lower
The price had point than it had ever reached, and that Mr. Fleming thought it was-
reached a lower likely to rise.point than lthbad
ever reached, and 241 i ltcnie ta b
Flermina thought 23441. Did you not consider it expedient, as administrator of the
it was lkey to Departmont at that timo, to enquire into Mr. Flerning's reasons more

iness adopted deeply than merely by hearing that that was his conclusion ?-Well, of
Fleming's course, I adopted bis reasons.

23442. At the time that it was deeided to make the purchase of rails,
cati you say whether it was considered expedient to attract English,
competition as well as Canadian competition ?-To attract English ?

23443 English competition on the prices ?-As to that-I did not
understand your question at first-there were no Canadian manufac-
turers of steel rails that I am aware of.

23444. But there were Canadian dealers ?-I am not aware of any.
There are Canadian agents for English dealers. I am not aware of
any Canadian dealers for themselves.

Thought every 23445. You were aware of Canadian agents for English dealers:
aneoortudni® was it considered advisable that the competition bhould not be
for competing. restricted to Canadian agents of English dealers, and that English

agents and English dealers should compete ?-I supposed every one
should have an opportunity of competing.

23446. Did you consider that eight days was a sufficient time to give-
English agents and English dealers an opportunity to do so ?-If I had
not thought so the advertisement would not have been issued.

Advisedtoextend 23447. Wei e you afterwards led to the conclusion that it was not
Uine frorn elght
dayso 8 t sufficient time?-Some parties advised me to extend the time so as to
enable aent to enable dealers, instead of telegraphing to their principals, to wîite to
write rather than htelegraph to their them, and the time was at once enlarged as soon as that desire became
principals. known.

First quantity 23448. At the time of the reception of those tenders in November,
e nfg 4,c 1874, would you say what quantity it was considered expedient to

tons. purchase?-L think the tirst quantity spoken of was 40.000 tons, by
Mr. Fleming.

23449. Did you adopt his view ?-Yes; I have already mentioned
that.

23450. This was a very large transaction, and it may be assumed
that you took a part in considering the effect of the tenders and award-
ing the cortracts ?-Perhaps you had better, instead of assuming any-
thing, ask any questions you desire to ask.

Ustiat course for 23451. I will ask it in another way if you prefer it : did you take
nom]part In any part in considering the tenders and awarding thu contracts ?-It is

irangeon- the usual course in awarding all contracts.tracts; usual
courme taken. 23452, Did you take the usual course ?-Yes.

23453. Do you remember, at this distance of time, the relative rank
of the tenders, giving the lôwest price to the first rank, and so on ?-
No, I do not ; but I presume the reports in the Department will show
that.

23454. Can you say whether there was any. intention to give any
preference to any party in contracts beyond what would be called for
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by the tenders themselves ?-I am not aware of any such intention. I Co t. s.
cannot conceive how there would be.

23455. Then, I understand you to say that the tenders themselves
will point to the persons who should have got the contract according
to the prices. There is the sehedule by Mr. Fleming showing what he
understood to be the contents and substance of the different tenders on
this subject. If you wiNh to look at it, I shall be glad if you will say
whether it shows that this is the rank of the tenders for dehivery at
Montreal ?-I suppose the paper will speak for itself.

23456. I only wish to know whether you find any construction
applicable to it which I have not found ; we might differ on the mean-
ing of it ?-Ask me any question you like.

23457. I understand that the West Cumberland Co. were the lowest Tenderers lu
tenderers for 5,002 tons ?-That is Guest & Co.? their order.

23458. Cox & Green were thoir agents; 5,000 tons at 853.53 ?--Yes.
23459. I have also understood, from the papers in evidence, that the

40,000 tons were all con tracted for to be delivered at Montreal ?-
WeXll ?

23460. Is that as you understand it ?-] think so; I am not quite
certain of that, however.

23461. Not only contracted, but advertised for to be delivered at
Montreal. The next lowest tender, or rather it is equally low, is that
of the Ebbw Vale Co. for 5,000 tons, at 853.53; the next lowest
is Guest & Co. for 5,000 tons, at $54; the next lowest is 10,000
tons by the Mersey Co.. at 854.26 ; the next lowest is by the
Aberdare Co., 5,000, tons at 854.75. Now, that quantity reaches only
30,000 tons, and still the Aberdare Co., who wero the lowest tenderers
for the portion of the first 30,000 tons, got no contract: can you
explain why that was?-That the lowest tender got no contract?

23462. The Aberdare Co., were among the lowest tenderers for the
first 30,000 tons, and still though 40,000 tons were ordered they were
omitted ?-1 suppose it was because they were higher.

234#;3. That could not be if they were among the lowest for the first
30,000 tons ?-The question is what did it cost the Government.

23464. That is all. For the first 30,000 tons the tenders, as far as I
can construe them, and according to that schodule whieh is now before
you, show that the West Cumberland Co., the Ebbw Vale Co., Guest &
Co., the Mersey Co. and the Aberdare Co , were the five lowest tenders
for the first 30,000 tons ?-The lowest first tenderers were offered more
than what they had put in their tenders. Cox & Green, for instance,
had only 5,00) tons in their tender, and they were otfretd more.

23465. Se far we have had no other direct evidence of that ?-I
cannot help it. i am making evidence of it now.

23466. How were they olfered it ?--They were offered it by Mr.
Trudeau with my knowledge and consent.

23467. Is not that a mistake ?-No; I think not.
23468. Therle is on record the Lact that they wrote to you on the

18th of December offering another 5,000 tons, and otn the 22nd vou
telegraphed them back: " No further steel rails wanted, thanks ?'" -
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Contraets Non. They had declined in the first place, and offered, subsequently, after
the transaction was completed.

23469. There is no evidence of that offer ?-I cannot help that. The
offer was made, nevertheless, and Mr. Trudeau informed me that they
declined. It must have been so.

Witness's recol- 23470. Then your recollection is, that before arriving at the quantity
lection that West of 40,000 tons, the West Cumberland Co. were offered a larger,Cumberland Co. .
were offered a quantity than 5,000 tons ?-Yes ; that is my recollection. My recol-
Iargerua l o that every tender was dealt with that was the lowest, in
than 5,000 tous. lection i hteeytne vsdatwt htwstelwsi

order to get the quantity we decided upon at the lowest possible
prices.

Presumnes that
Ouest &Co were 23471. Were Guest & Co. offered an opportunity of supplying a
offeed an® ® ppo- largor quantity ?-I presume they were.
Ing alarger
quantty. 23472. Then, you have no positive recollection ?-No, I have io

positive recollection. What makes my recollection in the case of Cox
& Green is, that the newsppper correspondence brought out the fact
that they stated themselves that they were offered it.

23473. What correspondence ?-Newspaper corresponden ce.

23474. And the Mersey Co.; their offer was 10,000 tons at Mon-
treal: do you remember anything about that amount being increased ?
-I think so. It was increased to 20,000, that being the best arrange-
ment the Government could make as to price.

Ras Do recollec-
tion ofthe oact
that the Aberdare

eo. was passed
over, oiuest & Co
being given a
r referencehough 49 ets.
higlier.

The increase in
the Mersey Co.'s
@upply carried
outby Trudean,
and probably
referred to wit-
ness as Minister.

23475. Then the Aberdare Co., do you know anything about them?
-I do not recollect anything about them. I presume we never
reached their figure.

23476. It appears that their figures were reached, and that 5,000
tons-the second 5,000 tons-were given to Guest & Co., at the price of
855.24, while the Aberdare Co. had offered to supply the same quantity
at 854.7î, giving Guest & Co. the preference and 49 ets. per ton more
than the Aberdare Co. had offered to furnish then for?-I have no
recollection of it.

23477. The way that happened was this: Guest & Co. offered one
5,000 tons at 854, and another 5,00) at $55.24. Both offers were
accepted, which reduced the average to 854.62. That average would
be below the Aberdare Co.'s offer, which was $54.75 ?-My general
view, as expressed to Mr. Trudeau, was that each tender should be
followed up, beginning at the lowest, giving them as much as they
would take, and proceeding upwards only when forced to do so by
rising prices.

23478. Taking 10,000 tons-not from Guest & Co. alone, but half
from Guest & Co. and half from the Aberdare Co., would have reduced
the rate for the whole 10,000 tons. I do not know whether that
circumstance was called to your attention ; please state if it was ? -
I do not think it was.

23479. There is no tender and no correspondence upon the subject
of this increase in the Mersey Co.'s supply: could you say how the
negotiation was carried on ?-It was carried on by Mr. Trudeau, and
probubly referred to me as Minister.

23480. When you say probably, I suppose you mean that you
are not able to say positively ?-I have no precise recollection, but I
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have no doubt that that was the mode. I recollect of Mr. Fairman CoI***ct***

calling upon me once or twice, but I referred him to Mr. Trudeau,
through whom all business was transacted of the kind.

23481. After this 40,000 tons had been bargained for, there seems to
have been a hait in the traasaction. That was about the 3rd of
December, 1874, and subsequently a change of tactics early in January,
and a furthor supply was procured ; could you say what led to, the
necessity of the further parchase ?-That is for the Pacifie coast ?

234S2. I think the new lots amounted to 10,000 tons-of that, 5,00) second pur-
tons went to Vancouver ?-About that time we were about entering a vlew to bnild-
on the obligation to bauid the Island railway, and it was with the view Ing the railway
to have iron rails sufficient for that that the second purchase was made. Ysianco

23i483. You think that was what led to the changed position and the
purchase of the further lot ?--I think so.

23484. Was that change, do you think, after the refusal to take the
West Cumberland Co 's second otfer of 5,000 tons at £11 in Montreal
-equivalerit to £1t> sterling in Liverpool ?-I have no recollection of
dates.

23485. The circumstance happened somewhat in this way, as far as
disclosed by the Blue Book reports and the evidence before us: on the
20th of December, or about that date at all events, the West Cumber-
land Co. offered 5,000 tons more at £11 sterling in Montreal, which I
understand to be equal to £10 sterling in Liverpool, because the freight
across was £1. That was refused immediately by telegram, stating
no further rails were required. On the 4th of Jaruary, Cooper, Fair-
man & Co. write to you. That is the first letter upon the subject, as
a ppears by the reported correspondence, and they use this; language:
Sith reference to the 10,000 tons required f.o.b. Liverpool "-
apparently pointing to some definite 10,04 tons, and suggesting that Thinks conversa-
but ween yon and then mention had been made of 10.000 tons: do you takenpaewth
rtcollect the circumstance of any allusion to such a quantity being Cooper, Fairman
made before that letter-I mcan any alluion in any correspondence wouldacountfor
botween you and Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?-I think there vas no cor. the way they
respondence. There niiglbt have been conversations. Janunary.

23486. Between you and some of thern ?-There may have been.
23487. Do you. say that there was ?-I really cannot, sav. I have a

recollection of an interview with Mr. Fairman once or twice while the
main tenders were pending, but I have no recollection of any subse-
quent one.

23488. On the same day, that is the 4th of January, a telegram was
sent to you from Moritreal, by some persons using this signature:
"Agents, Mersey Co."

" Mersey Co. having signed tender deliver at Montreal, cannot now deliver wesL"

Did you understand this title to mean Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?-I do
not recollect of the tolegram at ail.

23489. It is reported on page 38 of this Blue Book conicerning corres-
pondence on the steel rails ?-Tbere are three telegrams apparently the
same day.

23490. From Cooper, Fairman & Co ?-Yes. there are some on the
previous page.
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Con*raeta N°*. 23491. That is the letter to which I allude; it is a second telegram ?
-What is your question about it ?

Supposes the 2349. I ask whether you understood that title "Agents, Mersey
iaseray Co , C." to mean in tact Cooper, Fairman & Co ?-I suppose it must have

meant Cooper, been. They were the agents.Fairman & (Co.
Never any publie 23493. On the 7th January you accept their tender for 5,000 tonscoinpe tition for
the 5,000 tons for at Liverpool at the rate of £10 10s. sterling ; can you say whether
whlch the tenderof Cooper, a r- there ever was any public competition or any kind of competition as
man &Co. waa to any purehase of rails f.o.b. at Liverpool ?-No; I don't think there-aceted at
£10 g was.

23494. You think not ?-I think not.
23495. At the time of accepting their offer, a spontaneous one, as I

gather from the reported correspondence, were the following circum-
stances taken into account, that two days before you were able to
purchase from the Cumberland Co. ut £10 sterling in Liverpool, or
equivalent to that, because it was only £ 1 at Montreal, that on a pre-
vious occasion the Department hal communicated, before the reception
of tenders, that they were reeeiving no tenders or entertaining none,
for the delivery ut Liverpool, and that in fact Crawford hal offered
then there at £10 5s. and the otfor was not entertained ?- I have no
recollection of Ciawford's offer.

23496. It is reported on page 25 of the same Blue Book ?-It was
during the summer of next year.

23497. That would bo for delivery in the summer of 1875 ?-Yes.

23498. That would be quite as early as you wanted them or
got them ?-No; I don't recollect our reasons for declining that.

'3 9.. Then, do you say that the acceptance of Cooper, Frairman &
Co's offer was made without the consideration of those circumstainces?
-I do not think so; I have no doubt they were all considered.

Cannot tel] ar
wheter Itwas 23500. Was it considered that rails at £10 ]Os. froin Cooper, Fair-
c ®lderedthat man & Co. w's botter than at £10 5s. from Crawford ?-1 eannot tell.£10 10s. lromn
Cooper, Fairman It may have been. It would depend aitogether upon iiipe,'tion and
& Co. was better
tban £10 5s. irorn q uaity.
Crawford. 23501. Are you able to say that any such matters were eonsidered;

that there was such a difference as you describe ; that one flini had a
better quality or was more desirable ?--The fact that there was a
decision in the case implies consideration. I have no recollection of
discussions respecting the mat or.

23502. No one else of those who have been before us has touched
upon any sueh compatis ,n between these offers-Crawfords a'd Cooper
Fairnian & Co.'s, and the other gentlemen in New York, who were
irformed that their offer would not be entertained. That refusal to
enter tain the offer is found on page. 3 of this same Blue Book ?-This
has reference to the original tenders.

23503. Ycs; I am asking whether afterwards in January, before
accepting the offer of Cooper, Fairman & Co. those circumstances were
considered ?-Which cireumstances ?

22504. The circumstantce that Mr. Justice had been told that no
tenders for delivery at Liverpuol would be accepted, and the zircum-

rý
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stance that Mr. Crawford had offered them at £10 5s. : I ask w1ether tacs s
these were considered before deciding to award the contract without
competition ?-It was a subsequent transaction altogether.

23505. Can you say if they were considered, or why it was not worth
while to ask for the competition of Crawford or of the Cumberland Co.
who had two days before accepted £10 as a price ?-I know of no
reaaons whatever, except what are in the public documents in the office.
I have no documents.

23506. Is there any fact connected with any of those contracts about
steel rails which you think it proper to offer by way of evidence, that
has escaped our attention ?-1 know of no fact.

23507. There is a circumstance upon which we do not think it l. Mackentzie's
necessary to take further evidence, but I mention it in case you should am of
desire to state anything upon the subject. Mr. Chas. Mackenzio, in 2ope, Fair-
bis e'idence before us, said that ho was a member of the firm of man a a
Cooper, Fairman & Co., and that after, they got the contract for those
rails, and before ho informed any of them that ho intended to retire,
he had a conversation with you on the subject; is there anything
connected with that whieh you think ought to be explained by
evidence from you ?-Well, I have no objection, as it is a personal,
matter, to auswer any questions you like to ask.

23508. We do not ask for any; we wish to afford the opportunity Teleghed toChas.
if you think it desirable ?-As soon as I saw the statement in a paper Mac eie W
-I think it is the Montreal Gazette-that Chas. Mackenzie, or myself>, say he had no
or sonie cornections, were intorested in that contract, I telegraphed to Cooper, Falr an
him aisking if it was so, if hc had any interest, and if I might state & CO.
that ho had not. I received his answer promptiy to say that he had
-not any kind of interest, good, bad or inditferent I then telegraphed
to some newspaper denying the allegation made. I recollect welt his
hpeaking to me about Cooper & Fairman being concerned as agents for
aome English companies, and that it would never do for him to remain
in connection with them on that account. What precise date that was
I do not reniember.

23509. Your telegram to him, as I uiderstand it, was the first com-
imunication with him on the subject ?-Yes.

Hardly thinks
23510. That was before an interview?-Yos; I think so. It may iisÇ telegram

mot have been before the interview. I hardly think it could bc. beforf.an
interview.

23511. Then (1o you think you telegraphed him, notwithstanding a Telegraphed to
previous interview at whieh you learned his standing in the matter ?- hiterv ain
Tpretsume so. I wanted a definite statement from himself whether ho whch he learned

.in i. his standing
tad any interest in it or not. towards the firmn,

because he want.
23512, Was the tolegram to isk whether ho had consummated his ed a i..-11iîe

intention of i etiring, because ai his interview ho irformed you uht le saternent.
lhad that initentionî ?-No; the telegrami was to ask him whether 1
might state that he had not any inteî est in that contract. I have no
objection that you should get that telegram-I mean from the Depart-
rent. if it can be got.

23513. We do not consider it nocessary toget such particulars; we only
wish to leain if there is anything -bout it that you think desirable
should bo put in the evidence ?-Of couirso I am perfectly aware
of the falehoods circulated in the country about it at the time. I
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pres4e that no one, though used for political purposes, ever believed
that I had any connection with anything that was improper, and I
merely mention what I have done because of those statements.

23514. It is for the purpose of affording an opportunity to make
any desired explanation that we mention the subject. The next contract
in the order of numbers is the Georgian Bay Branch; that was made
with Mr. Foster in February, 1875, and about the end of the year,
or the beginning of next, it was cancelled ?-Yes.

23515. Not ,peaking just now of the Canada Central extension, but
ot the Georgian Bay Branch proper-a payment of about 811,000 was
made ?-Yes.

Astothepaylmeit 23516. It seems that this was the whole amount paid by the
o>fS41,OO to
Foster, can only Govern ment, and his deposit was returned to him. The only matter
say thal. Fleming about this whieh we desire 10 enquire into is whether the fact that
rmoed nigt be this line was impracticable could have been ascertained for a smaller
pa-d. sum if the Government had undertaken the explorations and surveys

which Mr. Foster made, and for which this was intended
t) reimburse him : can you give us any information upon that sub-
ject? -We have simply Mr. Fleming's report, in which he says that
the amount expended would bu useful in continuing the explorations
westward, and if properly certified might be paid to that extent. I
forget the precise amount he suggested.

23517. Mr. Fleming, as we have gathered fron a report which ho
himself puts in, made very strong representations to the Government
based on letters of Mr. Hazlewood, that such a route as that adopted by
the Government would certainly be feasible ? - Yes.

Out to be M- 2518. And that that turned ont to be a mistake; so that the only
than t hroute vircurmtance about it was that the Government was misled into this
adopted by the contrict upon incorrect information from the Engineering Depart-
ti4overnmnent
woi"d prove ment? -Yes; of course.
feasible. 23519. Is there anything else about it which you think worthy of

ment ion ?-Nothing occurs to me, but I would be very glad that you
should ask me any question that occurs to yourself.

23520. There is nothing else about it that we think requires
explanation ?-l have been told lately that the route selected by M.r.
liazlewood would have turned out to be the best after ail.

235Z1. Mr. Shanly and Mr. Fleming, at a later date, state that the
gradients could not have been secured. At first Mr. Fleming did not
agree with Mr. Shanly's proposition, but on the latter occasion he admits
in effeet that his first information was not well founded: is there anything
connected with it which you think ought to be mentioned ?-No; I am
not aware of' anythiîg as far as explanation is concerned, but I will be
very happy to give any if required

23522. The Chairman.-Nothing occurs to us.

RaHiiway Loca- 23523. The number of the next contract is 13, which wab for the
.ct .a. portion of the railway next west of Lake Superior; could you say

whether any definite policy upon the question of building a line
through that section of the country had been adopted by the Govern-
ment?-Well, the objection that I previonsly raised as to discussing
the policy of the Government comes in, but mis the matter was really
expkined in some of my speeches, I need not have any hesitation on
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that point at prosent. The policy of the Government was to obtain contraet Ne.13.

the best and shortest line a to grades and curves between Thunder menft°o tarn-
]Bay and Red River, or Rat Portage, which was the objective point thtWeng eIine

between the two. The policy of the Government looked to the pOSSi- Bayand Rat
bility of the road east of Thunder Bay not being constructed for many Portage.
years, and to use the water as the means Of communication between
the Ontario system of railways and Fort William, and possibly to
utilize the small lakes in the interior of this country also for a term.
The Government might, perhaps, have chosen not to commence any
building at ail until the entire line was surveyed and decided upon, but
we looked upon it as very important to have an immediate entrance
into that country through our own territory for the sumnier, if not for
the whole year, and therefore decided to construct this portion as fast Decided to con-
as we could get it put under contract, the two ends at least, that is, astruet aiV'pouI
between Red River and Rat Poptage, and between Fort William and be got under

the interior line of lakes at Port Savanne. contract.

23524. You have answered the question at greater length than I
intended when I asked it, because you have beengood enough to inform
us of some of the reasons for the policy. My object in asking the ques-
tion was to ascertain what the policy was (or if there was any policy)
as to the mode of building that link. That being now established, I
would like to ask whether it was so decided, without reference to
tho state of the examinations by the engineers, or wheher it
depended upon any conclusion as to the sufficiency at that time of those
examinations. This is asked with a view only of ascertaining whether
the engineering staff were then considered efficient ?-The line was Line run in the

run in the first place from Nipigon Bay up by the Sturgeon River 4ir place troe
route, keeping far north of the present line, but was exce3dingly rough Sturgeon River

ruerrto, north.
-so rough and imrracticable, in fact, as to lead the engineers and the of preant lno,
Government to give up the idea of taking it by that line. In 1873 and aO," ougi
the early part of 1874 it seemed probable that the Nipigon Bay line being given up.

would be the one adopted ; but for the reasons stated and the other
reason not stated, but which I may state, that we found it quite practic-
able to obtain the minimum grades upon this line, and very straight
curves, we proceeded with that. As to the engineering staff, it is a
very difficult thing for a staff, scattered over a country like that, to
obtain in one year or two an accurate idea of the difficulties to be
encountered.

23525. Perhaps I ought to have put my question in this way: Does not think

whether, before entering upon any contract for section 13, it was under- beÎore macine

stood that the Engineering Department had acquired such information had been such an
Instrumental

as would enable quantities to be mentioned with something like accu- uurvey as would
racy ?-Well, I do not think there was such an instrumental survey of ,,ve tgive
the whole line at that time as made it possible. to do that. It was a quantities with

matter of calculation by observation simply, as any engineer can tell in scmethilg lke

passing through a country what it is likely to amount to as to quanti-
ties. The east end and the west end were ascertained at, the time.

23526. I think as to section 18 it appears that no location, properly
so called, had taken place, but what Mr. Fleming designates a trial
location, and that the quantities had not been even approximately
ascertained ?-That was not my impression.

23527. Do you remember that at the time the contractors went upon
the ground to commence this work they were not able to proceed, and
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remained some weeks while the actual location was taking place ?-
That is while a deviation took place. Mr. Hazlewood ascertained that
tliere was a better route for many mites, both as to quantities and asto
grades, and it appoared that Mr. Murdoch had never examined the
country as a whole as Mr. Hazlewood did, and that part that was
changed had tu be gone over again. That is my recollection of the
circumstances.

23528. Mr. Marcus Smitb has said, I think, among other witnesses,
that this contract was let upon a trial location; and it appears that
the specifications were dated Jantiary, 1875 ?-It was let upon preci -ely
the same data as the other contracts were let, I think.

23529. It would be convenient to deal only with this one at this
moment. Mr. Fleming, at page 9 of his report of 1877, in'describing
all the s.urveys that had taken place up to the end of 1874, says a
trial location survey from Thunder *Bay te Shebandowan had been
made, and he'distinguishos between atrial location and a regular location
by saying that the tirst mentioned, namely, the trial location, is the firt
attempt at staking out a lino for construction, the tangents being laid
down, and, when necessary, the curves being set out, and ho proceeds to
desc":ibo the location survey as a more exact examination of the

The quantities ground ?-Well, I understand it was an exact survey of the ground,
frn catuaa. that the quantities were calculated from actual data. Indeed, ià could

not have been anything else.
23530. You think il must have been a regular location ?-1 think so.
23531. Is it because the specifications purported te give quantities

At the time of that you come to that conclusion ?--Yes.
decidng to buld 2353?. That brings us back to the question that I first in.tended tothe Unxe the engi-
neer reported ask-whether ibe Government, at the timeof deciding to build the line,1.hat the Govern-
ment had the eonsidered that they had means of arriving at accurate quantities ?-

eansof arrvlng So the engineers reported.at accurate
quantities. 23533. Then it was upon that representation that the policy was

adopted, as I understand ?-Undoubtedly; partly as te quantities and
)artly as te grades. The question of grades was a governing one

always. We decided on a policy of having a minimum grade coming
east and one going weit, the one going west of forty and coming east
of twîety.ix, and even if it hud made a serious difficulty in cost, we
probably would still have persevered in carrying out the lino.

23534. Shebandowan wvas at first the western terminus of contract
No. 13 ?-Yes.

Country west or
Sturgeon Falls
too rough, and a
4deviation north-
ward made tvith-
ont lengtbening
the Une.

23.35. That was abandoned and the lino was deflected north-westerly
at some point nearer Thunder Bay ?-It was supposed at first that the
best lino lay by the Shebandowan and Sturgeon Falls ioute, with a
possibility of crossing by the Narrows, but having in any case the
objective point of Rat Portage. The eountry west of Sturgeon Falls
was found too rough to be considered practicable, and the deviation
was made northward without lengthening the line at all.

23536. All the other questions that have occurred to us concerning
section 13 appear te bc engineering ones, and it is not necessary
to trouble you further unless you think of something that ought to be
mentioned ?-No; there is nothing that i know of.
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23537. The number of the next contract is 1. That was fron RZed
River to Cross Lake. In order ta proceed with the eonstructin of'
that, il, was necessary, of courso, to settle a terminus on Red River.
Selkirk seems to have been selected fbr that : ean you say vhetlier
you, as Mîiister of Publie Works, took any part in that selection, or
was it leit to the Engineer?-It was left to the Engineer.

29.538. As to whether it was desirable to let the contract at the tine
that it was let for practical purposes, I would ask whether you are
aware that a portion of the line next the Red lZiver eould not be pro-
ceeded with, and that when the contractors arrived mn the ground they
were not able to go on, and were put to large expense. Please look
at this answer to question 1742 by Mr. Sifton, I do not know
whether it will refresh your memory ?-If thore was any remon-
strance made by the contractor, it will be in the Department, I sup-
pose. I have no recollection of anything of the kind.

23539. I am not speaking as to the position he afterwards tcok on
the subjeet, but as to the knowledge the Department hai at the tine of
the real state of affairs in that neighbourhood ?-I an not aware ot any
special state of affairs.

23540. Were you aware that at that tine there was no locatel lino
next the river, nd that the contractors would be obligod to transport
their supplies for some distance into the country before they began
their work ?-No; 1 was not.

23541. There was a change from the original contract made respect-
inig a portion of the line juast at the east enid by which Mr. Whitehead
undertook to finish tihat iustead of the original contractors, Sifton,
Ward & C. I have here a written agreenout which was made
betweeni the parties subject to the approval of the Minister at the time ?
-What is the date?

23542. 13th of September, 1878. This is a copy of the contract, and
I may refresh your nemory by stating the difficulties that seemed to
exist at the timne. Tne work at the uest end of section 14 was over a
mnuch rougher portion cf the country than that west of it ? -les.

2,543. That seemed to involve the necessity of using machinery,
engines and cars, &c., to transport the earth from oe part to another
to do the filling. Mr. Whitehead, the contractor for section 15, had this
machinery; Mr. Sifton had not, and some arrangement was made
between them, subject to your approval: caun you say whether you
assented to that on the under standing that Sifton & Ward should,
nevertheless, get their original prices, or whether it was an abandon-
ment on their part of so mueh of the line and the assumption of it by
Mr. Whitehead?-1 certaily had no intention it should be anything
else but that.

2,544. But what ?-That Mr. Whitehead should do the work.
2354. For the (Governmrent or for them ?-For then.

25546. Did you iuderstand they were to get their original prices ?-
Of course not. Whatever Mr. Whitehead was to get they could notget.

23547. Were they to get anything cise beyond his contract price ?-
He was to get what their contract called for. They could get no more,
and if Mr. Whitehead did part of the work that their contract covered,

RaiIvy Loca.-
tion&-

Cosatract No. 14
The Reection of
Selkirk -s the
aed Hiver ter-
minus lef. to
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C*traetNo. 14 he was entitled to be paid, of course, according to the agreement
between them.

23548. I wish to ascertain now whether the particular nature of this
assent on you part, or the result of it rather, was discussed or consid-
ered at the time, and I would like to explain more fully the nature of
the dispute which has since arisen. I am not doing this with a view
to ascertain whether their claim is a good or a bad one, but whether
the action of the Department was expedient. They had no limit to the
price which should be paid for haulage. The usual condition, at all
events, in subsequent contr ets was that after 2,500 feet contractors
got no additional haulage, but that between 1,200 and 2,500 feet they got
1 et. per 100 feet. Tue haulage in this case was some two miles. Mr.
Whitehead undertook to do it for 40 ets. and find his own implements,
and no extra charge. Sifton & Ward say he was their sub-contractor,
that they did not give it up entirely to Mr. Whitehead, that they
were to get their price for haulage, which amounts to some $150,000-
above Mr. Whitehead's price, that Mr. Whitehead's price should be
taken.out of that sum aid that they should be paid the difference: I

Thecontractwith wish to know if these features of the transaction were submitted to
hsstuiaos you and considered by you ?-I do not think they were.. It was the

ol one oontractor substitution of one contractor for another as to that particular work;for another for
the rtion f that is my recollection. Hlowever, I was sonewhat busy about the
workin question. time this arose.

23549. We have no further questions concerning section 14, but if
you think of any other fact which would be material we should be glad
to know it ?-I know of nothing concerning it, only what is in the
Department.

23550. There is another matter that bas occurred to us, and which
may be worthy of consideration, but which is perhaps more of an
engineering question than a Departmental one. It is this: that this
substitution of one contractor for another upon that end might have
been prevented if that portion of the country had been thrown into
section 15, because it was the same characttr of country. I may ask
you whether you took any part in deciding that the terminus of sec-
tion 15 at Cross Lake should be where it is instead of a mile and a-
half further west ?-No; it waa wholly the Chief Engineer. I knew
nothing of the country personally, except what I could glean from
reports.

Fort Frances 23551. There is a circuumstance connected with the expenditure at
E9xpenditure. Fort Frances Lock which has not been dealt wvth, I understand, byany
Knows nothing Parliamentary Committee-it is this : not whether it was an expedient°ontrary to the thing to build it, but whether the money actually paid out by the Gov-vlew that the
moneys paid out ernment was fairly accounted for and fully spent in the interests of theha been ac- Government ?.-I know nothing to the contrary.counted for. o-

23552. Do you know whether il bas been investigated in any way by
the Department ?-I presume the same investigation takes place with
regard to all payments. I know of no special investigation. The
matter of payments is always a matter between the engineers and the
Deputy Minister.

22553. Then no question has arisen specially to call your attention
to the subject ?-No; I never investigated accounts unless my attention
was called to it specially by the Deputy.
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23554. Tho next number is section 15, upon which a great deal of
discussion bas taken place regarding the engineering and financial
features, and I hardly think it necessary to ask you anything about
that. It bas been very fully dealt with, but as to the letting of the
contract, it was lot to Mr. Whitehead nominally in conjunction with
Sutton & Thompson ?-It was let to Sutton & Thompson, and they took
Mr. Whitehead in as a partner, and lie afterwards bought them out
altogether. That is my recollection of it.

23555. But was not the original contract in the name of the three ?
-I think so unless the sale was made before the contract was signed,
I am not quite positive about that. There is a printed return, I think,
somewhere, an Order-in-Council, which explains the whole ot it.

23556. It was let to the three apparently together ?-That is my contract let to
recollection. threeoontraetor.

23557. That is wbat I intended to say when I said it was let to him Not sure whether
in conjuniction with them; my question about that is whether at the time e tma of letting
it was actually let apparently to the three of them, you were aware that that Whitehead
lie was, by arrangement with the others, the single person interested ?-Inaar on
I am not sure that I was at the time. I was aware afterwards-very
soon afterwards-that he was to do the work himself.

23558. It was before the contract was really awarded to thom that
he arranged that lie alone was to be interested ?-He may have.

23559. My question was intended to ascertain whether you or any
one in the Department was aware that ho alone was interested ?-I do
not think so, then.

23560. Were you aware that Senator McDonald or his son bad any
interest in the contract at the time it was 1et?-No ; I was not. Perhaps
you would allow me to look at that Order-in-Council; L think there is8
a narrative there. We were dealing with Sutton & Thompson
altogether in letting the contract, and I observe, as I thought, they
answered telegrams that were sent to them as to whether they had paid
Mr. Charlton or any one on bis account a sum of money for withdrawing.

23561. I understand you to say that at that time you were not
aware that Senator McDonald had any interest, or was taking any part
in the matter ?--Senator McDonald called at the Department on behalf
of Mr. Whitehead, and told us that he was to furnish the security, but
we knew nothing of any arrangements between the two. I supposed,
being a relative, that ho was doing it as a matter of favour to Mr. White-
head.

23562. Was there any reason to suppose, at that time, that they
were effecting the withdrawal of Charlton ?-I saw it stated somewbere,
or had a letter sent me, I forget which, that they were instrumental in
doing that, and Mr. McDonald was in my office and I asked him the
question. He denied it very explicitly, and said it was wholly untrue,
but I thouglt that a formal letter should be addressed to themselves.
Accordingly this telegram was sent :

Was mot awaathat senstor
McDonald or his
son had amr
lnurest in
Contract.

Aeh.d Semater
IXODOB&Id Who
WaeIn hsofflce
whether they haI
paid Chiarlton for-
gettng ou of the
way, and Senator
Mconald dente&
it very explltly..

"Mes SUTToN BantfoMPoà, "onarIl OTTWA, Sth January, 1877.

"Brantford, Ontario.
"I am directed by the Minister of Publie Works to say that the Department has

been informed by parties interested, that the firm of Sutton - Thompson, or some
54*
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2'oad.wfng-
Coutre.ct N o. 15.

Sutton & Thomp-
son deny that any
money was pad
to Charlton.

The way Martin,
Charlton's part-
ner was dealt
viîtei1 .

person acting on their behalf, has paid Charlton & Co., or Mr. Charlton individually,
a sum of money for withdrawing their tender for the construction of section 15 of the
Canada Pacifie Railway, and to ask if there is any truth in this matter.

%(Signed) " F. BRAUN,
"Secretary."

On the morning of the 6th, that is the next morning, the following
reply was received:-
"(Private.)

"By telegraph from Brantford, 6th, to F. Braun, Esq., Secretary Public Works
Department:

"No truth whatever in the statement that we, or an person on our behalf paid
C3harltoo & Co., or Mr. Charlton individually, a sum of money for withdrawing their
tender for construction of section 15 of the Canada Pacifie Railway.

(Signed) "SUTTON & THOMPSON."

I assumed, upon Mr. McDonald's representations, which were very
strong indeed, as well as this direct denial of Sutton & Thonpson, that
they were maligned in the matter. I never ascertained whether there
was any truth in it or not.

23563. Do you remember that before the matter was finally closed
Mr. Martin, who had been a partner of Charlton's, and whose name was
mentioned in the original tender, claimed that ho had rights which
should not ho overlooked ?-Oh, yes, I remember it quite well; Ithink
it is dealt with there in that Order-in-Council. I will find it if you
will allow me. ilere it is:

<' The letter of Mr. Martin, one of the principals of the firm of Messrs Charlton &
Co. already referred to, contains a statement that he is prepared to proceed to give
the necessary security. But he did not tender any security, and as he had been given
the opportunity for two months to do so, it would have been evidently useless tg wait
longer on his account, setting aside altogether the matter of the rupture of tbe firm
of which he was a menber."

23564. The report which contains that matter is dated on the 6th of
Janiary; Mr Martin's letter is on the 29th of December ; would you
say whether after the 29th of December you declined to negotiate in
any way with Mr Martin, or declined to recognize bis standing ?-I do
not remember the precise date, but I presume from the memorandum
that we made, the tender of the work to other parties, and we ceased.
negotiations with him as a matter of course.

23565. Thon, at no time after receiving bis communication did you.
recognize bis standing, or deal with him ?-We should not ; I am not
aware that we did. I do not think it is possible that we could.

23566. I am not s'ure whether you gave as one of the reasons for notî
dealing with Mr. Martin, that you had already offered it to the next
highest tonderers ?-I do not know that I did.

23567. Or do you understand that, as far as the next lowest tenderers
were concerned, the matter was open ?-It could not be open if we,
offered it to those parties.

23568. I am only asking whether it was open or whether it had then
been offered ?-I presume it conld not be open, and after examining the
Charlton & Martin tender we were tolerably well satisfied it was not a,
bona fide tender at all. It was a matter of contract jobbing, I think.

23569. Io there any other circumstance connected with section 15
which occurs to you as being proper to give in 'evidence ?-You have
not asked anything about the other tender.
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23570. Which ?-Kane & Macdonald's.
23571. We have not considered it necessary to ask anything about

·that; but if there is anything beyond what appears in the reporta that
you think material, we should be glad to hear it ?-Well, I understood
from an extract I saw of your proceedings, that Mr. Macdonald made
certain representations bore.

23572. That did not lead us to think it necessary to ask anything Kane & Mac-
further?-Very well. I have merely to say that Mr. Macdonald and doua tendeea
Mr. Kano (1 think the other party's. name was) tendered, and thcy t iplm"a cou-
wanted to make a condition, that section 14 should be finished within traet 14.hoMul athe time mentioned. I could make no condition with any individual finished by a
contractor. I saw that Mr. Macdonald had made certain reprosenta- certain time.
tiovs bere, and I thought it proper to mention that. We would be
making a new contract without advertising, if we had done so. It
would be making the Government responsible for implementing their
contract, and for damages if they were not through with section 143within the specified time. They received every courtesy and atten-
tion at all times from the Department, and I have a letter of profuse
thaniis from Mr. Macdonald lor the attention he had received at the
Department.

23573. The next is No. 16, which was an arrangement with the canamadsaqn
:Canada Cenîtral Railway for an extension from the vicinity of Douglas. c.uwsu .
'There is no question whiich occurs to us excepting that concerning the
rails. There was a loan or an advance of rails; do you remember
whether that was returned either in money or in the same quality of
rails ?-As yo are placing that in evidence it would be better to state
the facts, I think.

23574. If you will ?-The Government were bound by the agree- Loan or rails
ment with the Canada Central to pay 75 per cent. upon rails delivered.
A quantity of rails were delivered at Renfrew as near the line of the
railway as they could be got. An Order-in-Council specified the neigh-
bourhood of Renfrew or Douglas as the beginning of the subsidized
road. Mr. Foster proceeded to eonstruct the branch-we supposed thon
it would only be a branch-to Pembroke, and applied to the Govern-
ment for a certain quantity, I forget how much, 100 or 200 tons of
these rails, as a loan, until he could deliver others. The Govern-
ment permitted him to getthat quantity. hegiving in security in South
Eastern Railway bonds to the extent of £60,000, if I recollect right.
The rails were afterwards replaced, or accounted for rather in the newcontract. The rails did not belong to the Govern ment, but to the con-
pny, but we had advanced 75 per cent. of their value according to Mr.
Fleming's certificate of the value of the rails. Thon they became
Government property until the contract was fulfilled. Afler the rails
were laid, the Government ceased to have any control over them.

23575. The next contract, No. 17, was for the transportation of rails Tma
from Liverpool to Vancouver Island. It was made by Anderson, r.
Anderson & Co. at the rate of £2 per ton, I think, this item amounted Did not seek te
to somothing over S50,000; do you remember whother any ste ps were ascertain the
taken by the Department to ascertain the prices of freights in England freight.
before giving the work to Cooper, Fairman & Co., or whether they were
allowed to fix the rates ?-No; we had some information, whether it
was looking at the newspapers, or getting the rates from some other
quarter, I do not remember. That was about the freight. £2 10s.

,54j*
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was what they asked in the first place, I believe. That we declined,
and we gave £2.

2ë576. I think their first offer was £2, and after it was accepted
they wanted it raised; but you held them to the original bargain ?
-Was that iL ? I had forgotten.

23577. The next, No. 18, is for the transportation rf rails from
Duluth to Winnipeg. That appears to have been let without any
public coin petition. There were two offers made from individuals:
one from Fuller & Milne of Hanilton, on the 6th of April, 1875, and
another on the 21st of April, 1875, from N. W. Kittson ; do you,
remember anything of that transaction ?-No; I only remember that
the contract was given to Kittson & Co.-the North-West Co., I think
it was called, or something of that sort.

23578. The Red River Transportation Co.?-Yes.
23579. Do you remember an interview between Mr. Hill and your-

self on the subject, ho representing the Red River Transportation Co. ?
-I saw Mr. Hill; I do not know whether it was on that occasion or
not.

23580. Do you remember any good reason why a higher price should
be paid to Kittson & Co. than to Fuller & Milne ?-I think they were
the only parties who could do it, for one thing. They had control over
all the boats on the river, and they had control of the railway; but
besides that we had nothing for storage giving it to Kittson. They
were obliged to find storage and wharfage at Duluth, and besides there
was a question of currency which made a difference of some cents.
We thought it advisable on all grounds that they should obtain the-
contract.

23582. Then, upon the whole, do you say that there were some
reasons why it should be given to Kittson at a higher price ?-The
reason I have stated was, I believed they were the only parties who-
could do it, but I do not beheve the price was higher.

23582. If it was higher, was there any reason that you know of?-
There could be no other reason than that.

23583. You think there was that reason- that they offered storage,
which Fuller & Milne did not ?-The others could not; they had not
the storage.

23584. But if they tendered for it ?-I do not think they tendered
for it; that is my recollection at least.

23585. As far as the currency is concerned Fuller & Milne state
distinctly their rates are American currency ?-In their tender?

23586. In their tender. That would dispose of that matter?-Yes;
have you their tender there ? (Tender handed to witness.)

23587. The offer of Mr. Kittson involved serious difficulties and con-
ditions as to the state of the water in Red River; he offered to carry
them only on condition that the water was of a certain depth, Mr..
Fnller's offer was unconditional in that respect; and, as a matter of
fact, Mr. Kittson did not deliver the rails as far north as was intended,.
the reason alleged by him being the state of the water ?-Not all.

21588. I think some 29,000 tons used in building the Branch were
not delivered ?-That was to be built in any case.
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21589. I think, in your Order-in-Council you advised the building of contractNe.lS.
that Branch ?-It had to be built at any rate.

21590. I mean built at that particular time ?-Oh, yes.
21591. This is a letter of the 23rd of May, from your Department to

Mr. Kittson upon the subject. I do not know that the correspondence
shows that particular advantage which you think governed the decision
about storage: are you aware whether it was arrived at by conver-
sations and not by writing ?-I think there is no dcubt whatever that
they had control of almost every boat on the river.

23592. And was that a reason why they should get a higher price ?
-It was a reason wby they should have the contract if they were the
parties, and the only parties, likely to deliver them.

23593. Fuller seems to have been a responsible party for a contract,
because he had a contract for constructing a telegraph line ?-I sup-
pose se.

23594. And, if a responsible person, I suppose he could be dealt
with ?-No doubt. It was quite impossible for him to take them in in
the same time.

23595. I notice that in a memorandum of yours in pencil at the foot
of Kittson's offer of the 2 Lst of April, you direct some .one to write and
say that Mr. Hill's offer-I suppose alluding to a verbal offer-covered
all charges at Duluth, and asking that this be also put in writing ?-
Yes.

Fiiler a responsm i
ble eron; never-
thelesaqleC
1 m SIle for
hi to takera

t e s i a n .e
time as K.ltteon.

23596. He afterwards inakes a written offer, but this item of storage
-which you mention does not appear to be in the writing ?-It should
have been.

23597. There is wharfage and dockage, andghandling?-Yes; they
were responsible for it altogether. The moment they were delivered
over the vessel's side they took charge of them.

23598. After getting his revised offer in obedience to your percil
memorandum, I suppose it was assumed that the documentary evidence
was complete as to the offer of both parties ?-I suppose so. It onght
to be, at all events.

23599. Do you know what the usage was as to the weight of tons in 2,ooo ib. the ton
transactions concerning rails where no weight was mentioned ?-I think Of u8ga,
the usual ton with us is 2,000 lbs.

23580. You think that was the usage at that time in dealing with
rails ?-I know nothing about rails. I mean to say that was the cur-
rent weight of our ton.

23581. I ask whether you considered that applied to rails ?-I do not
remember whether we had that under consideration. It was, I think,
the long ton at sea-the English ton.

23602. There was a contract (No. 20) with Cooper, Fairman & Co. cntmract tm.o.
representing the Merchants Lake line for the transportation of rails The ioweetten.
from Montreal to Fort William.' That was submitted to publie com- ®ld nt ut
petition, and a Mr. Samuel appears to have been the lowest tenderer: which waagedo you remember any of the circumstances connected with the mat- te r, Ir-
ter ? He did not get the contract ?-I do not remember the precise
.circumstances. 1 know there was some question arose about it. This
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centreOt N..sO. memorandum of the 29th of April, 1875, gives, of course, the whole-
history of the transaction.

23603. That appears to be based entirely upon the circumstance-
that Mr. Samuel was not a steamboat owner ?-There is a paragraph.
to that effect.

23604. Do you remember whether there was any other reason ?-I
know of no reason-at least, I remember of no reason.

Coutraet Ne.. 23605. Contract No. 28 was also for the transportation of rails ; it
involves, apparently, an amount of something over $200,000, It was
awarded to the Red River Transportation Co. contractors, and without
competition : do you remember whether theie was any reason for
not submitting it to competition ?-What is the datei

mues not know 23606. 16th of May, 1876 ?-And what is the date of the other '
ta s°"o ub. 23607. The other is just a year before ?-No; I suppose the ressons

etltted°to are given in some departmental document.
4 Its and Nuts- 23608. A subsequent contract, No. 30, of March, 1875, appears to-

eetrmct N. 30. havo been made through Cooper, Fairman & Co. for bolts, and without
.airman°C;. public competition. Do you remember any reasons for that course ?-

wlthout publie Bolts or spikes ?
23609. Bolts and nuts ?-That was to fill their contract for the steel

rails. There was a certain quantity to be supplied with the steel rails..

23610. The Mersey Co.'s tender had apparently offered to do so; but
they informed the Department that this offer by Cooper, Fairman &
Co. on their behalf was unauthorized, and they refused to fulfil it,
which leit the Government open to get the best ofier they could. I
am asking now whether any stops were taken to get a botter offer ?-
I cannot say. . Mr. Trudeau can tell that.

2361ï. He intimates that ho is not aware of any steps, but the story
seems not to be complete, and you may be aware of some steps?-I
have no recollection, only I recollect enquiring if they had fulfilled.
their bargain as to the bolta.

23612. That was a contract concerning bolts to be delivered at
Montreal ?-Yes; that is where the rails were delivered.

CAntrect N.. SI.
Cannot explain
how Coer, Pair-
inan a co. camne
tomake a egen-

y*eIus offer, or
why It abouid
bave been accept-
ed without
.. nipetitifla.

23613. In addition to that, contract No. 31 was brought about by
Cooper, Fairman & Co., representing a firm in England, the Patent
Boit and Nut Co. This offer of theirs, apparently a spontaneous
offer, was $94.77 at Liverpool ; but before that, at the time the
original tenders were made for rails and nuts and boite together,
several persone had tendered, offering to deliver nuts and bolts in
England at very much lower prices-from $80 a ton down to $77:
do you know any reason why this spontaneous offer should be accepted
without competition ?-I know of no reason except to fill the rail
contract.

23614. [t is not connected with any contract, so far as we can
learu ; it was an entirely spontaneous offer from Cooper, Fairman &,
Co. to supply boita and nuts ?-It must have been connected wilh some
other rai contract, otherwise they would not be wanted.

23615. The nuts and bolts may have been intended to be connected,
with the rails, but the nuts and boite are provided by a distinct con-
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aailway Comi.

tract. The next in order of time is contract 5A. It is the extension of O°q' "
the Pembina Branch northward to Selkirk. The only poirA requiring IUgg"
investigation about that is the authority for a telegram of the Ilth prices.
of May, 1877, sent by Mr. Braun, which had the effect of giving
very large prices for part of the work, although it was in a
prairie ciountry-paying as high prices as for similar work on section
15?-The earth work, I think, was the sanie price as for the South
Pembina, and it was on that grounid it was given, and it was a question
with the Government whether it was not ail one contract, the Pembina
Branch, the termination of which was uncertain at the time it was let.
It was built to the neighbourhood of Winnipeg, but it had to be built to
connect with the main line.

23616. Whether it was, or was not, a continuation of the South
Branch, was it discussed whether the prices allowed on section 15, that
difficult country, should be paid to Mr. Whitehead on the Pembina
Branch ?-For earth work ?

23617. Yes; ditches-off-take ditches?-The ditches, Mr. Fleming
fixed a price for them. The off-take ditches were not considered to be
in the contract, but the embankments were ail the same price, accord-
ing to my recollection.

23618. There 'is no evidence of any one fixing a price for off-take
ditches; but, on the contrary, it appears to bave been founded on a tele-
gram from Mr. Braun, the authority for which we bave not so far been
able to discover ?-The price was fixed by the Engineer, of course.

21619. Was the Engineer permitted to fix prices not mentioned in
the contract ?-The prices of off-take ditches, and other work not con-
tomplated in the contract had to be fixed by the Engineer. Who else
would do it? I have a perfect recollection of discussing the price of
off-take dit ches with Mr. Fleming, but what the price was I could not say.

23620. Having looked at Exhibits Nos. 23 and 24, which are Mr.
Fleming's recommendation and your report to Council, andnow looking
at the telegram sent by Mr. Braun of the 11th of May, can you >ay
whether' that telegram, in its terms, was authorized by you ?-I could
authorize nothing in opposition to my report to Council and the recoin-
mendation in the report of the Engineer. There must be some mistake.

Recollece disens-
slng pi tee of ofL,
take ditehes wIthý
Fleming.

Asked whethér
telegram. was
authorized by
hin, deciares he
tould mot BU-«
ttorige anythiag
Cofltrary to hie
report to Couneil,
and ays tbere
must be none
Mistake.

23621. This telegram is much more comprehensive than Mr. Fleming's
report or your recommendation ; it embraces ail work that was
to be done-not the four specified items only ?-Except the earth
work. 22 ets. for the earth work is the sanme in this telegram as in
the other.

23622. But it speaks of all other work. Under this, in effect, Mr. Aiwayspecially
Whitehead bas been paid 45 ets. for off-take ditches which he says in thorise nothing
bis evidence, could bave been done for 22 ets. if offered to competi- not In Engineer's
tion ; can you say whether, as far as that kind of work was concerned, report.

this telegram was under your authority or not ?-Oh, certainly not. I
could authorizo nothing but what was in the Engineer's report, 1 was
always specially carefuj about that.

23623. There is one matter which I bave omitted to ask concerning coatraet ie. 2s.
contract 25 on which a tunnel was built instead of an open cutting
through some rock locality; it appears, by the evidence, that the con-
tractor had arranged with the engineer on the spot to do the work at
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Coltract S. s. 88, but that ho came down to Ottawa and had some negotiations with

=PIlna :for* you, upon the strength of which he declined to do the work at the 88 ?
nef work -- It was a different contractor-one contractor making an arrange-when à member

of the lrm was ment about it there while the other was bore.
winitng to do It
for to 23624. You mean two members of the same firm ?-Yes; that is my

recollection of it. I recollect very well hearing the price arrangod
by Mr. Hazlewood.

23625. The price afterwards was a higher one ?-1 know. We bad a
correspondence about il.

23626. It was paid afterwards on a report of Marcus Smith's for this
reason: he said those men had undertaken to do some work on 13,
which had been omitted by the contractors of 13, and in view of that
they had botter be paid the $9. They got the 89. What I intended to ask
you was, whether, when you fixed upon the 89 her,, there was any reason
for concluding that to be a fair price, because one of their firm at that time
considered 8o was enough Y-There was no particular reason, except
calculation arrived at of the cost of similar work elsewhere on discus-
sion with the engineers. Making the tunnel saved a mile and three-
quarters of iailway nearly.

23627. I am speaking of the price of $9. It was not arrived at in
consequence of any individual negotiation with you ?-No. I saw him
about it, and Mr. Trudeau and one of the engineers. I forget whether
it was Mr. Fleming or not.

'WrabspotUelnm 23628. Coitract No. 34, as described in Mr. Fleming's report of 1879,
ce.tract No.se. appears to cover two transactions, one accomplished hy correspondence

with individuals, the other by tenders in the ordinary way. The latter
was concerning the transportation of rails from Kingston to Manitoba,
and the former for transportation from Fort William to Manitoba.
The e!penditure under each bargain is given in this report by Mr.
Fleming at page 129. Ho gives the item for transportation from

Witness aMked Fort William of 1,500 tons as costing $27,000. Now it appears
orexanation that without any competition the same price was thus given for
id from Fort transporting from Fort illiam as for the whole distance from King-

viliam te
Manttobathat ston ; do you remember any of the circumstances connected with
beig the Price the making of that new bargain, and the roason for making italoo agreed on
f>r carrag from without compotition ?-No. The principal price in transporting rails
Manitoba. ay is loading and unloading. The mere matter of a day's sailing does not
he does fot amount to much. I presume the fact was we had to take some ofremem.ber the
aircumstances those rails to supply the want in the west, and we were obliged to
eonneCted with take them from Fort William instead of waiting for them to comethst bargaln. from Montreal.

23629. Some of the witnesses say that $18 was an extravagant
price to pay for transporting thom that distance: do you remember
any reason for giving that price ?-The extravagance cannot be great
if $15 was the price to Duluth, and the $3 was to Fort William, and
that made up the $18.

23630. Do you remember that as a fact ?-No, I do not. I say, if
that was the rate, the priceî wore about the samde as usual.

23631. Nothing further occurs to us to ask you. If there is any-
thing in addition which you think ought to be stated by way of evidence,
we shall be glad to hear it ?-No, I have nothing to state.
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OTTAwA, Tueday, 3rJ January, 1882.
ToUIssAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman :-
2363-. In the progress of your evidence you stated that most of the N

decisions of the Department would be recorded by some memorandum M
showing that the Minister had instructed them to be carried out : are t

d
you still of the same opinion, or have you found decisions of any im- c
portance in which there was no such memorandum ?-There is not P
always a memorandum. I have found several instances in which
we had no written instructions.

23633. I was asking not only for written instructions, but written
memoranda made at the time to show that such instructions were
given: such memoranda might be made by some subordinate ?-There
are instances without memoranda of that description.

23634. In some of the cases which have been explained before us we i
have not been able to ascertain clearly the authority by which the C
contracts have been entered into, or the proceedings which were con
summated by the contract. In one case, that of contract No. 4, given
to Oliver Davidson & Co., you stated that it was managed by the
Minister, and that you did not enquire into it deeply. Mr. Mackenzie
himself, under examination, led us to understand that in no instance
did he award a contract without the acquiescence of his subordinates,
and this is one of the matters upon which yon got notice that you
would be examined. I now wish to know if, after investigation, you
are able to say whether you took any part, and if so, what part, in the w
arrangement of that contract No. 4 ?--1 have nothing to add to my p
former evidence on that subject. I have not found any memorandum l
showing what part I had taken, and I do not think 1 took any part.

P
23635. Is there any written report on record in your Department,

showing the quantity of rails which, in the fali of 1874, were within
sone specified time likely to be used on the railway ?-No.

. r4
23r,36. I gathered from your evidence upon former occasions, in t

which you explained the practice of the Department concernin , officiai
transactions, that ail correspondence was intended to be recorded: is t
that still your impression, or was I right in supposing that to be the A
substance of your answers?-Yes, it is still my impression. d

23637. We find, in the correspondence concerning steel rails, several
communications directed by Messrs. Cooper, Fairman & Co. to the pri-
vate secretary of the Minister at that time, Mr. Buckingham, and the
correspondence is not complete because of the omission of the answers

ato these communications, as far as any printed return shows: can you i
say whether thore is any record now of the answers from Mr. Bucking- g
ham to this firm ?-No; there is no record.

23638. Was that an exceptional case, or is it usual that private¶
secretaries should deal with departmental transactions aund not place a

the correspondence on record?-The intention of the Department is w
that any official letter written by the private secretary should be w
recorded. I am not aware of any correspondence being exchanged and r
not recorded; there may have been correspondence, or there may not.

23639. Then, you mean that you are not sure that any answer was
given by Mr. Buckingham to these communications ?-I do mean that;
yes.
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23640. Have you any reason to think that there was ? -I do not
know personally whether there were any answers or not.

23641. Iunderstand that you do not know, but I was asking whether,
from your knowledge of the transactions that were going on at that
time, you have any reason to think that there were answers to the
communications ?-1 should rather reply to a special instance than to a
general question of that kind.

23642. Will you select the instance, or shall I ?-You may select
the instance.

23643. If you will look at page 41 of a Bne Book return to the House
of Commons, dated 6th of April, 1876, you will see some comnunica-
tions from Oooper, Fairman & Co., and from Mr. Cooper: will you
please look at them and say whether you know anything about the
negotiations at that time, and whether Mr. Buckingham probably
answered them ?-I do not know whether Mr. Buckingham answered
them.

23644. Is it usual, in negotiations concerning departmental transac-
tions, that a correspondenue ishould take place between touderers or
contractors and the private secretary ?-No.

welgraph- 23645. Upon a former occasion, yon were asked concerning the time
cmmet "m. s, given to Waddle & Smith to put up their security in supprt of their

tender for contract No. 4; I understood that you were not aware of
any correspondence, and could not find any in the Departnent boyond
that which was published in the Blue Book. Since that, Mr. Mackenzie,
as a witness, stated that he had no recollection that they had been
passed over without being informed that a day was fixed before which
they must give security, and he did not believe it, bocause he thoight
you were very careful about giving such notices. I wish to know now/
whether you were careful enough to give such á notice, or whether
Waddle & Smith were otherwise notified of a day before which they
must put up their security or forfeit their position ?-I have not found
any formal notice, and I do not recollect what kind of notice was given

No reason to them.
UîInk Blue Book . ireturn dç)es 23646. Have you any reaEon to think that the Bine Book return dOe.
co1t&i1 tin whoIe not include the whole of the correspondence on the subject ?-No reason.aorrospondence.
Pmarhase er 2 647. There were several contracts concerning steel rails, numbered

Salis- *rom 6 to 11 inclusive; I gather trom the evidence of Mr. UackenzieContrme mos.
*-u. that it was his habit to take the iudgtment of vourseif and Mr. Flemine.

J[as no doubt
that as to those
rails contracts,
lie was not asked
for bi jutgment
Ise Miniter
«Moided hiniseif.

or some others in the Dopartment, before deciding upon these con-
tracts: I wish you to say now whether your judgment was asked
concerning those contracts, and to what extent your views were invited ?
-I have no recollection that my judgment was asked on that occasion.

23648. Is it, in your mind, a matter of doubt whether you were asked
or not to give your judgment ?-In the matter of rails it is not.

2364J. Then, which way do you say it was ?-The Minister decided
himself.

23650. We have asked you to furnish a statement of the highest
authority which is recorded as having directed the different contracta
before the closing of them: has that been prepared ?-It is now being
prepared, and it will be ready in a very short time.
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surveya, B.c.-
K1morep Vaney..

CANADIAN PAcIFIc RAILWAY ROYAL COMMIssIoN,

C. H1. GAMSBY Esq- OTTAWA, July 9th, 1881.

Civil Engineer, British Columbia.
DzAR SIR,-Some of the witnesses before the Commissioners Letter fromn

appointed to enquire into matters connected with the Canadian Pacifie 8ceretalynOf
Railway have given evidence concerning the examination e(portion naiwvaycm-
of the country between the Dean Inlet and the Gardner Inlet on the Gmasby tmbody-
Pacifie coast ; the first of these having been made under Mr. Horetzky ing questions ror
in 1874, the second under you early in 1876. anmsyt'o

You will no doubt remember that your instructions were to explore
from 4 the bead of Gardner's Inlet, vid the valley of the Kitlope
River across the summit to Tochquonyala Lake."

Mr. McNicol, who was one of your party on this occasion, bas given
bis testimony on the subject, and inasmuch as Mr. Secretan and he,
according te his'account, made the examination without your presence
over that part of the country which was evidently intended to be
examned more critically than any other-namely, the neighbourhood
of the height of land and Tochquonyala Lake-it is likely that ho would
have within his own knowledge more facts coneerning the subject than
you could have. Yet as you were his superior officer it is possible that

ou niay be butter able than he is to give roasons for the course adopted
ïyyour party, and for the conclusions which you reported to the Chief

ngincer.
Therefore, the Commissioners have thought it proper to communi-

cate to you the material parts of the evidence heretofore received, the
corclusions to which it seems to point, and to ask you for such expla-
nations as seem to them to be required, as well as those additional ones,
if any, which you may think it expedient to offer.

The probability of your being able to give direct testimony, concern-
ing the country alluded to, more valuable than 'that of Mr. McNicol
seems so slight that the Commissioners do not feel justified in calling
you from British Columbia to give evideie in the ordinary way before
them, involving as it would so much loss of time and a serious expense.
They hope, bowever, that you will not object to further their investiga-
tion by affording in another way such reliable evidence as you can in
the shape of a written deposition, under oath, before some officer duly
qualified to take it. Any magistrate may take it.

Under date of Nov. 15th, 1b74, Mr. Horetzky reported to the Chief
Engineer that on the 9th Sept. of that year he left the Dean Inlet and
explored up the valley of the Tsatsquot, that after caching the canoes
on the confluence of a tributary of that stream, he proceeded north-
westward, and thon after reaching a water-shed in the valley (1,200
feet elevation) he crossed the middle fork which came from the
mountains on his right, and a short distance further reached a sheet of
water to which he gave the name of the Beaver Lake. He gives the
elevation o! this lake at 1,100 feet above sea level, and the latitude of
its lower end 53° 14' 45". At this point ho said that a mountain
torrent from the northward entered it. This stream being a north-
east fork of the Kitlope had its source in a glacier distant about seven
miles from the lake. He reported that a mile or so east of this glacier
source ho discovered a pass through the comparatively low mountains
forming the rearmost longitudinal mass of the Cascade range. This
pass communicated between the ravine of the north-east fork of the
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-surveys, B.C.-
Kitlepe Valey.
Letter from Kitlope, and a shoot of water on the eastern plateau, to which he gave
Secretary of the name of Lake Tochquonyala. Of this lake ho gives the altitude at
RaflÊy C e 2,920 feet, and the latitude at 53° 20' 13".
Oamb eoy. He proceeds to say that having camped on the left bank of the north-
ing questions for east fork of the Kitiope, at an elevation of 2,900 feet above the sea, ho
Gamsby 10
answer. ascendett the mountains to a height of 5,000 feet above the sea, and at

that spot, turning t-> the south-west, a large flat glacier lay a little way
beneath, discharging the waters of the north-east fork which could be
traced like a silver thread as they rushed down the steep ravine to
Beaver Lake.

Mr. Roretzky's full report, from portions of which the above is
summarized, is printed at page 137 of Mr. Fleming's special report for
the year 1877.

Toget-her with his report, Mr. Horetzky furnished the Department
with a topographical sketch of the country examined by him. Of
this a tracing (on a sceale of 4,000 feet to the inch) was furnishod to
you, and from what ho had seen of that tracing, Mr. McNicol was able
to recognize the original filed in Ottawa.

Mr. Horetzky's report and sketch both being before the Commissioners
soem to suggest that a railway ascending from tide water to the
plateau east of the Cascades through the pass near his Tochquonyala
Lake, would find an insuperable obstacle in this part of the Kitlope
Valley, for there it must, within a distance of some six or seven miles,
have been necessarily carried from the level of bis Beaver Lake,
1,100 feet to the pass 3,100 feet above the sea, or at a gradient
of much more than 300 feet per mile. In other words, that if the
pass was to be utilized it could only be so by finding some easier
grade than the best which could be obtained between these two points
in the Kitlope Valley. The easier one is indicated as possible on a line
descendin!g gradually from the pass along the slopes of the mountains,
on the eastern side, firmt of the Kitloi e and then of the Tsatsquot
Valley, down to Dean Inlet.

After this report and sketch by Mr. Horetzky it seems to have been
ennsidered expedient to obtain froin instrumental examination more
exact information than a bare exploration had afforded, and accordingly
that Mr. Fleming instructed you to proceed to the locality and make
the nocessary examiriations, taking with yon the traciug of Mr.
Horetzky's >ketch, to which Mr. McNicol alluded.

From ~the proceedings up to this stop one comes naturally to the
-opinion, that you were desired at the very least to ascertain more pre-
cisely than could be done by a track survey, the features of the country
in the Kitiope Valley, between two sheets of water, one in latitude
539 14' 45", ut an altitude of 1,100 feet above the sea, and the other in
latitude 53Q 20' 13" at an altitude of 2,920 feet, both having been
named by Mr. Horetzky in 1874: the first " Beaver Lake," the second
" Tochquonyala Lake."

1. The Commissioners desire to know whether, before entering on
this service, you were aware of the substance of the above summary of
part of Mr. Horetzky's report, or if not aware of all that is above mon-
tioned, of how much of it?

2. Your report states that your initial point being in latitude
53° 12' 20" and vour course of exploration a little south of east for
twenty-four miles, at about the eighth mile of your progress you found
a lake the shape ard bearing of which corresponds to the lake called
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Beaver Lake on Horetzky's sketch, but you say it is much larger, Ijetter from
being from eight to nine miles long and nearer the coast by seven or Secretary of

eight miles and only fifteen feet above the sea. The Commissioners Ra a com
desire to know whydyou marked the lake as Beaver Lake on the topo. mision to
graphical sketch which accompanied your report of this expedition ? ing questions for

3. Also, whether yon ascertained the shape of the lake, and how ? anmer
4. And whether you ascertained the length of it, and how ?
5. And again, whether you had then any, and if so, what means of

knowing how far from the sea Mr. Horetzky or any one else had repre-
sented his Beaver Lake to be ?

6. Mr. MeNicol stated that you went no farther than the end of the
first twenty-six miles, and that on reaching that int you prepared to
return to the sea coast, you yourself retaining 4r. Horetzky's sketch,
and directing Mr. Secretan and him to proceed to complote the
examination without you. Inasmuch as you had not then reached the
neighbourhood of any lake which you could believe to be the Tochquon.
yala of your search, the Commissioners do not understand why yu
sbould not personally have continued the examination of the country,
and they wish to be informed of the reasons which led to the course
then adopted by you?

7. How was it that with Horetzky's sketch of his exploration at
your command, you reported in effect that Tochquonyala Lake
emptied into a stream which joined the Tsatsquot in its progress to the
sea, his sketch showing as it did that Tochquonyala Lake emptied
entirely into waters flowing from the opposite side of the heig-ht of
land towards the central plateau of British Columbia?

8. Did you, in fact, assume that all the data given by Mr. Horetzky's
report and sketch were incorrect?

9. If not, please state the several data of those shown by him which
are consistent with the accuracy of your report ?

10. In your report you say that streams flow into the basin of the
Kitlope from ali points, evidently meaning the valley of thesKitlope
as explored by you, and that the only exit from the valley is by the
pass explored (also pointing to the pass found by your party), and
that this is only a divide between the waters flowing into the Gardner
and Dean Inlets. The Commissioners desire to know whether
you had any reason for making this statement beyond the information
derived from this examination made by you in 18,d6, and embraced in
your report?

11. If so, what the reasons were ?

12. They also desire that you sbould say whether you have, since
the making of your report, come to the conclusion that your party
failed to examine either the whole or some part, and if so, what part
of the country, which at the time of giving you the instructions the
Chief Engineer intended to be examined ?

13. They farther desire to know whether you received written
instructions from the officer directing the surveys in British Columbia?

14. Whether written or verbal-who instructed you ?
15. Please also state the substance of your instructions ?
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nus-veys, B.C.--
Kitope Valley.

Letter from
r y of

na 7 Pacifie
BalIw&Y Com-

Qavyemody-
ing questions for
Gamaby to
angwer.

I send you a tracing of a portion of a large map now being prepared
for the ingineer's Branch of the Department of Railways here, and
apparently covering the fields of the actual o era ions of yourself and
Mr. Horetzky, on the occasions referred to. Please return this tracing
with your deposition.

In giving your testimony as above requested, it will be a sufficient
reference to any of the above questions, if you will attach to any
paragraph of your answer relating to any given question, the same
number as you find prefixed to such question.

Assuming that your attention to this matter will occasion some
disbursements, including the fee to the offier taking the oath, I send
a cheque for $15 to cover your expenses.

I am, dear Sir,
Yours truly,

(Signed) N. F. DAVIN,
Secretary

N. F. DAVIN, Esq., Secretary,
Ottawa.

GaMsBhy's letter
to Secretary of
¿aadianPaecifee
Ralwaycom-
raimion.

Dimeiut to give
evdence concern-
Ing wbat took
place five year's
ago.

Gansby's report
a atatement o
fact, and never
intended to have
any reference to
the report of
ýanother.

CAMP KANAKA CREEK,
6th August, 1881.

IDEÂa Sin,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication
dated July 9th, 1881, on the 27th ult., and embrace the earliest oppor-
tunity of replying thereto. We have been very much engaged with a
rather difficult bit of country, which required close personal supervision;
this, with the difficulty of reaching a magistrate, has caused some delay
in replying, which I trust the Commissioners will excuse

I have no doubt the Conimissioners will recognize the difficult posi-
tion in which I am placed in being called upon to give evidence con-
cerning transactions which tooiç place nearly five years ago, without
any previous preparation. My instructions, notes, memoranda, diary,
&c., are all at my residence in Canada. Apart from the information
furnished in your communication I am obliged to trust, almost wholly,
to memory.

If you take into consideration the fact that I have been continuously
and actively employed on surveys or exploi ations, demanding my whole
attention and taxing my energies to their utmost, you wili easily
understand how very difficult it is for me to recall details of work so
far back. Should any omissions occur in this statement, or anything
not reconcilable with my former report appear, I trust the Commis-
sioners will attribute it to the peculiar circumstances, in which I am
placed. I have no desire to omit or conceal anything pertaining to this
enquiry.

My report of the explorations made from the head of Gardner Inlet,
via the valley of the Kitlope River, in the winter of 1876, is a statement
of facts, the knowledge of which was obtained by the party under my
direction. It is not and never was intended to have any reference to
any other person's report, survey or exploration. We were instructed
to go to a certain point (head of Gardner's Inlet), follow a certain
river (Kitope), try and reach the surmit of the Cascade range :of
mountains, taking a certain Lake Tochquonyala as an objective point
In order to do this as speedily and certainly as possible, we hired guides,
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tatives of the Kitlope Valley, who readily undertook to guide us
to our terminal point. They were quite familiar with the name guides quite
tochqucnyala, as it is, or was, the name of the great Indian chief ame of Toch-

whose )eoplu dwell at and in the vicinity of Dean's Inlet. We quony;ia.
followed our guides, recording (to the best of our ability)
the names of the lakes and rivers as they gave them to us. We
explored the various streams falling into the Kitiope as far as the canyons
and deep snow permitted. The stream dotted on the tracin sent to
ine as Kitlope River running through Horetzky's Boaver Lake, our
guides called Tenaicoh, and affirmed that its source was a large
glacier bigh among the mountains. If the Kitlope turned southward
in its course we followed it hopefully, as every practical engineer,
who bas any knowledge of the Cascade range, knows that a stream's
deviation from a direct course offers a greater probability of a more
practical gradient to overcome that range.

Minute details of the whole expedition are set forth in my report of
1876. The description of the point reached, the return and the reasons
for returning, are fully gone into.

I respectfully beg leave to cal] the Commissioners attention to the
facts as there set forth, and, if they should consider it necessary, to
summon Messrs. Secrotan, White, Orr, McDonald, Dewdney to substan-
tiate the same.

I remain,
Yours truly,

(Signed) C. H. GAMSBY.

DEPOSITIoN in answer to questions submitted by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Commissioners dated July, 9th, 1881:

GAMSBY'8
DEPOSITION

1. I had such information as the sketch afforded. I do not remember (1) On entering on

whether I had read Mr. Hloretzky's report or not. his exloration
sketch. Ho-

2. Because the guides called it by that name. retzky's report he
does not remem-

3. The shape was probably obtained by a compass traverse. ber to have read.

4. The length by mirometer measurement. (2) Called the
bv Jmaver Lake or

his sketch so
NOTE.-These and like questions I can only answer from memory if because the

I had access to the notes taken on the spot I could be certain. Ie
5. We judged the distance by measurement on bis sketch. (3) Conjectures

we Beaver Lake was6. When we had reacbed the twenty-sixth mile we had traversed the aacertained by a
Kitlope Valley and reached the first canyon on our course. As the river compasstraverse.
was not frozen it became necessary to transport all our camp equipages (4) Andthe length
and supplies over the high bluffs. To do this would occupy the whole by mierometer.

force for some time, and the season for winter exploration was rapidly taneofr d
drawing to a close. It became of the first importance to us to know retzky's Beaver
something of the country beyond this canyon, hence the expeditions sea by measure-
ùndertaken by Mestrs. Secretan, White, McNicol and others. If sketch.
the canyon was short and a favourable country lay beyond, we (6) Expiains why
knight' hope to get over and make some progress towards our he and othersdt
terminal point, the summit of the Cascade range of mountains. eo" r ae pa
If, on the other hand, the canyon was long, or if the exit
.from the lake beyond was impracticable. we had only to get back to
the coast as quickly as possible. The latter was found to be the case,
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survey, D.c.-
lutiepe VaHey.
7 Asked to ex- and we returned. It was probably at this stage of our proceedings,
plain how he re- that Mr. MeNicol alludes to my remaining in camp. Our means ofported thatroh lCmboe pweonyala empi- transport (sleds and snow shoes) had become so much broken up when

r"n t we reached this point that a thorough repairing became necessary
eketch showing a before we could proceed. Economy in the use of these implements
whIthe paart. becamo of vital importance. As I was a heavy man and the soft snow
ment wasaliredy over fourteen feet in depth, it will readily be seen that I could not take
Into waters flow- part in explorations.
Ing In an opposite
direction, ne says 7. My report refers entirely to the lake reached and described byhie report referaancaldoh"oni
entireay to a lake my assistants, and called Tochquonyala by our guides.
reached by bislortk' oi
two assistants, 8 and 9. I assumed nothing respecting Mr. Roretzky's data. He is
and caIied och- describing one portion of the country, I another, at quite a differentquonyala by the oeain
guide. elevation.
(8 &9) Assnmed nndi
nothingin regrd 10 and 11. The statement is made on the reports of my assistants,
to sketch f Ho- and from information obtained from the gâides.retzky who des-

cutrd afrent 12. I have not come to that conclusion since making my report as it
that described by is shown in that report that we failed to examine any portion of thedeponent. country above 1,000 feet above the sea, togother with the reason fort 12) Report shows faur
that his party such failure.
failed to examine
the country. more 13. I received instructions in writing.
than 1,40 feet
above the sea, and 14. From Mr. Marcus Smith.
gives reason for
failure. 15. As near as I can recollect: to go to the head of Gardner's Inlet,
(15) Instructions follow the valley of the Kitlope River (making Tochquonyala Lake an
head of Gardner objective point) to the summit of the Cascade range of mountains.
Inletvalleyof the

Kmit or Case Sworn before me this sixth day of
range, making August, 1881, at New West. (Signed) C. H. GAMSBY.ocquenymis
au objective minster, B.C. E[Seal.1

(Signed) JoHN RoBsoN, J.P.

MOBERLY'S WINNIPEG, June 14th, 1881.
DEPOSITION To the ROYAL COMMIssIoN, Ottawa:

surve., B.o. GENTLEMEN,-In Mr. Fleming's evidence before the Royal Commis-
sion, published in the Montroal Gazette, May 17th, 1881, there are
reflections on me which are niost uncalled for, and it is with extreme
regret I feel, in justice to myself, obliged to give explanations that I
hoped would be avoided.

Explalned to A long personal acquaintance with British Columbia, previous to.
aht the bstline Confederation, enabled me to come to a decision which was the botter

from Bur- lino for the railway to follow; this was a subject since 1858, when IradInlet to
Kamloops, but first landed in that colony, that was always foremost in my mind, and
more easterly the whenever I had an opportunity I availed myself of it to make explora.qustion laY .

between the tions and gain the most correct information in all respects. *%en I
owue pa. and left the service of the Imperial Government in 1867 I was positive

*Med Pa». that the lino from Burrard's Inlet to Kamluops was the one to, adopt,
but fron that point to the prairie region, east of the mountains, it was
doubtful whether the lino by the Yellow Head or tliat by the Eagle
and Howse Passes would be preferable, and to be able to decide upon
their respective merits most careful surveys should be made of both of
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them. These were the views I explained to Mr. Fleming in June,
1871, when I arrived in Ottawa and was appointed by the Dominion
Government to take charge of the Howse Pass surveys. I was confi-
dent, and am so still, that should the latter lino prove to be practicablo
it is the better one to adopt, and I used every exertion to have a most
thorough survey made of it. The results obtained the first year-1871
-were publisbed in my report of 1872.

I did not think it necessary to make any instrumental surveys in Telegraphed
British Columbia with the exception of the two lines from Kamloops lem about
above mentioned; I thought it well, however, that explorations of the nz ht me-
more northerly portion of the country should be made, and regarding done tol'aIp
the Bute Inlet one I telegraphed to Mr. Fleming to that effect, as I th c ,o
saw the clamour of certain persons on Vancouver Island would not be Vancouver.
appeased unless a fair and full examination was made of their favourite
but very hypothetical lines.

I always regarded the heavy expense of the instrumental surveys Always thought
in the northerly portion of British Columbia as a great mistake, as 1 the hsvy oua
felt certain the railway would ultimately be forced to the lines above surversinthe
mentioned. lad I been in charge in British Columbia, not one of the "m"th,&gret
parties that made such elaborate surveys in the northerly portion of
the colony should ever have gone into the field. I am glad to hear
that Mr. Marcus Smith, who had charge of those northerly surveys, has
so substantially endorsed my views as to go out this year as Dominion
Engineer to construct a portion of them.

I returned from the interior to Victoria in 1872, expecting to have
to go to Ottawa, but left my parties in themountains so as to resume
work early ii the spring. I found it would be far botter for me to
remain on the Pacific si-le and make preparations for the following
year, and communicated my views to Mr. Fleming. I remained in
British Columbia.

It must be borne in mind that when I took charge of the surveys in when deponent
the mountains the i ne for the Canadian Pacifie Railway was to be , chareub
defined in two years, and when I was in Victoria in 1872, one year had the railway was
then nearly elapsed, an.1 there was a great deal of work to be done to two Ii
thoroughly complote the work from Shuswap Lake to the longitude of
Fort Edmonton, and I found it necessary to ask for a third party to
enable me to finish the work by the end of the second year, which
roquest was granted, and I received a telogram from Mr. Fleming to
say it was of primary importance to push forward the survey of, the
Rowse Pasu.

}laving long distances over which to convey supplies, mon, &c., I urgeid wheu
had, without a moment's loss of time, everything necessary en route for him Flemng's
the Columbia Lake; but before leaving Victoria with my third party, ugm ret-
which was already on board the steamer, I received a message from abm"m= the
the Lieutenant-Governor to say ho wished to see me on important ta°bidare,
bnainess, so I at once saw him and was greatly surprised whnhe and el Inte
showed me a telegram from Mr. Fleming to say I was to abandon all the Yellow Head.

sutveys on the lowse Pass route and take my parties and supplies into
the Yellow Head Pass by way of the Athabaska Pass. These orders left
me in a very serions dilemma, as all my arrangements were made for
the Howse Pass work, and the localities in which my parties, supplies,
&c., were, these could not be more unfavorably situated for the Yellow Arrangementà
Head surveys. The heavy expense of purchasing animals, of opening outlay hev
trails, of building boats, &c., for the completion of the survey of the gre a'
Howse Pass, and the exploration of the neighbouring country were to nowne rao.

55*
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thon made, and I could not have been in a botter position to complote
that work when these most unfortunate orders arrived. Further

or- urhesosppisunvial
.tred purchases of animals, supplies, &c., were unavoidable for the transport

vey and work required in opening the trails and making the survey through
ad the Yellow Head Pass.

I explained the difficulties of the Athabaska Pass to His Honour, and
the conclusions we came to were that two great mistakes were made in
those orders: one being the abandonment of the surveys of that route
prematurely, and the other being the route I was ordered
to take by the Athabaska Pass. I also pointed out to him the
proper plan to follow under the altered circumstances to carry out the
surveys of the Yellow Head Pass with my parties. His Honour tele-
graphed to Mr. Fleming our views regarding the proposed transfer of
parties, &c., &c., from Howse to Yellow Head Pass; and after waiting

from several days-I think twelve days-a telegram was roceived by Ris
uionaof Honour from Mr. Fleming to say our suggestions were not approved of
ngrie so we could see no other course to follow, but obey Mr. Fleming's orders
to and go by the Athabaska Pass. I was well aware of the difficulties I

astaby would have to encounter in gotting through by that pass, having years
before explored the Columbia River from its source to the boundary
lino; and I informed His Honour that it was doubtful if I could get
through by the close of the season, and that great expense and loss of
time would be incurred, and that it might be attempted to place the
responsibility on my shoulders, which is what Mr. Fleming is now
trying to do. The above orders thon led me to think the system of
carrying on the surveys of the Canadian Pacific Railway would prove
very unsatisfactory in the end.

.nt Mr. Fleming, in his evidence, says: " when the exploration of the
e ir Howse Pass was abandonedin April, I ordered all purchases to be stopped,

but I found afterwards that large purchases, amounting altogether to
$28,000 had been made at Port Caldwell (Fort Colville) in the United
States. After that date, some of them as late as August, there were
some things purchased which I could not see were wanted, such as
gold pens, quicksilver, &c. I cannot account for such large quantities
of supplies being purchased after I gave orders that the survey should
be stopped. I know that large quantities of supplies were sent up the
Columbia River and into the Jasper Valley and were a-bandoned, and
for all I know may be there yet."

a Flem- I have to say the above statement is the first time I ever heard that
ment Mr. Fleming had ordered all purchases to be stopped. Had such an
ed to order ever reached me I should simply not have gone to the Yellow

Head Pass, for I would not have taken a*number of mon into the moun-
tains to starve to death when the winter set in. The supplies purchased
above alluded to, were for the surveys of the Yellow Head Pasa, and
not for those of the Howse Pass. I knew it would take me that
summer, the following winter and summer, to get through and make
the surveys of Yellow Head Pass to somewhere about Edmonton, and
instead of adopting Mr. Fleming's plan of recalling the parties in British
Columbia as winter approached and taking the staff over to Ottawa at
great expense and loss of time, and a further loss of time in getting the
parties re-formed and into the field, I took them into the mountains
and kept them, was able to work until January, and to resume work
in the middle of March, and I took in supplies for that purpose, and for
ýthe two seasons instead of one, and before I got the survey through to
the neighbourhood of the Pembina River I was obliged to send over to

Challenge
lng's tate
that purot
were rder
ho S4°oppe
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sartee EsO.-

Edmonton for various supplies and men, which wore provided me by
the Hudson Bay Co., and had it not been for their assistance I could n
not have got through. I regret they were most unwarrantably kept
out of thoir money for four years. Mr. Fleming said to me, at Moose
Lake, I should not have taken in supplies for such a length of time; I
differed from him thon, and I do so still.

With regard to gold pens, quicksilver, &c., I have a distinct recol- As to charge or
lection of purchasing one gold pon for a friend of mine which I cer- purchasg god

tainly paid for out of my own pocket. Thore was, I remember a thiamust bea
mlsaefrgoldlittle quicksilver which would be used for two purposes: one for pansand the

artificial horizons to obtain latitudes, which I often did, and the other 'Ër"'e- Wos

to " prospect" occasionally as trails were opened to see if gold existed pecung."
in the streams crossed. I endeavoured to obtain as much information
of the country passed through, not only as regarded routes, but also
the climate, soil, nature of the timber, minerals, &c. I think, if refer-
ence is made to the accounts, it will be seen that " gold pens" will turn
out to be "gold pans," which we used, and they are very generally nsed
on the Pacific coast for baking bread in as well as for "prospecting."

The supplies sent up the Columbia River into the Jasper Valley were Stores turned
neither lost nor abandoned up to the time I finally left the Yellow Head over to a Person
Pas, when some stores were turned over, with between thirty and forty
horses, to Mr. Fleming's confidential man, whom ho transferred over to
me on bis way across the mountains. He and Mr. Fleming corresponded,
and Mr. Fleming had better find out from him what he did with them.

Some supplies were abandoned in the Eagle Pass in the "Gold
range." Value, to cover cost and transportation, I estimated at $7,000.
The expense of getting them out would have been so great, compared
with their value when they could be again available, that it would not
do for me to send for thom.

Mr. Fleming goes on to say: " In 1872 I made a trip across the
mountains partly on horseback and partly on foot, and met Mr.
Moberlyin:Jasper Valley, he not having done nearly as mach on his
survey as he should have done; he could not satisfactorily explain bis
delay." This matter is placed in a most peculiar way. I told Mr. Told FleOMing
Fleming that bis orders forcing me to go by the Athabaska Pass, con- hlm turwn
trary to my advice, was the cause of the delay and of the great expense AthabaàksHfm
incurred thereby. I also told him I was perfectly well aware 1a*eqey
before I left Victoria of what the result of carrying out his instruc-
tiona would be, and that if ho liked he cnuld cali on the Lieutenant-
Governor and hear from him what my opinion was at that time. From
conversations we had on the above and other subjects, I saw he was
going to try and put the responsibility on me, and I was on the point of
resigning at Moose Lake, and the only thung that prevented my doing
so was the position my differont parties, animals, supplies, &c., were in
at the near approach of winter in the different passes, and the know-
ledge that my thon leaving would entirely break overything up and
cause more foolish expense and delay, if not of loss of life as welIl.

Agin Mr. Fleming answers the following question:
id you consider the subject of pack animals purchased by him ?-

A. I could not see the necessity of them. * * * I instructed Mr.
Moberly to return to Kamloops, but he did not obey my instructions,
and stayed out ail winter, his excuse being ho did not get my letter."

I never made such a statement to him or to any other person to the Alleges et.e
effect that I had not received that letter. I wrote a private report to Md* ad
Mr. Fleming in the early part of 1873, which accompanied my general jni'e letter, i
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surveys, .C-
Esta•avagant
pren... er report, and plans of survey of Yellow Head Pass, forwarded by Edmon-suppnies, ton and Winnipeg, that explained a great many things not toucbedon the oontrarysent a report In upon in my general report. Mr. Fleming received that report, and ho

,*d .veryh ain- knows there is a full explanation in it regarding the purchasing of the
animais. I certainly had other reasons besides those mentioned in
that report, some of which I will now mention. On my leaving Mr.
Fleming at Moose Lake. I had thoroughly made up my mind to leave
the service, for I found that the style of management of the Canadian
Pacific surveys would be characterized and distinguisbed by incåpacity
and enormous expenso, and, as far as I was concerned, that I would
experience underhand treatment. For the last seven years I have
been unable to say my opinion thon formed was incorrect. I did not
place confidence in the person to whom ho ordered me to hand over
such large quantities of supplies and such a number of animais. On

The Instructions receiving the letter above alluded to, the instructions conveyed in it
ln the Ietter too '1

ehidishtobe were too childish to be followed, and I thon decided that I would carry
followed. on any further work to the best of my judgnent for the interesta of

the Government; that I should obey orders when I could see they
were sensible, but not otherwise, and as soon as I could do so get out
of the railway service as quietly as possible. I went on the survey
for business, and not to «be made a fool of. I did not come out of the
mountains for a year after receiving those orders, and during that
time completed the preliminary survey through the Rocky Mountains
and the Foothills. As for taking ail the men out of the mountains
juat when the troubles of the Athabaska Pass were over, and the party
ready to go on with the survey, which was made that winter from the
summit of the Rocky Mountains to Lac à Brulé, was beyond compre-
hension, when another party would have to be sent up, and that was,
as I afterwards learnt from a paragraph in " Oeean to Ocean," a part
of the plan proposed, where it is mentioned that party M, thon in Red
River Valley, were telegraphed to proceed to the Rocky Mountains in
the winter, and do work that at that time I was actually going on with.

When Informed Having read the telegram informing me the Government hadtb.t the Govern-raiy, atrly
ment had frxe" ado pted the Yellow Head Pass for the railway, I naturally con-
on Yellow Head cluded the location surveys would go on when the preliminarycaq onoludedlocation surveys ones were finished, and I prepared for them so that loss of time
woudgo f° wdr and running about from one end of the country to the other
for them. would bo. avoided as much as possible. I had my pack trains-

a most important department in mountain surveys-in a most com-
plete and thoroughly organized state for the prosecution of further
work, and the supplies mentioned as having been handed over to Mr.
Fleming's agent should never have been taken away from the Yellow
.Head Pass, but have been supplemented with others for the work
mentioned. After I left the service other parties went up to do the
location work, and had to take supplies back again with them. One
party was even sent to make explorations of the mountains south of
the Athabaska River. I was amused to meet the gentleman in charge
of the party in Winnipeg a few days after I first arrived here, and to
find him ordered to explore for passes up the " Matique " and " Rocky "
Rivers which were close to my main depot; this certainly inferred
that I had not explored them. I think I have made many explorations
Mr. Fleming has no idea of. Such expenses as the above should not

na t op" have been incurred.
ot imues The great obstruction I had te contend with was the opening of some

«, co1" 800 to 1,000 Mil9s of trails, costing about $100,000, J repoted thii iq
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Surve71, ..

the last report written by me in Ottawa, but have nover seen it pub-
lished. There were many other obstructions and petty things done to
hamper me that are needless to dwell upon unless necessary, so I shal
not enter into thern now. I may say I saw through the scheming too
soon to be deceived, and was thoroughly cognizant of the object sought
long before I came out of the mountains.

The proof that I did not give incorrect information is in the fact that Pointa to the
the railway is now in course of construction fron Burrard's Inlet to cturs*fi Siynt-
Kamloops, and frorn thence the route by the two passes still undecided ing bi. correet-
by the Syndicate until they have fully completed the examination of it'ï ions
the Howse Pass left unfinished by me, and I take it as a hi h compli- should have been

s~ t on aurveys
ment that after nine years of expensive surveying of other lines mine tonugh resuiting
are now found to be the correct ones, but I regret it has cost the it"°hiner 
Dominion millions to endorse me. endorsing him.

When I finally got clear of the railway I was defrauded out of a
whole season, and had to pay my expenses during that time as well,
and before I left Ottawa i told Mr. Fleming I bad been unfairly treated.

I was well aware there were persons in British Columbia who wished
to get rid of me, and they may have represented things to Mr. Fleming
which I am inclined to think have very much misled him.

I have the honour to remain,
Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,
WALTER MOBERLY.

IN THE MATTEa of the Royal Commission issued respecting the Canada
Pacifie Railway:

T, Walter Moberly, of the City of Winnipeg, in the Province of Mani-
toba, Civil Engineer, do solemnly declara that the within statement in
detail is true in substance and in fact, regarding all matters therein
referred to; and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believ-
ing the same to be true, and by virtue of the Act passed in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled: " An Act for the Sup-
pression of Voluntary and extra-Judicial Oaths."
Declared before me at the City of

Winnipeg, the 28th day of WALTER MOBERLY.
June, A.D. 1881.

J. MCKENZIE,
A Commissioner in B. R and for the County of Selkirk,

OTTAWA, 15th Docember, 1881. NIXON'8
To Tro3i.as NixoN, Esq., DEPO8mON.

Winnipeg.
SIR,-The Commissioners appointed to enquire into facto concerning

the Canadian Pacifie Railway instruct me to send the accompanying
interrogatories to you, and to request that you will, on or before the
tenth day after the receipt thereof, deliver to Messrs. Bain & Blanchard,
Solicitors, of Winnipeg, your answers in writing to tbo sid interrog,
tories in a closed epvelope, ad<ressed tg me.
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Purvyersip.

See p. 49 of third
rt Select

on Pub. Acets,
Aprnl, I87.

Buying Horses.

Purrhase oit
Lana oen-
JoIatiy wit
Anoway.

You will receive herewith the spm of two dollars as witness fees.
If your answers are numbered respectively with the same numbers

as the questions to which they apply, no further reference will be
necessary in order to indicate the question to which each of your
answers is given.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

N. F. DAVIN,
Secretary, C.P.R. Commission.

INTERROGATORIEs administered by George M. Clark, Samuel Keefer and
Edward Miall, appointed by Royal Commission dated 16th Jwno,
1880, to enquire into facts concerning the Canadian Pacific Railway
to be answered by Thomas Nixon, of the City of Winnipeg, in the
Province of Manitoba, as a continuation of his evidence under oath
for the information of the said Commissioners.
1. You are roported to have given evidence on the 17th day of

April, 1878, before the Select Standing Committee on Public Accounts
of the House of Commons at Ottawa, Mr. Young being in the Chair,
and (speaking of W. F. Alloway) to the following effect, the questions
having been put by Mr. Kirkpatrick:-

(Question.) You also employed him to boy horses? (Answer.) Yes ; that is bis
business.

(Question.) Did he charge what price he liked, or did you pay him a commission,
or how? (Anawer.) No; I paid him no commission. He was paid under the direc-
tion of the engineer who wanted the horses ; the engineer did.

(Question.) How did you pay Mr. Alloway for his trouble ? (Answer.) I paid the
accounts that were brought in.

(Question.) Then you did not know the number of horses and the details of each
horse's price, and do on? (Answer.) I remember he had Mr. Lucas with him on one
occasion, and of courte he knew about the prices and the time.

(Question.) Who is Mr. Lucas ? (Anster.) The engineer in charge of the party.
(g8stion.) Was that the only occasion? (Answer.) There might have been one or

two others. I had him with me once or twice. I paid himi no commission.
(Question.) But you do not know whether he received his commission in the

prices he charged the Government ? (Arner.) 1 suppose he did.

(1.) Is this a correct report of the ovidence which you gave upon
the occasion above mentioned ?

(2.) Do you say now that the above evidence was the truth ?
(3.) Give now the variation (if any) from the above evidence which

is necessary in order to state the truth upon the subjects covered by the
said questions of Mr. Kirkpatrick, and also the explanation (if any)
which you think it proper to give, concerning the said evidence so
roported as aforesaid ?

(4.) A certificate from the office of the Registrar for the County 'of
Selkirk, in the Province of Manitoba, shows that a conveyance of cer-
tain land in the sub-division of lot No. 79 in the Parish of St. James,
dated in July A.D. 1875, purporting to be made from one Burrows to
Thomas Nixon and W. F. Alloway jointly, was registered in that office:
are you the Thomas Nixon referred to in that conveyance ?

(5.) Was that, or any land, conveyed to you and W. F. Alloway
jointly while you were purvoyor ?
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(6.) Give the explanation (if any) which you think necessary, in
order to show the truth upon the question, whether you and W. F.
Alloway wer jointly interested in the purchase of land while you were
purveyor at W innipeg ?

GEORGE M. CLARK,
Chairman.

Ottawa, 15th December, 1881.

1. The report of the evidence given by me before a Committee of the
House of Commons is, I presume, correct.

2. The evidence, so far as it relates to the purchase of saddle horses,
buggy horses and ponies, for Mr. Lucas and other engineers' parties,
which were those to which Mr. Kirkpatrick's questions referred, was
the truth, and being the truth it does not now require any explanation.

3. Some years later Mr. Alloway purchased saddle horses and buggy
horses for Mr. Marcus Smith and some of the engineers on contract 14,
and, I think, also on the Pembina Branch; and if I remember right he
was allowed a commission of 85 on each. I now further, and
once more, for the'last time, positively assert regarding the assertion
as being under the oath taken before the Royal Commission, that
neither directly or indirectly, in any manner, was I ever interested
with Mr. Alloway in any single or collective transaction of his with
tbe Government, or he with me as an agent of the Government; that
neither directly or indirectly did ho ever offer, or I ever receive, any
profits from him, or sny commission on either horses or anything
else during the whole time I was in the employ of the Government,
nor at any time since.

4, 5 and 6. In July, A.D.- 1875, I purchased from the Hon. Dr.
O'Donnell, of this city, seven city lots on the Burrows Estate, at the
rate of $60 per lot, and the doctor wanted the whole amount to be paid
at the time of the purchase. I asked Mr. Alloway to take a half interest
with me in the said lots. I paid my share, $210, without any assist-
ance from Mr. Alloway or any one else. Some time after, I disposed of
my interest in the said lots at the same price for which I purchased
them, and neither before nor since have I bad any interest with Mr.
Alloway in any scrip, any half-breed lands, any city lots, or any land
either in this or any other country.

THOMAS NIXON.
Winnipeg, 3rd January, 1882.

CANADIAN PACÎI'C RAILWAY ROYAL CoMMISsroN,
OTTAWA, January 4th, 1882.
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CO.LINGWooD SCHREIBER, Esq-, SOHREIBER.
Chief-Engineer,

Department of Railways and Canals.

SiR,-Mr. Fleming having seen your ovidence given before this RaiIway com.
Commission, first as reported in the nowspapers and afterwards as <c tio.-
recorded, and desiring to have put in evidence a fuller explanation than
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Contrat No. 4M
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was given by you regarding the periods in which certain steps were
directed which are likely to result in the saving referred to: I am
instructed to submit the following interrogatory to you in order that
your answer may be added to your previous testimony given viva voce
and under oath.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

N. F. DAVIN.
INTERROGATORY.

In your evidence you have spoken of a large probable saving in the
cost of the work on contract No. 42, saying that in the beginning of
1879-80 you had authority to make, with a view to economy, any
change which could be made without injuring the character of the
road, and yon named the sum of $1,500,000 as the difference between
the original estimate of the cost of this section and your estimate at
the time of giving your evidence.

Please state whether you are still of opinion that the amount
ultimately saved will be in the neighbourhood of the above sum, and
what proportion of it will have been due to engineering efforts or
dircetions made before yon became Engineer-in-Chief ?

CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY,
OFFICE oF THE ENGINEER-IN-CiIEP',

OTTAWA, January 5th, 1883.

DEAn SIR,--In reply to your letter of yesterday, I desire to say that
the difference between the original estimate of the cost of contract 42,
and the approximate estimate I gave in my testimony before the
Canadian Pacifle Railway Royal Commission, was placed at $1,500,000.

This will probably be somewhat reduced, authority having since been
given to introduce, in several instances, solid earth embankments and
rock-borrow foundations, where, at that time, timber structures wero
proposed.

The difference between the present and the original cost of this
section is, I consider, due to efforts made and directions given before
I became Engineer-in-Chief.

Having acted as superintending engineer in connection with these
works duringthe latterpartof theyear 1879and the earlypart of 1880, I
became aware of a great desire on Mr. Fleming's part to keep the
expenditure largely within the original estimate of cost.

J am, Sir,
Yours truly,

COLLINGWOOD SC[IREIBER.
N. F. DAvIN, Esq.

(The exhibits produced in evidence are set out or referred to at the
end of the next volume which contains the rest of the report.)
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INDEX.

ABERDARE CO.
See Contract No. 8.

ACCOUNTS:
Moberly, 425.
Wilson, 526.

See Book-keeping and Banking; Nixon', Purveyorship.

ALLEGED IMPROPER CONDUCT:
Sutherland, 342.
Wilson, 534.
Murdoch, 800.

ALLOWAY, W. F.:
Nixon's purveyorship, 382, 432.

ANDERSON & CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 17, 39.

ANDREWS, JONES & GO.:
See Contract No. 42.

APPOINTMENTS:
FLImNG, S.

manner of appoirting officers, 1314.
sectional, pelitical and religious considerations co nsulted under all

Administrations, 1314.
insufficiency of skilled men at inception, 1314.
difficulty of getting rid of inefficient political nominees, 1315.
cannot recollect having remonstrated, 1315.
officers appointed in defiance of witness's recommendations to the

contrary, 1316.
public interest has suffered through political patronage, 1317.
power of dismissal sparingly used, 1319.

on political grounds, 1666.

ASSISTING NEWSPAPERS :

WHrrasAD, J.
respecting assistance given to Mackintosh, 242.
also a newspaper In Winnipeg, 243.
witness persuaded by Mackintosh that Parliamentary Committee

required looking after, gave Mackintosh acceptances to arrrange
matters, 606.

amount about $11,000 or $12,000; had given him some before; in all,perhaps, $25,000, 607.
Bain recovered $11,200, 607.
Mackiatosh to look after witness's business in Ottawa, 608.
found him sureties on several different occasions, 609.
departmental Intimation to witness that he had better communicate

direct to the Department, 609.
kind of service rendered by Mackintosh, 610.
assistance to Winnipeg 17mes, 611.
reasons why given, 611.
further as to transactions with Mackintosh, 628.

WarrTUiAD, O.
sent his father's attorney to recover acceptances from Mackintosh,

329.
acceptances to amount of $11,000 given up, 329.
believes Mackintosh must have received acceptances for $30,000, 329

of which about $20,000 was paid, 330.
BAiN, J. F.

undertook to arrange with Whitehead's creditors, became for a time
trustee, 614.

communicated with Mackintosh as to notes,'614.
which wert given back, 614.
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ASSISTING NEwsAPrERs-continued.
BAIN, J. F.-continued.

Mackintosh's book-keeper had probably notified him of witnese's
intended visit; he ha recently visited Winnipeg for purpose of
collecting acceptances, 615.

Mackintosh made condition as to exonerating letter, 617.
LuxTox, W. F.

complains of Whitehead's strictures regarding Winnipeg Free Press,
681.

offers evidence in contradiction, 686.
SCHULTZ, J., M.P.

Whitehead stated to witnees hie reasons for assisting Tuttle, 717.
Tuttle without political influence. 718.

TUTTLE, 0. R.
Whitehead advanced moneys taking lien on plant, 723.
never pretended to Whitehead to have influence with Ministers, 723.

LITLa, W. B.
labourer on Fort Frances Lock 825
paid for working in the cut and for publishing newspaper besides, 826.
arrangement that he should publish paper, and Government should

pay for hie labour, 826.
arrangement made with Eugh Sutherland, 826.
paid for full time by Government, but gave most of his time to news-

so pai for a year, 827.
gave value by trying through newspaper to open ap country, 827.

SUTHERLAND, HUGH.
knows nothing of arrangement by which Litle was paid for publish-

ing a paper, 829.
how newspaper came to be started, 830.
understood that Litle worked at hie newspaper at night, 830.

MAOKINTOSH, C. H.
witness reads a etatement as to hie transactions with Whitehead, and

is cross-examined thereon; receipt of money from Whitehead-
service was rendered therefor of a commercial not politicai
character, 869-915.

BAIN, JOHN F.:
contract No. 15, 613.
assisting newspaperu, 614.

BANNATYNE, ANDREW G. B. :
Red River Crossing, alleged improper influence, 724.

BARNARD, F. J..
See Contract No. 3.

BARROW HAÏATITE STEEL CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 44-47, 53-55.

BEATTY, HENRY :
See Contracte Nos. 34, 69, 70.

BIMRLL, JAME s:
Fraser & Grant-Whitehead partnership. 264.

BOLT AND NuT Co.:
See Contract No. 31.

.BOLTS AND NuTS :
See Contracts Nos. 30, 31, 51.

30OK-KEEPING AND BANKING :
Sutherland, H., 337.
Sutherland, J., 452, 807.
Brown, 508.
Conklin, 556, 628.
Ourrie, 577.
Thompson, 625.

See Nixon's purveyorshp ; Fort Frances Locks

BOULTBEE, ALIRED, M.P. :
contracts Nos. 41 and 42, 1109.
alleged improper influence, 1111.
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BOWIE, ALEXANDER:
contract No. 15, 1150.

No. 66, 1144, 1151.
No. 41, 1142.

alleged improper infinence, 1152.

BowiE & McNAUGTON :
See Contract No. 66.

BOwN, WALTER R.:
Nixon's Paymaster-and-purveyorhip, 721.

BRAUN, FREDERICK :
practice of Department, 1753, 1756, 1763.
contract Nu. 5A, 1754, 1761, 1765.
steel rails, 1763
Horetzky's claim, 1766.

BRIDGES:
Seo Contracta Nos. 56, 64, 71.

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
transportation of rails. See Contracta Nos. 17, 39.
bolta and nuts. See Contract No. 31.
construction. Sec Contracts Nos. 60, €1, 62, 63.

BROWN, GEORGE :
Fort Frances Lock, 508.
Nixon's paymaster-and-purveyorship, 509, 737, 763.
assisting newspapers, 727, 764.

IBROWN, P. J.:
contract No. 4, 773.

BURPE, T. R.:
section 5, telegrapb, 1344.
contracta Nos. 6-11, 1664.

BUTE INLET :
Fleming, 1339, 1384.

CJADDY, JOHNr S.:
contract No. 4, 657.

Nos. 13, 25, 649.
Nos. 25, 41, 642, 650.

CA2MPBELL, GEORGE :
transportation of rails, 1119.

CAMPBELL, H. M.:
contract No. 48, 144.

CANADA CENTRAL RAILWAY SUBSIDY:
See Contract No. 16.

CARRE, HENRY :
exploratory survey, party K, 122.

North-east Bay to Sturgeon Falls, 131.
contract No. 14, 176, 1446, 1457, 1462.

Nos. 1tand 15, 129, 149, 1447, 1455, 1469, 1471.
No. 15, 130, 153, 178, 1452, 1458, 1466, 1474, 1489, 1499.

Red River (rossing, 177.

CARRE'S ALTERNATIVE SOUTHERN LINE:
See Contract No. 15.

CHAPLEAU, SAMUEL E. ST. ONGE :
contract No. 42, 850.

No. 66, 860.
inflnencing clerku, 850

ee Infuencing O(erks.; Contracts Nos. 42, 66.
66½*
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CHARLEBOIS & CO.:
See Contract No. 41.

CHARTERS & Co.:
See Contract No. 13.

CHEVRETTE, MOSES:
Bee Contract No. 19.

CLAIM BY ENGINEER :
Bee Engineer's Claim.

CLAIMS BY CONTRACTORS:
See Contractors' Claims.

CLARK, ALBERT H.:
contract No. 14, 259.

CLOSE, P. G.:
contracte Nos. 41 and 42, 1160.
alleged improper influence, 1170.

CONKLIN, ELIAS G.:
Nixon's paymaster-and-parveyorship, 556, 628.

CONNERS, JOHN L.:
contract No. 1, 595.

No. 4, 601.
Nos. 14 and 15 603.

location, north of Lake Manitoba, 599, 604.

CONSTRUCTION :
See Engineering; Contracts.

CONTRACTORS' CLAIMS:
CoxTaCT No. 1:

8ifton, 326.
CoxTRncT No. 2:

Fuller, 464.
CONTRACT No. 3:

Trudeau, 45.
CONTRAiT No. 12:

Fleming, 1364.
CONTRACT No. 13:

Truleau, 64.
Sifton, 102.
Fleming, 1319.

CONTRACT No. 14:
Sifton, 104, 112, 264.
Clark, 260.
Molloy, 315.
Forrest, 358.
Molesworth, 593.
Rowan, 704.
Fleming, 1319.
Smith, M., 1610.

CONTRAcT No. 37:
Smith, M., 951.
Trudeau, 995.

CONTRAcT No. 43:
Trudeau, 1047.

CoNTnÂCT No. 48:
Rowan, 750.

CONTRACT No. 1.--Telegraph:
TENDERING-

TRuDEAU, T.
tenders advertised for schedule of tenders produced, 5.
lowest: R. Fuller including maintenance, $68,750, 5.
second H. P. Dwight, $93,750, 6.
third, Waddle à Smith, $121,250, 6.
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CONTRAOT No. 1.-Telegraph-continued.
TRNDERING-coninued.

TRuDUAu, T.-continued.
fourth, Sifton, Glas & Co., excluding maintenance, $107,850, 6.
maintenance a subject of subsequent correspondence, 6.
no doubts as to Fuller's standing, 6
Puller's additional demand for clearing, 7.

making his tender, say $128,750, 7.
contract offered to Dwight, 7.
dates at which tenderers offered to complete, 7.
Dwight requires modifications; declined, 8.
tenders received up to 22nd July, 1874, 8.
envelope attached only to Sitton, Glass & Co.'s tender, 8.
alterations in tender, 8.
Sifton, Glass & Co.'s tender for whole line, not for section 1, 9.
Waddle & Smith offered section 5, 9.

failed to put up security, 9.
Fleming reports on Fuller's amended offer, 10.
Sifton & Glass get $20,000 maintenance plus profits of dperating, 11.
Waddle & Smith estimate profits at half cost of maintenance, 11.
Law (lerk requires an Order-in-Oouncil,.13.

usual in such cases, 13.
not procured in this case, 13.

twelve days between receiving and opeuing tenders, 13.Sifton, Glass A Co.'s tender comparable only as to construction, 15.
Fuller's figures for construction better by $9,100, 16.
negotiations, Sifton, Glass & Co. and Fleming, 16.
Sifton, Glass & Co.'s letter of 30th October, 1874, interpolation, 17.
Fleming's report no recommendation, 38.
witness's view of Sif ton, Glass & Co.'s tender as modified, 40.
profits not referred to in tender, 41.

rst mention of receiving profits in letter of Sfton, Glass & Co., 41.
return of llth March, 1878, asked for by House of Commons, not

laid before the House, 42.
Sifton, Glass & (o.'s letter, 30th October, and Chief Engineer's reply

not included in return, 42.
no Order-in-Council pawsed, 43.
correspondence with Dwight, 44.
statement of expenditure, 60.

SIPTON J.
M. Fleming, Glass and himseÇin Ottawa when tenders received, 90.
saw Chief Engineer before filling in amounts, 96.
presumes clause 13 to be offer for section 1, 91.
knew nothing of lower tenders for some days, 92.
information from Chief Engineer, 93.
tender completed day it was put in, 94.
no information from Department of moment, 94.
ceased to expect contract, 95.
letter of 14th October, in Glass's bandwriting, 95.
no consultations as to maintenance, 95.
maintenance of section 1 less costly than section 2 by 15 to25 per cent.,

96.
final arrangements in Glass's bands, 97.
operating not an element in tender, 97.
telegraphic correspondence with Department, 98.
thinks Glass made first overtur&s of partnership, 105.

he had no practical experience, 105.
tariff for messages, 105.

FLUMINM, a.
latitude as to form of tender, 1323. -
a pioneer line, 1323.
maintenance clause a guarantee, 1324.
disappointed at resnlt, 1324
Sifton, Glass à Co 's tender no offer for section 1, 126.
profits a further advantage, 1329.
profits a new proposition, 1329.
cannot explain how Sifton, Glass & Co. were considered tenderesu

on section 1, nor why profits were added, 1330.
took no part in negatiations, 1330.
remembers Glass's visit, 1330.

MÂciEuIzm, HoN. A.
contracts were awarded upon the calculations of the Engieer, 1787.
assumed to be lowest available, 1788.
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CONTIACT No. 1.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

MIACRNSzU, RoN. A.-ontinu.d.
decision invariably in acquiesence with the views of the officers of

the Department, 1788.
thought there was a distinct tender for this section, 1788.

CON&TRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE-
TauDaU, T.

inefflciency of section 1 the subject of report to House, 18.
report not printed, 18.

Rum'AU, B. N.
difflculty of telegraphic communication in 186, 34.
lines down weeks at a time, 34.
owing chiefly to construction through muskega, 35.

SIrToU, J.
telegraph poles mainly poplar, life three years, 93.
purchased wire from Government 99.
character of country, 100.
piles and poles carried away by ice, 326.
claim on Government for piers, 326.

Coxians, J. L.
operator and repairer, 595.
as to poles put in ice, &c., 595.
witness sole re pairer over 165 miles, 595.
Une not propery maintained, 596.
destruction by falling trees, 597.
poles nearly all poplar, 598.
mode of repair described, 598.

STaoNaca, J.
operator and book-keeper, 639.
statistics as to eflciency if ine, &c., 640.

RoWAN, J. R.
line down a month at a time, 691.
maintenance clause too much relied on, 691.
recommended inspector over construction, 692, 730.
thought unnecessary by Chief Engineer, 730.

MtULHOLLAN, J. H.
foreman, 1021.
describes method of construction, not considered permanent, 1022-1031

PFLMING, 8.
maintenance unsatisfactory, 1335.

OPEBRTING-
Sinoj, J.

operating not an element in tender, 97.
no arrangement with Government as to rates, 99.
tariff of messages, 105.
as to operating reoeipts and expenditure, 324.

CONTEAOT No. 2.-Telegraph:

TRINRINGr--
Tamuua, T.

part of section No. 3, Fort Garry to Edmonton, 18.
Fuller's tender the lowest for No. 3, 18.
amount of contract, $180,250, 19.
section 3 embraced also section 1, 19.
as finally let No. 3 costes $310,100, 19.
statement et expenditure under contract, 60.

FULLES, R.
did not tender separately for this section, 482,
arranged by subsequent negotiation, 462.

PLMING, 8.
section not tendered for separately, 1331.

how arived at, 1331.
alterations in tenders not usually allowed, 1332.

exoepion berein on pecaniary grounds 1332.
McKenzie, Grier à Oo.'s tender tor No 3, Ï2O2 900 1332.
Kfton & Co. and Fuller's price s sontracted ï225,100, 133.
Puiler's tender for section 3, $216,000, 1333.



*CONTRACT No. 2.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

FLERING, S.- continued.
most favourable tender not adopted, 1334.
maintenance unsatisfactory, 1335.

MAcKkNZIE, HoN. A.
never dealt with any contractors except through officers of the De-

partment, 1789.
cannot recollect details, 1790.
guided solely by Engineer's opinion, 1790.
comparative merits of tenders dealt with solely in the interesta of

economy, 1792.

CONSTRUCTION AND NAINTENANCE-

FULLuE, R.
a lump sum per annum for maintenance, 463.
respecting extra claims. 46t.

cutting through a wood, 464.
stoppage by Indians, 464.
movement of material, 465.
line not fully located, 467.
cutting trees, 468.
operator to Edmonton, 469.

difficulties from fires, 471.
tariff, particulars of, 472.
deduction made by Goverument for deviations on account of lakes

474.
Lucae's view snstained by Fleming, 475.
character of country traversed, 475.

PLEIaNG, S.
maintenance of Sifton, Glass à Co. and Fuller unsatisfactory, 1335.

CONTRACT No. 3.-Telegraph:

TENDBRING-
TRuDEAU, T.

equivalent to section 4, as advertised, 45.
matter now before Department of Justice, 45.
statement of expenditure, 60.
documents in hands of Department of Justice, 833.

WADDLI, J.
understood his tender to be lower than Barnard'a, 1118.
contract ias not offered to him, 1118.

FLEMIN0, 8.
witness recommended Barnard, 133.
report of 12th August produced, 1336.

CONSTRUCTION AND NAINTENANCE-
PLEMING, 8.

line from Edmonton to Tête Jaune Cache not procecded with, 1887.
varions instructions to contractor, 1338.
reasons for diverting line via Fort George, 1339.
Bute Inlet then the probable terminus, 1339.
losses, consequent on changes, not the contraótor's, 1339.
modifies previous statement as to Bute Inle, 1384.

CONTRACT No. 4.-Telegraph:

TRNDERING-
TRUDEAU, T.

lowest tenderer, Waddle & Smith, failed as to security 45
second lowest, Sutton à Thirtkell, $214,450, alo &ed, 45.
third lowest, Sutton & Thompson, did not t contract, 46.

contract given to Oliver, Davidson à Co. at Stton A Thompson s
figures, 46.

correspondence with Oliver, Davidson à 00., 46.
transaction contrary to usual practice, 47.
witness cannot explain why it was done, 47.

no. correspondence with Sutton & Thompson, 47.

199INDEX.
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CONTRAOT No. 4.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

TnuDxAU, T.-continued.
Sutton & Thompson's tender $28,200 higher than that of Sutton &

Thirtkell, 48.
mariaged by the Minister, 47.
no report of engineer as to this award, 48.
no Order-in-Oouncil authorizing contract, 48.
statement of expenditure put in, 60.
took no part in arrangement of this contract, 1817.
can find no formal notice (nor recollect) given to Waddle & Smith,

1818.
BRoWN, P. J.

of Oliver, Davidson & Co., 773.
did not tender; took Sutton & Thompson's tender, 773.
negotiations: Oliver at Ottawa with departmental telegram to

Button, 773.
Thompson & Thirtkell ignored by Sutton 775.
witness subsequently purchased Davidson s interest, 775,

SUTTON, R. T.
tendered both with Thirtkell & Thompson, 1032.
Thirtkell's tender awarded, but passed over in favour of Thomp--

son's, through influence of Oliver, Davidson & Co., 1033.
negotiations; higher price paid, 1034-1040.
Oliver, Davidson, and witness in Ottawa, 17th or 18th December

(1874), 1069.
telegram from Judge McMahon, 1070.
Braun to Sutton k Tnirtkell, 12th December, and reply 16th De.

cember (1874) 1070.
Oliver, Davidson Co. arranged with Department, 1070.

WAnDLS, J.
tendered for all sections and whole line, 1103.
interview with R.W. Scott, 1103..
correspondence with Mackenzie as to security, 1104.
agreement with A. M. Smith's nephew, 1104.
never knew why contract not awarded to him, 1105.

Minister attributed it to delay as to security, 1105.
promised further chance if Thirtkell failed, 1106.
interview with Minister, 6th or 7th December, 1106.

further interview, 1107.
Glass offered $10,000 for contract; refused by witness, 1108.
further as to security; interview with Minister, 1113.

Sutton lu Ottawa while these negotiationa with Minister going on,
1116.

interview with Cartwright; promised chance never afforded ;
witness had ample means, 1117.

DAvIDsoN, J.
of Oliver, Davidson k Co., 1126.
negotiations with Sutton, 1126.
subsequent visit (19th December, 1874) to Ottawa, 1127.
interview with Chief Engineer, 1129.
thinks Oliver had communication with Fleming after lesving

capital, 1131.
Oliver's interview with Mackenzie, 1134.
remembers nothing about Sutton & Thirtkell's tender, 1139.
cannot explain how he kne* Sutton & Thompson's tender was

next lowest, 1139.
or how latter was substituted for former, 1140.
thinks they got higber price than first talked of by Sutton, 1141.

ST. JA&U, DR.
accompanied Waddle to Department ; recollections vague, 1246.

PzuxxxG, 8.
Waddle's tender without profits, $239,520, 1340.

Sutton & Thirtkell's offer, $214,950, 1340.
Button & Thompson's offer, $243,150, 1840.

Braun the official mouthplece of Department, 1341.
in this case witness acted as such on Minister's instructions 1341.
no reason assigned for passing Sutton k Thirtkell's tender for

one $28,200 higher, 1342.
no explanation as to how negotiations came to be opened by letter

from Oliver, Davidson & Co., 1342.
up to 19th December Oliver, Davidson & Co. prepared to assume

tender of Sutton & Thirtkell, 1343.
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OONTRACT No. 4.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

FLEMING, S.-continued.
on leaving Ottawa decided to take higher tender, 1843.
witness remembers their visit, 1344.
cannot explain above-mentioned circumstances, 1344.

MAKEcrNzI, HON. A.
does not believe Waddle was passed over without notification of a

fixed day to bring up security, 1792.
denies Waddle's statement as to giving him a further chance, 1793.
denies managing this transaction, 1794.
no recollection of conversation with Oliver or Davidson, 1794.

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE-
CoNNRs, J. L.

Winnipeg to Whitemonth in fair condition, 601.
Whitemouth to Cross Lake carelessly erected, 601.
Cross Lake to Rat Portage too cheaply put up, 601.
defects as to working due to improper men on repairing staff, 602.

STRONAcH, J.
frequent interruptions during construction of section 15, 641.
since blasting completed line works well, 641.

OADDY, J. S.
describes state of line, faults0of maintenance, delays therefrom,

657-659.
ROWAN, J. H.

defective ; line down one-sixth'of time, 692.
JENNINGs, W. F.

as to general insufficiency of maintenance, 768.
BnowN, P. J.

defective maintenance chargeable to contractors and engineer, 776.
poles on section 42 all tamarack, 777.

OPERATING-
TRUDEAU, T.

Order-in-Conneil produced as to operating line, 75.

CONTRACT No. 5.-Railway construction:

TRUDEAU, T.
invited by advertisement: lowest: 0. Peach, 48.

wanted time; refused, 49.
Whitehead and A. H. Clark, same amount, 22 ets., 49.
Order-in-Oouncil awarding contract, 7th September (1874), 49.
description and specification produced, 50.

WMITEHEAD, J.
one of three lowest tenderers, 212.
lowest tenderer became witness's foreman, 212.
explanations as to changing tender from 28 ets. to 22 ets., 214.
financially assisted by Senator McDonald, 214.
reasons for building Pembina Branch then, 215.
extent of contract, 215.
work remeasured, 215.
subsequently allowed 65,000 yards more than certified, 215.

ROWAN, J. H.
construction begun before surveys complete; no estimate of quan-

tities, 687.
FLEMING, S.

line not located when tenders invited, 1344.

OONTRACT No. 5 A.-Railway construction:

TBNDBRING-
TEUDEAu, T.

no document signed by contractor 51.
Whitehead's offdr reported on by Flemingl 51.
Order-in-Oouncil specifying conditions and limiting cost to $60,000,

52.
actual cost to 3lst December, 1879, $141,800, 52.
no contract made; treated as extension of contract No. 5, 52.
$87,589 for work not mentioned la contract No. 5, 53.
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CONTR&OT No. 5 A.-Railway construction-continued.
TBNDERING-continued.

TauEmaU T.-continued.
this portion never submitted to competition, 53.
Braun telegraphs instructions . 22 ets. earth, and other work at prices

in contract No. 15, 53.
off-take ditches paid for at 45 ets. as against23 ets. in contract No. 14,

53.
no advertisement for tenders, 54.
Order-in-Council definea specific items as te which prices of contraot

No. 15 shall apply, 54.
witneus cannot say why other prices of No. 15 were made te apply, 54.
does not know Braun's authority for telegram, 55.

WMITEHMED, J.
did net tender, 243.
reasons for award of contract; made an offer, 244.
off-take ditches paid for at 45 ets.; could have been done for 20 ets.

or 25 ets.; this item $25,000, 245.
RowAK, J. H.

reported probable cost 16th July, 1877, 731.
this work facilitated carrying rails to contract No. 14, 748.

FLamIo, S.
not offered to public competition, 1345.
Whitehead's of'er; reasons for acceptance, 1345.
cost limited by Order-in-Council to $60,000, exceeded very largely,

1345.
Braun telegraphed authority, 1347.
the whole thing a mistake, 1346.

8SELL1N, W. B.
prices for off-take ditches reducéd by witness, restoredby à. Smith,

1349.
every item beyond the four mentioned in Fleming's letter paid

without autbority, 1349.
no investigation made, 1349.

BaAux, F.
thinks instructions to telegraph received from Miniter, 1754.

remembers the circumstance, 1755.
cannot state positively his authority to telegraph, 1756.
can find no authority, but message could not have been sent

without authority, 1761.
telegram sent four days before receiving Order-in-Oouncil, 1762.
no instructions as to details from Engineer's Department, 1765.

CONSTRUCTION-
Fr,EING, S.

Smellie notified Department as to high prices, 1348.
received no reply, 1348.

MACrEZn4z, BON. A.
prices fixed by engineer, of course, 1815.
discussed off-take ditches with Fleming, 1815.
especially careful to authorize nothing not in engineer's report, 1815.

ONTRACT No. 6.--Steel rails, &c.:
TauDUu, T.

public competition invited by advertisement; time postponed, 833.
contractora: Guest & Co., 10,000 tons, 884.
no Order-in-Council awarding contract, 844.

See Steel Rail#.
'CONTRACT No. 7.-Steel rails, &o.:

Taunsàu, T.
evidence under contract No. 6 equally applicable, 83.
contractors: Ebbw Vale Co., 5,000 tons, 834.
no Order-in-Council awarding contraot, 844.

See Steel Rails.

-CONTRACT No. 8.-Steel Rails, &o.:
TRI7DEAU, T.

Mersey Steel Co. tendered for 5,000 te 10,000 tonus, 834.
Coi a Green lower price 834
awarded contract for 29,0; w ncreased, 834.

telegrams to audfrom Coz Green, 835.
cannot ifroduce aüy proof; fherely Impression, 841.
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<CONTR&OT No. 8.-Steel Rails, &c.-continued.
TaUDEAU, T.-continued.

increased quantity ordered from Cooper & Co., 841.
thinks lower tenderers applied to firat, 842.

cannot explain correspondence between Cooperand Buckingham, 843.
no record indicating by what authority secretary informed tenderers

of acceptance, 843.
no Order-in-Gouncil awarding contract, 844.

COOPER, J.
of Cooper, Fairman & Co 915.
as to postponement of tenders, 916.
made two tenders: one purports to be on account of Cooper,

Fairman & Co.; one on account of Mersey Co., 917.
relations with Charles Mackenzie, 917, 919-923.

FAIRmÂA, F.
extent of Cooper, Fairman & Co.'s authority as agents, 1176.
no authority to tender for boits, &c., 1178.

Mersey Co. repudiated boit contract, 1179.
agement mntilated by witnese; no authority can be given, 1180.
Charles Mackenzie's relations to firrm, &c., 1187.

subsequent retirement,'1188.
FLEING, S.

does not remember whcther before recommending this contract he
enquired ifmore favourable purchase could be made elsewhere,1357.

See Steel Rails.

CONTRACTS Nos. 9 AND 1,.-Steel rails, &c.:
TauDiEU, T.

slightdeviations between tenders and contracts auto delivery, 834, 841.
contractors : West Cumberland Co., 5,000 tons, 834.
Cox & Green, agery, 834, 841.

See Steet Rails.

CONTRACT No.* 11.-Steel rails, &o.:
TaUDEÂU, T.

contractors : Naylor, Benzon & Co., 5,000 tons, 834.
witness cannot explain correspondence between Cooper and Buck-

ingham, 843.
COOPER, J.

as to correepoudence with Buckingham, 922.
FÂUaxiN, F.

of Cooper, Fairman & Co., 1187.
interest of firm ln contract defined, 1184.
no formal tender, only a letter, 1184.
tendency of market downward, 1185.

Bee Steel Rails.

CONTR&TS Nos. 6 TO ll.-Steel rails, &c.:
TaUDÂAtr, T.

public competition invited, 833.
schedule of tenders (twenty-five) produced, 833.

report by Chief Engineer, 833.
tenders and correspondence in return of 2nd I!arch, 1876, to House

of Commons, 833.
no Order-in-council awarding contracts, 844.
no report on record showing quantity of rails required for use in 1874,

1817.
no record of Buckingham's replies to Cooper's telegrams, 1817.
not usual that correspondence between tenderers and private secre-

tary should take place, 1818.
the Minister decided upon these contracta himself witness's judg-

ment not asked, 1818.
RIYOLDs, T.

agent Ebbw Vale Co. and Aberdare Co., 1001.
tendency of market in fall of 1874 downward, 1001.

steady fall till 1879, 1002.
thought iýa November, 1874, market had toeuched bottom, 1002.

FLMING, 8.
reasons for purchasing, &c., 1350--1353.

MIÂcouzia, nos. A.
no public competition, 1802.
no recollection of Crawford'. offer, 1802.

See Steel Rails.
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CONTRACT NO. 12.-Railway location and construction:

TENDERING-
TBuDiAu, T.

tenders regularly advertised, kr.; scbedule produced, 844.
awarded to A. B. Poster, 844.
abandoned by consent, 844.
$41,000 paid for surveys under Order-in-Council, 845.

ENGINEERING-
MURDOCH, W.

after leaving Government service, in 1874, became Poster's engineer,
801.

instrumental survey: French River to Amable du Fond, 801.
condemned proposed road, corroborated by Shanly, 802.

opinion not shared by Hazlewood, hie examination not thorough,
803.

no probability of feasible route when contract awarded, 803.
route with heavier grades might be had, 803.
witness proposed Ottawa Valley route, 804.

determines terminus on Canada Central Railway on Lake Nipissing,
805.
December, 1878, soundings Lake Nipissing, 805.
size of party eighteen, 805.

FLUMMe, 8.
Georgian Bay Branch part of Canada Pacific Railway system, 1358.
direction and location established by Order-in-Oouncil, not reoom-

mended bv witness, 1358.
Order-in-oun~cil passed on Hazlewood's report, 1359.
never could see immediate necessity for that work, 1369.
thinks line not selected on engineering grounde altogether, 1359.
witness trusted to Hazlewood, 1360.
Poster reported 20th December, 1875, difficulties as to gradients, 1361.
endorsed by W. Sbanly. 1361.
witness recommended further sarveys, 1362.
as to Lumsden'a location, 1363.
Foster's claim for $63,000, 1364.
witness reported that expenditure would be availableinfuture 1365.
Foster's detailed account for Georgian Bay Brahch survey, 24,532,

paid $31,838, 1365.
witness cannot explain this, 1365.

SmyTs, M.
in 1877 Lumsden started to locate from French River to South

River, Lake Nipissing, 1569.
survey from French River westward, 1570.

MÂcxzziis, HoN. A.
$41,000 paid Poster on Fleming's recommendation, 1804.
Fleming mistaken as to feasibility of route, 1804.

CONTRACT No. 13.-Railway construction:

TENDERING--
TRUDIAU, T.

public competition, 60.
loweat tender Charters & Co., 61.

Charters withdrew offer, 62.
second lowest, Taylor, who abandoned contract, 63.
no claim made against sureties, 63.

SrTor, J.
witness's bri-ther and Ward chief actors, 101.
Fairbanks and Farwell joined afterwards, 101.
no negotiations with other tenderers, 102.

FLMUne, S.
would have preferred, for engineering reasons, letting had been

postponed, 1368.

BNGINEERING-

TauDiAu, T.
change in location, Shebandowan abandoned, 64.
contractors claimed damages for delay in locating, 64.
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CONTRACT No. 13.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.
SBITON, J.

as to claim on account of delay, 102.
location changed, 102.
thought bill of works nearly correct when tendering, 103.
expenience as to correctness of estimates with other railways, 103.

CADDY, J. S.
section 13 well finished when he took charge, 619.

FLEMING, S.
not ready for contractors, 1319.

damages claimed in consequence, 1319.
first effort to find direct route from Red River to harbour on Lake

Superior, 1367.
effort to find route by Shebandowan, 1367.
more accurate information should have been had, 1368.
engineering reasons outweighed by public ones, 1368.
water stretches, 1369.
Rat Portage a governing point, 1369.

contract let before route determined, 1369.
not much work abandoned, 1370.
no very great inaccuracy as to estimates, 1371.

MoLumAs, R.
contractor's men arrived before proper location made, 1530.
work began 22 miles from Prince Arthur's Landing, 1531.
botter location had more time been allowed, 1531.
work west of Sunshine Creek stopped, 1532.

SXITn, M.
examined section 13 in 1876, 1570.

walked over 20 miles; portions graded, 1570.
not satisfied as to measurements, 1570.

left to junior assistants, 1571.
chief causes of extra cost, 1604.

See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 14.-Railway construction:

TENDERING-
TauDEaU, T.

let by public competition after advertising, 65.
lowest tender, Wallace & Co., 65.

application for extension of time refused, 65.
contract covers 77 miles, 66.
awarded by verbal order of Minister, 66.
Fleming did not report recommending passing over lowest tender, 67.

SWTiox, J.
had no negotiations with Wallace & Co, 103.
conversations with Trudeau before contract awarded, 106.
not nearly completed within contract time, 107.

0Osa, H.
bill of works made up from profiles of witness and Brunel, 178.

MÂCKaziU, Hon. A.
at the time contract was let, was not aware lino was not located from

river, 1807.

ENGINEER ING-

SURVEYS.

CARDE, H.
heard.that adoption of aoutherly lino would involve abandonment of

work worth $65,000 ; net saving by southerly lino, say,
$200,000, 149.

does not think abandonment necessary, 150.
a good route from Falcon Lake to Winnipeg 150.
location of contract by Brunel to Brokenhead, thence by Forrest, 176.
witness's survey only preliminary, 176.
Brunel's survey expedited work about a fortnight, 176.
laid out two lines in neighbourhood of, and another south of Cross

Lake, 1446.
Jarvis ran lino half a-mile north o sent crossing, 1446.
points ont in map lino he thinks botter than that adopted, 1447
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CONTRACT No. 14.-Railway construction-contnued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

SURVEYS-continued.

CARRE, H.-continued.
better line at Cross Lake was found by Forrest, witness not aware of

it till long after final location qf crossing at Cross Lake, 1455.
particulars as to Forrest's Une. 1455.
after section 14 put under contract, witness had nothing to do with

it, 1457.
how a better line was sacrificed to etiquette, 1458 1462.
section 15 might have been sligbtly diverted to join improved line at

eastern end of 14, 1461.
MURDOCH, W.

told Fleming in 1872 about swamps, Rowan contradicted, 816.
ROWAN, J. H.

produces map showing profiles of Cross Lake surveys, 821.
survey of contract made in winter, 821.

FLING, S.
Selkirk terminus selected chiefiy on account of its immunity from

floods1 1372.
considers it preferable to Stone Fort, 1372.
connection with deep water navigation at Lake Winnipeg, 1372.
proximity of a large inlet for sheltering shipping in winter, 1372.

reaôons against Stone Fort, 1373.
Government ownership of land at Selkirk a reason for the selection,

1373.
witness interested in no land there, 1374.
no serious engineering difficulty in making bridge anywhere be-

zween Winnipeg and Selkirk, 1374.
river navigable to 8tone Fort, 1375.

SMITH, M.
walked over some 20 miles under construction in 1876, 1574.
suggested to Carre alternative line at Cross Lake, 1580.

Carre found one, but grades not approved by Fleming, 1580.
point of junction with 15 an unfortunate selection, 1609.

a mile and a-half rock should have formed part of contract No. 15,
1609.

CONSTRUCTION.

RUTTAN, H. N.
eaut end transferred to Whitehead, 33.
subsidence of muskegs, 33.
embankments, through drained muskegs, unnecessarily high, 33.

SiroN, J.
considered quantities in bill of works correct, 104.

turned out about 60 per cent. in excess, 104.
excess in rock due to deviations in line, 104.
contractors making claim on Government (Julius Muskeg), 104.
delay in completing contract due to work not baving been laid

out, 107.
twelve hundred men left because Engineers were not ready, 108.
had to commence five miles back from river, 108.
had to build road to get out supplies, 108.
were stopped all winter at Julins Muskeg, 108.
delayed a whole year, 108.
lins not located east of Julius Muskeg, 108.
correspondence respecting re-location, 110.
Marcus Smith not satisfied with progress, 110.

suggested arrangements with Whitehead to complete easterni
end, 111.

threat to take contract out of contractors' hands, 111.
interviews with Whitehead, 111.
arrangement made with Whitehead, 111.

contractors' price 26 ets. per yard and extra haul, 112.
Whitehead got 40 ets., 112.

copy of agreement produced, 113.
Marcus dmith said he was acting under instructions, 113.
his threat was made in September, 1878, 114.

/êontractors were quite able to complete the work, 115.
'contractors' claims for compensation, 116, 121.

coffer-dams, 264.
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CONTRACT No. 14.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION--coninued.

SIPTON, J.-continued.
teaming plant, 265.
waggon roads, 265.
increase of rock, 269.
station ground at Selkirk, 271. •
Whitehead's sub-contract, 271-274.

CARI, H.
construction commenced before location of southerly Une, 149.

WHtTrHUAD, J.
took over completion of Sifton & Ward's contract under agreement

approved by Minister, having necessary plant, which original
contractors had not, 238.

has been filling Cross Lake since spring of 1879, 239.
two steam-shovels, three locomotives and 100 men at work night

and day, 239.
thinks big bay at Cross Lake might have been avoided, 246.

CLARK, A. H.
employed two years as walking boss, 259.
contractors' claims for compensation, 260-264.

MOLLOY, J.
contractors' claims for compensation, 315.

Julius Muskeg, 315.
re-location of line, 319.

witness's claim on Government, 321.
WHITEHnAD, C

negotiations with Sifton & Co., 327.
RowAN, 1. a.

contractors' claims: delay, compensated for by extension, 704.
changes of location, advantageous to contractor, 704.
coffer-dams, foundationless, 704.
use of contractor's roads, wortby of consideration, 705.
8elkirk station ground, recommended, 705.
two miles of contract transferreo to Whitehead, 706.

original contractors have no claim under this, 707.
question of haulage thoroughly discussed, 709-711.

FLxEMG, 8.
Carre's southerly line, 1376.
some delay, but contractors magnify difficulties, 1378.
explains why no maximum limit to haul, 1616.
limited by discretional power of enjineer, 1616.
limit established in subsequent specifications, 1617.

SMITH, M.
Julius Muskeg, 1575.
muskeg can only be measured in excavation, 1575.
muskeg ehould have been sounded, 1576.
never knew work in Europe being let without fpllest previous infor-

mation, 1576.
witness advised cross-logging, 1579.
suggested no material improvement in location, 1579.
Chief Engineer returned in spring of 1877, 1580.
a mile and a-half-rock, which should have formed part of contract

No. 15, subsequently transferred to Whitehead, 1609.
Sifton's claim, 1610
excessive quantities arose from change of location and shrinkage of

embankments, 1611.
MÂcKeNza, HON. A.

transfer of Cross Lake Section to Whitehead, 1807.
more substitution of contractors, 1808.

Sec Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 15.-Railway construction:

TENDERI.NG-
TRUDNAU T.

aubmitted to public competition, and let after three advertise-
menta, 67.

lowest tender, A. P. Macdonald & Co., 68.
second lowest, Martin & Charlton, 68.
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CONTKACT No. 15.-IRailway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.

TRUDEAU, T.-continued.
third lowest, Sutton & Thompson, 69.

contract awarded to them by Order-in-Council, 69.
further Order-in-Council, recognizing Whitehead as contractor, 69.
deposits made with tenders, 71.

WHITEUAÂD, J.
lives at Winnipeg since 1874, 211.
followed railroading since 12 years old, 211
tender thirteenth lowest amongst twenty-six, 216.

did not get contract on his tender, 216.
joined Sutton à Thompson after consulting Minister, 216.

paid Button & Thompson $10,000, 218.
admitted by Order-in-Council as sole contractor, 218.
correspondence with Minister respecting Charlton, 218.
information as to tenders easily obtainable at Ottawa, 220.
the $10,000 paid to Sutton & Thompson by McDonald in witness's

presence, 220.
Senator McDonald put up witness's security, 221.
agreed to pay him 10 per cent. and share profits with his son

equally, 221.
Mitchell McDonald neither wealthy nor experienced, insolvent at the

time, 222.
paid him $20,000 which he gave to his father, 222.
subsequent settlement with alcDonald, $112,000, 223.
Senator McDonald not satisfied with arrangement, 223.
reasons why witness was willing to adopt tender $188,000 les than

his own 226.
respecting dharlton, 228.

McDonald paid Charlton $20,000, 229.
arrangement with Charlton made a few days before contract

- was let, 231.
further evidence as to transaction with Charlton, 236.

relative position of tenders well known, 236.
produces agreement and statements of account with Senator

McDonald, 241.
Senator McDonald charged 10 per cent. on security to Government

though that security was in lands, 242.
money paid Charlton at Prescott station, not Cornwall, as stated,

606.
further as to agreement with McDonald, 612.

MACDONDI, A. P.
tendered each time section advertised, 977.

third time contract awarded to bis firm, 977.
required conditions Department not willing to concede, 977---980.

Charlton and 8utton & Thompson, 981.
SOTTON, R. T.

tendered in name of Sutton & Thompson, 1040.
Thompson only lent bis name, 1040.

virtually sold out to Whitehead for $10,000, 1041.
error about rip-rap, 1043.
respecting telegram denying payment to Charlton, 1043.
negotiation and understanding with Whitehead and McDonald, 1045.
when he sold out, thought Charlton had contract, 1045.
Whitehead knew how tenders stood, 1045.

McKInziU, Hox. A.
extent of witness's knowledge as to Sutton & Thompson's partner-

ship arrangements with Whitehead, 1809.
not aware of Senator dcDonald's interest in contract, 1809.
McDonald denied effecting the withdrawal of Charlton, 1809.
why Martin was not considered, 1810.
Kane à McDonald wanted to impose a condition, 1810.

ENGINEERING-

SURVEYS.

TRUDEAu, T.
work largely exceeds estimated quantities, 69.

progress estimates did not give that information, 69.
no record of estimated quantities kept, 70.
change of grade discussed, 70.
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CONTRACT No. 15.-]Railway construction- continued.

ENGINERING-contmued.

SURVEYS--continued.
CaRUN H.

in charge of location survey, June, 1874, 129.
party over forty men, 129,
so engaged till January, 1875, 129.

witness afterwards took soundings on Red River, while the party
ran a line from Shoal Lake to Selkirk, 129.

in December, 1874, asked to send in plan and profile, 129.
made it roughly on unprinted wall paper, 130.
Frank Moberly and party calculated the quantities from it ini

Ottawa, 130.
thinks the profile made from it correct, 130.
not cross-sectioned or test-pitted, 130.

when in Ottawa, scheduled out quantities, they were enormous, 131.
asked to find a better route, 131.

returned for that purpose, June, 1875, 131.
the survey was exploratory and location combined, 131.
line finisbed in December, 1875, 131.
thinks party consisted of fifty, 131.

ran also the Dalles line at same time, 132.
returned to Ottawa, until May or June, 1876, 132.

FLEIUNG, 8.
thinks cross-sections taken twoyears before advertising for tenders,

1379.
essential in such country, 1379.
reads bis report of May 16th, 1879, accounting for discrepancies,

1380.
corrects statement as to coss-sections, previous page, 1380.

SUNLLIE, W. B.
reade letter from Chief Engineer, respecting Carre's evidence, 1484.
west of Cross Lake, Carre undertook no more than trial location,

1485.
thinks there is no point in Fleming's letter, 1486.
never saw Ferrest's line until yesterday (22nd April, 1881), 1488.
cannot say if Carre's plans of 1875 survey are in the Department,

1488.
8xrra, M.

found the works would be heavy, 1573.
grades about 40 feet, 1573

terminus established by letting section 14, 1574.
was not at Cross Lake in 1876, 1574.

CONSTRUCTION.

RUTTAN, H. N.
became engineer for contractor Whitehead on Fleming's recom-

mendation, April, 1877, 25.
reached section 15 lu May, 1877, 25.
permanent location not then completed, 25.
ground very rough, could get no cross-sections, 25.
allignments and grades changed, 26.
instructions as to rock bases in water stretches, 26.
Carre the division engineer in charge, 27.
final instructions not practicable, 27.
rock protection walis authorized by Rowan, 28.
Carre's instructions in June, 1877, to borrow earth, 29.
differences between contractor's engineer and Oarre as to classifica-

tion of material, 30.
thinks Government in April, 1880, owed Whitehead $60,000 more

than admitted, 31.
at that date work taken out of Whiteheed's bands, 31.
Rowan's instructions as to earth embankments in July, 1877, 31.
saw on first inspection that all material for embankments could be

borrowed, no trestle work necessary, 32.
not enough timber on section to build trestle work, 36.
should have been well known after five years' surveys, 36.

Càanu, H.
appointed engineer on construction, May or June, 1876, 132.
original location line of 1874 adopted, 132.
re-located whole section between June and December, 132.

07*
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CONTRAOT No. 15.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING -continued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.

CaRRn, H -continued.
four assistants took mesurements of cross-sections and were respon-

sible for their correctness, 133.
thinks final returns were correet, 134.
cross-sections completed in March, 1877, 134.

tenders asked for about time orss.sections were commenced, 134.
quantities not calculated from cross-sections till 1878, 134.
changes in grade and allignment, increased rock cuttings and earth

excavations, 135.
without specific data, tenders were necessarily speculative, 138.
accrate quantities conducive to economy 138.
cross-sections necessary to accurate calculations, 154.
quantitaes calculated from cross-sections, January, 1878, 154.

after lowering grade two feet, 154.
rock cutting increased by lowering grade, 113,200 yards, 154.
earth excavations increased by changes, 224,000 yards, 155.
line thereby improved, 155.
incressed cost mainly due to changes and substitution of earth em-

bankments fir trestle work, 156.
deep fillings in water stretches, 160.
Cress Lake probably requires 222,000 yards, equal to $82,000, 161.

trestle work probably $17,500, 161.
if filled according to original specification, full rock base and trestle,

$345,832, 162.
as actually executed, $142,500, 162.

trestle cheaper in heavy land voids, 163.
instructions from superior officer, I6.
refused contractors certain information, and why, 164.
cross-sections not returned from Ottawa till September, 1877, 164.

meantime change of grade, 165.
grade determined in Ottawa four months after contract com-

menced, 166.
solid rock bases found impracticable, 166.
witness proposed protection walls, approved October, 1877, by

Rowan, 166.
protection walls temporarily approved in August, 167.
nstructed to substitute earth for trestle wherever possible in summer

of 1817 168.
ordered by Rowan not to touch a etake, 169, 1476.
Rowan's inspection of line described, 170.
witness's suggestions ignored at Ottawa, though supported by Rowan,

since carried out by Schreiber, 171.
in charge of construction four years, 171.
Haney made superintendent in June, 1880, 171.
Rowan's letter permitting earth borrowing produced, 172.
left in uncertainty as to grades, 172.
-statementîhowing comparative quantities for rock bases and protec-

tion walls respectively, produced, 175.
4ifferences between Government and contractor's engineers as to:

bottoms left in cutting, 179.
loose rock, 180.
margin for flnishing work, 180.
rock outaide of prism, 180.

Fleming's and Smith's interpretation of loose rock clauses, 181-187.
recommended permanent brdge at Lake Deception, 188.
not responsible for discrepanoies between bill of works and estimate

of 1879, 1474.
grades were altered, 1474.
till of works did not include fillings for shallow voids, 1475.
determining grades determined quantities irrespective of his calcula-

tions, 1477.
trestle work superstructures very expensive, 1477.
calculation as to increase of quantities by lowering grades, 1478.
increase due to câange in definitios of loose rock, 1478.
further items of increase accounted for, 181.
treatle work as originally deaigned worth 352,180 per mile for super-

strueture alone, 1481.
proposed rock protection walls adopted by Smith, 1483.
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CONTRAOT No. 15.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION-contini/d.

(ARRaE, H.-continued.
muskeg material described, 1483.
correct figures given in previous evidence, 1489.
length of trestle, 11,841 feet, at $9.83 a foo.; for superstructure; cost

per mile, $51,902, 1489.
further details as to superstructure, 1490.
Rowan's visits to the section, 1491.
grades and curves used tunder Schreiber's directions which witness

was not allowed to use, 1493.
grades increased from .35 to '50 per 100, 1494.
superseded by Haney, February, 1880, 1500.
differences between Haney and witness, 1501.

WHirmAD, C.
lived on section 15 from June, 1877, till May, 1880, as contractor's

manager, 203.
difficulties between contractors and Government engineers, 204.
determination to substitute earth filling for trestles first knowa

through Rowau, September, 1877, 205.
instructions as to Lake Deception, 205.
Rowan's directions, 206.
4overnment took over contract without negotiation, 207.
thinks Marcus Smith's firet visit was December, 1878, 207.
differences with Government engineer as to loose rock, &c., 207-210.
diuiculty with Rowan as to culling ties, 211.

WHITSHUAD, J.
expected when contract entered into that specifications would be

adhered to, 225.
change from trestle to earth work beneficial to contractor, 225.
trestle work could not have been completed in twenty years, 225.

his reasons for this statement, 225
signed contract January 9th, 1877, 230.
understood in February trestle work would be used, 230
was not examined before Parliamentary Committee, 231.
dispute with Government Engineer as to loose rock, ties, &c., 232.
thinks about $96,000 was kept back, 232.
got-dvance about $45,04» on plant, 232.
advised to take partners, 232.
Fraser & Grant's namesisgges ed-by Cooper, Fairman à Oo., 234.
had large ransactions with Cooper, induced by his pressure to take

partner, 235.
expects net proceeds of contract as carried out by Government,

236.
conversations with Rowan as to earth fillings, 240.
Government have advanced large proportion of margin retained

under contract as security, 626.
FRASa, J. H.

arranged to buy half Whitehead's contract, 256.
arrangitment made through Cooper, Fairman & Co., 257.
no conversation with any one at Ottawa respecting partnership,

258.
found Whitehead more involved than they thought, 259.
partnership with Whitehead not due to departmeotal inficence, 648.

made by Grant through Cooper, 648.
RowÂx, J. H.

trial Une made to avoid Oross Lake, 703.
heavier rock greater curvatare, inereased length, 703.

difficulty of getting grades 703
change from trestle to ea,îl authorised by Marcus Smith, 738.

increased cost1probably $250,000, 739.
further increase due to change of grade, and partly to inaccuracy

of quantities originally given, 739.
explanations ln -reference thereto, 739.
quan4ities beasd on centre line only, 740.
Dow far Carre Was responsible for discrepancy, 740.

differenses with contractor's engineer as to rock measurements, &c.,
742.

trestle and marth bank equal at eighteen feet, 744.
value of work-doae wba idiscrepancy discovered, $437,000, 821, 822,
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CONTRAOT No. 15.-Railway construction-continued.

RNGI EERING-continued.
CONSTRUCTION-continued.

SCHULTZ, J,, M.P.
Whitehead in financial diffictlties, 718.
Grant's offer seemed only way out, 718.
reasons for thinking no Ottawa influence used,,719.

BRowN, G.
neyer heard from Whitehead or Tuttle that hope of political influ-

ence led former to assist latter, 727.
Whitehead attacked by Winnipeg Free Preu, wanted means of

defence, 728.
TUTTLM, C. R.

Cooper, Fairman & Co. fnrnished contractors, not the Government,
with supplies, 764.

Cooper & Co. assisted witness long before he started a newspaper,
765.

how he came to know Whitehead, 765.
CooPER, J.

part taken in Whitehead's partnership arrangements 924.
purely on business basis ; thinks no Government influence used, 924.
had larg claim against Whitehead for explosives, 925.

HAGGART, J., MP.
object of moving for Committee of enquiry. 1012.
no prior conversation with Whitehead, 1013.
Committee reported before witness spoke to Mackintosh, 1014.
conversation with 0. Whitehead, 1014.
Mackintosh's relations with Whitehead first known to witness, 1880,

1015.
Bowis, A.

one of Whitehead's sureties with Mackintosh, 1150.
considered signing Whitehead's bond mere matter of form, 1151.

TUPPER, SIR CHARLES.
drawback allowed to Whitehead in pursuance of departmental

practice, 1278.
Order-in-Council surrendering drawback covered what had beea

advanced by predecessor 1278.
Mackintosh's relations with Ïhitehead, 1279.
am ple security, 1281.
Order-in-Council doing away with sureties, 1282.
Whitehead supported on public grounds, 1283.
advances not applied towards progress of work, therefore stopped,.

1283.
finally taken over by Government, 1284.
why partnership with Fraser not assented to, 1284.
embankment substituted for trestle during preceding Administra.

tion, 1285.
Minute to Council recommending embankment acted on by

Department as if approved by Council, 1286.
PoPE, HON. J. H.

advance to Whitehead, 1303.
bill of sale on plant, 1303.
negotiations with Whitehead, not Mackintosh, 1303.
interview with Macdougall, 1304.
advance to Whitehead mada in public interest, 1304.

FLEMING, S.
reasons for location of line, at Cross Lake, 1380.

SLLI-Ný, W. B.
increase of grades extends over short portion of line, 1497.
as to reduction, 1498.

SUITE, M.
suggested alight changes reducing cost, 1605.
location on the whole not bad, 1605.
difficulty of getting timber for trestles, 1606.
trestles in some cases impossible, 1606.
some trestles would have been 60 feet, 1607.
cost of moving rock, 1607.
Cross Lake, 1608.

considering required grades, present location at Cross Lake as
good as any, 1608.

question of re-locating line at junction of 14 and 15 not taken up
by witneu when on ground in 1878, 1609.
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ÇONTRACT No. 15.-Railway construction -continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION- continued.

SuIv, M -continued.
junction badly selected, 1609.
section 15 should have extended a mile further west, 1609.

SCHREIBER, C.
vis:ted section December, 1879, 1769.
character of work good but torce on work deficient, 1769.
financial inability of contractor led to Government assuming work

in March, 1880, 1770.
change in general location impracticable at that time, 1770.
work .too far advanced to consider advisability of any alternative

lines, 1771.

CARRE' S ALTERNATIVE SOUTHERN LINZ.

RUTTAN, H. N.
describes more southerly feasible line by which $500,000 to $750,000

might have been saved between Keewatin and Winnipeg, 34.
CARRE, H.

southerly route would have aaved $275,000, 140.
reported strongly to Rowan in favour of southern line, 142.
alternative line run before second advertisement inviting tender3

appeared, 1453.
detailed evidence respecting proposed line, 1464.

would have cost less, 1464.
estimated difference in cost $472,986, 1466.

explains evidence before Senate Committee in May, 1879, 1469.
fewer water stretches, 1470.
bis views sunmitted to Department in winter of 1875-76, 1471.
if adopted, $68,000 expended on section 14, would have been lost,

1471.
Julius Muskeg would have been avoided, 1472.

RowAN, J. H.
views as to alternative southern line, 702.
Carre's southerly line in some respects favourable, 731.

but work executed on contract No. 14 would have had to be aban-
doned, 732.

had route west been south of Lake Manitoba, Carre's line would
have been cheaper, 732.

FLEMING, S.
suggested line compared with present one, 1376.
thiniks rough land less, but quantities and mileage greater, 1376.
work on contract No. 14 not proceeded so tar that abandonment

precluded adoption of suggested line, 1376.
still thinks selection of existing route judicious, 1377.
suggested line might have been preferable had Winnipeg been

objective point, 1380.
produces letter of 4th May, 1881, from Rowan, asserting saving only

$100,000 from ita adoption while lengthening line five miles and
a-half, 1630.

SMITH, M.
witness's views endorsirg this route, 1596.

bee Engineering.

ONTRAcr No. 16.-Railway construction:

TRUDonu, T.
extension, Douglas to Nipissing, 846.
no public competition; Order-in-Cauncil granting $12,000 per mile,

846.
work abandoned, 846.
letter of President, 22nd August, 1874, praying for subsidy, 1215.
reported on by Chief Engineer, 6th October, 1874, 1215.
Order-in-Council, 4th November, 1874, ratified by House of Commons,

13th March, 1875, 1215.
company contract with A. B. Foster, 1215.
26th October, 1875, Poster reports difflculties, 1216.
10th February, 1877, route by Ottawa Valley proposed, 1217.
approved by Order in Conecil 18th April, 1878; subsidy, $1,440,000,

1218.
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CONTRACT No. 16.-Railway construction-continued.

TaunuAu, T.--continued.
formal contract thereunder with McIntyre & Worthington, 1218.

FLEMINo, S.
route not chosen on engineering grournds,1366.
contract let on walking exploration, 1366.
witness's authority for action, Order-in.Council, 4th November, 1874,

1381.
MaoKUNZm, Box. A.

as to loan of rails to Foster, 1811.

CONTRACT No. 17.-Transportation of rails:

TiauD»u, T.
arranged through Cooper, Pairman & Co., 846.
Braun telegraphs offer to Cooper, Fairman à Co., 846.
further correspondence in relation thereto, 847.
no correspondence as to specific contract with Anderson & Coe., the-

shipowners, 847.

Cooper, Fairman & 00.'s offer at £2 per ton, 1182.
witnesa acted in shipper's interest, 1183.
did not hear that les than £2 was paid, or that more than £2 wa.

agreed on, 1185.
r.==re, S.

witness not concerned in this contract, 1381.

CONTRACT No. 18.-Transportation of ails:

FULLUR, R.
tendered, but did not get contract, 472.
contract given to Red -River Transportation Co., 473.
witnems's offer the lowest, 473.

namely, $13.50 per long ton, American currency, from Duluth to-
Winnipeg, or $15 to Selkirk, 473.

no conditions as to channel of Red River, 473.
competiýg lines justified witness's offer, 1294.

remarks as te long and short ton, 1295.
RowA», J. H.

produces letter from Ottawa, 25th June, 1875, his first communica-
tion on the subject, 731.

told contractor to land rails at Selkirk; he refused, 748.
TaunAu, T.

no formal eontract, 848.
no advertisement for tenders, 848.
produces Fleming'@ report on Fuller & Milne's offer, 848.
which is simply acknowledged, 849.
cannot explain why another offer at a higher price was accepted, 850.
nine thousand short tons for Pembina Branch, the rest for Selkirk,

967.
Fuller's offer more favourable than that accepted by $13,500, 967.

that advantage incresed if offer based on long ton, 967.
no conditions by Fuller as to depth of water, 968.

rails did not reach 8elkirk by water, 967.
neceshity for their transport hastened Pembina Branch North, other-

wise $11,500 additional expense incurred 968.
Fleming estimates transport expenses saved by premature bMiigoe

Pembina Branch North, at $30,000, 968.
posibly verbal arrangement with Bill made by Minister before receiv-

ing Puller's offer, 969.
witness places the los at $15,000, 970.

OACMMeLL, G.
a ton of rails understood to be 2,240 lbs., 1120.

Fr.NImo, 8.
can recollect nothing about it, 1382.
the long ton understood in respect of rails unless otherwise specified,1398

MÂoCKuzIr, HON. A.
reasons why Kittson.get contract at higher price than Fuller, 1812.
does not remember whether question of long or short ton was con.-

sidered, 1813.
See Contract No. 28.
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CONTMCT No. 19. -Engineer's house at Read

TaunuÂu, T.
amount of contract, $1,600, 867.
contraqtr : Moses. Chevrtte, 867.

CONTRAOT No. 20.-Trasportstion of rails:
Thuuuiu, T.

arranged through ooper Fairman k Co., 927.
public competition invited ; teRders produced, 927.
contractors not mentioned in schedule, 927.
E. &muel lowest tenderer, $6, 92'L
Order-in-Council 30tb April, 1875, awards to Cooper, Fairman & Co.,

918.
contract claimed under Mersey Co.'s ten4r, 929.

witness thinks their clim notà goodione 931.
$12,400 would have been saved had Perkins & do.' aoffer been aocepteé

instead of Cooper, Iairman à Co.'., 931.
FAMMAN, F.

no authorit7 from Mersey 0o. to tender for inland transport, 1187.
ijooer, Fairman & Co. interested with contractors, 1190.
tender in own names, 1191.
no reference to transportation le Mersey Co.'s tender 1192.
price, with extras, $6.20, 1193.

had nothing to do with this, 1382.

CONTMSCT No. 21.-TransportatiOn of rails:

TEuDEAu, T.
tenders asked for by Morin, 867.
cannot explain how Cooper & Co. had prior information, 867.

FuneING, S.
managed entirely by the Deputy Minister, 1382.

CONTMAT No. 22.-Transportation of rails:
TamuAu T.

ofered to public competition by circular 932
Øhief Engineer's report recommending Àolcomb k Stewart produoed,

932.
FLUNING, 8

explains hia reoornmendation, 1382.

CONTMCT No. 23.-Railway ties:
TauviAu, T.

let after public competition, 868.
satisfactorily fulfilled, 868.

OONTIÂOT No. 24.-Erection of a house:
Tacuu»u, T.

amount of contract, $3,500, 868.
FLEMING, 8.

instructed, 15th May, 1875, to authorise Hazlewood to enter into
arrangements as above, 1383.

CojgMcoT No. 25-Eailway construction:

TRNDRING-
TauDa»u, T.

report of engineer, 72.
Purcell lowest tenderer, 72.
tenders opened on day stated in advertiement, uual delay of two

or three days not accorded, 72.
RYAJ, H

interested in tender of Brown, Brooks à Ryan, 1220.
not lowest and not accepted, 1220.
contract awarded to Purcell, whom.witnes joined, 1220.
Purcell's tender lower than any other by $100,000, 1289.
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CONTRACT No. 25.-Railway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.

FLxEMIN, S.
Purcell lowest tenderer, 1384.
bonus to hasten cinstruction, 1384.
figures pu tender altered, 1384.
explanation of witness's part in transaction, 1386.
respecting increase of bonus aud penalty, 1387.

McLESNAN, R.
hart no communication with contractors before contract awarded,

1535.

ENGINEERING-

SUTRVET8.

FLEMING, 8.
object of surveys to obtain moet favourable line irrespective of

soil, 1390.
summer surveys were made but no boring done, 1390.
how contents of embankments should be paid for, 1391.

these views not of general applicabiity, 1391.
two and a-balf yards of muskeg moved to make one in embank-

ment, 1392.
thinks borrowing might have been resorted to, 1393.
took stops to prevent similar dificulty in future, 1393.

facts as to difference between McLennan s and Bell's measurements,
1396.

has not been on ground himself, 1397.
McLmxAN, R.

in winter of 1875->6 made survey north of Lake Shebandowan, 1534.
profile sent to Ottawa, 1534.
thinks estimate of quantities based on this, 1535.

CONSTRUCTION.

TaUDEAU, T.
estimates considerably exceeded, 73.
re-measurement ordered, reducing first quantities, 73.

CADDY, J. S.
position of section when he took charge, 649.
much muskeg, 649.
considerable sei tlement of road-bed, 650.
disputes with contractors, 654.
subsidence of embankments, 654.

RYA, H.
work completed, October, 1879, 1220.
dispute regarding quantities, 1221.
re-measured by L. G. Bell, excess chiefly in earth and rock, 122.
McLennan made first measurements, 1222.

pilng ten times as much as estimated, 1223.
discrepancy due to ignorance of country, location made in

winter, 1223.
shrinkage of embankment, 1224.
increase in off-take ditches, 1224.
changes increaied cost but shortened and improved line, 1224.

shrinkage of muskeg, 1225.
could easily have ascertained depth of bog, &c., in winter, 1227.
bog in all cases Iying on hard material, 12
alhgnment is right, 1227.
reason for lowering grades and increasing number of ditches, 1228.
road somewhat narrower than specified, 1229.
reason why re-measurements could not be correct, 1230.
no allowance in estimates for muskeg earth, 1245.

FLmuIU, 8.
quantities greatly in excess, 1388.
thought at the time information sufficient for letting work, 1388.
nature of soil not understood, 1389.
principlea which should guide an engineer as between Government

and contractor, 1631.
principles applied to muskeg question, 1632.
government should fix price for muskeg material if none in contract,

1633.
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CONTRAOT No. 25.--Railway construction- continued.

.ENG'INE ERING--coninued.

CONSTRUCTIN-continued.

FLmING, S.-ContinueL
eub-section 3 of clause 17 classes muskeg as earth, 1634.
earth measured in excavation, 1636.
thinks muskeg should be measured in embankment, 1636.
directions to stop further certificates, 1654.
on discovering cause of excess, sent instructions to engineers, 1655.
specifie imstructions to Jennings, 1656.
instructions to measure muskeg in embankment, 1657.
Order-in-Council governing procedure thereafter, 1658.

McLNNAN, R.
quantitieé turned ont much larger than estimate, 1536.
made m terial changes, 1536.

shortened line nearly two miles '1537
changes hastened completion o line, 1537.

and decreased cost, 1538.
good deal of muskeg, 1539.
subsidence of muskeg in embankments, 153.
general sinking of muskeg country when drained, 1540.
some reasons or discrepancy between the two measurements, 1541.
measured material in excavation, 1544.
tunnel of 515 feet, 1546.

Sx1TH, M.
chief causes of extra cost, 1604.

SoELLIN, W. B.
tunnel decided on in 1876, 1614.

ScHREIBER O.
held different views from Fleming as to muskeg measurement, 1772.
must be measured as earth work in excavation, 1772.
substttution of earth for muskeg might have lost two years without

increasing efficiency, 1773.
eartb five times the weight of dry muskeg, 1773.
excavation (f muskeg necessary to drain country, 1773.
muskeg "blinded " the finest of embankments, 1774.
sinkage v8. shrinkage, 1775
results of re-measurement compatible with correctness of original

measurement, 1776.
MÂcxzNZlE, HON. A.

as to price of tunnelling, 1816.
See Engineering.

CONTRAOT No. 26.-Construction of engine house:
TauDsAU T.

public competition invited, 933.
awarded to lowest tenderer, 933.
work satisfactorily performed, 933.

FLEMING, 8.
immaterial evidence, 1398.

CONTRACT No. 27.-Transportation of rails:
TaUDUAU, T.

public competition invited, 934.
PLEMING, S.

his evidence herein, 1398.

CONTRACT No. 28.-Transportation of rails:

TuDzAU, T.
based on an offer from Kittson, 1046.
engineer's recommendation subsequent to Kittson's offer, 1046.
no record of previous communication with Kittson, 1046.
no other comgetition, 1046.
expenditure included under contract No. 18, 1046.
amount involved and properly chargeable against this eontraCt,

$143.000, 1047.
amount e xpended under contracts Nos. 18 and 28, $215,679,52, 1153.
contract No. 18 for 5,000 short tons. 1153.
contract No. 28 not the result of public competition, 1153.
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CONTRACT No. 28.-Transportation of Rails-continued.

FL.EMrNG, 8.
recommended that provision should& be- made for transport May 13t,

1876, but took no further'part inthis spci1fic arrangement, 1399.
MAcKuNzIU, BON. A.

cannot say why not subjected to public competition, 1814.
See COnte No. l8.

OONTRACT No. 29.-Railway spikes:
TauDv&u, T.

awarded after advertisements and competition, 934.
FLmulse, S.

witness prepared specifications; no other part in this transaction,
1399.

OONTRACT No. 30.-Bolta and nuts:
T-aUDEAU, T.

contractors, Cooper, Fairman & Co., agents for Robb à Co., 935.
offer accepted without competition, 935.
how contract came to be made, 935.
recommended by Fleming, 936.

PAuarN, F.
Cooper, Fairman & Co. had to pay duties, 1197.
contract brought about by letter of Gooper, Fairman & Co., 1198.
cannot remember as to state of market, 1198.
price received $101 per ton, 1198.
learned since that bolts and ante were offered at a lower figure, 1199.
no explanation why Government should accept a higher ofer, 1199.

FLEMxxG, S.
cannot explain whyhe recommended this contract, 1399.
thinks it quite likely he did not give it mach attention, 1400.

Maoxunua, HON. A.
made with Cooper, Fairman & Co. without public competition, 1814.
canot say if steps were taken to get better offer, 1814.

OONTRACT No. 3L-Bolts and nuts:
TaumaÂu, T.

no public competition 937.
Cooper, Fairman & 80.'s offer acoepted on Fleming's reoommenda--

. tion, 937.
FAraÂxN, F.

offer spontaneous, 1200.
could not say if the market had fallen, 1200.
interview with Minister and Deputy, 1200.

FLEMING, S.
no recollection about it, 1401.
in recommending it no doubt thought the proposal was a reasonable

one, 1401.
MAcKtNZIU, HON. A.

a spontaneous offer, accepted without public competition. 1814.

CONTRAcT No. 32.-Railway spikes:
TRUDEAU, T.

public competition invited, 937.
prices varied from $54.95 to $75 per ton, 938.
Gooper, Fairman & Go.'s tender 5 ets. per ton less than next tender,938.

FAIXAN, F.
Cooper, Fairman & Co. offered to supply spikes at price la July, 18'8,

1201.
cannot explain how be knew that 100 tons were wanted 1201.
cannot speak p. to relative pricea in July, 1876, and January, 1877,

1202.
soon after tendered at $54.95 instead of $57, 1202.
Pillow, Hersey & Go. tendered at $55, 1202.
Cooper, Fairman & Go. often worked with them, 1202.
cannot recollect details, 1203.

FLxING, S.
as to Cooper, Fairman & Go.'s letter of 19th July received before

tenders were invited, witness cannot explain, 1401.
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CONTRACT No. 32A.-Engineers' bouses:

TBNDERING-
TRUDEAU, T.

let by public competition through Hazlewood on Fleming's authority,
963.

no record of other authority, 964.
expenditure, $17,730, 964.

FLuxMe, 8.
Hazlewood had general authority, 14o2.

CONSTRUCTION-
TaumDAu, T.

explanation as to excess of price, certain materials burnt, M. Smith'&
recommendation as to delaying erstion, 990.

CoNTRACT No. 33.-Railway construction:

TaUnsÂu, T.
Kavanagh's tender the lowest, 55.
contractors failed to execute the work; taken out of their hands, 56.
subsequently doue by days' work, 5'L

RowAx, J. H.
ordered toý take work out of coutractors' hands and complete by

da1 s' labour, 749.
KAviAGHn T

witness'u the lowest ten4er; contract offered to him, 835.
patner objected to by Macenzie, 836.
•Murphy & Upper took contract at his figures, witness consenting,

836.
further evidence, 840.

KÂoXoxLD, A. P.
about Kavanagh's relations with Falardeau, 981.

FLIMING, 8.
contract entered into during witness's absence, 1402.

OoNTRACT No. 34.-Transportation of rails:
TRUDEAU, T.

let by public competition, 956.
transportation from Fort William included in this contract in

Fleming's report of 1879, improperly so placed, 957.
the contractors were the me, the North-West Transportation

Co., 957.
that work let without public competition, 957.
Fort William to Emerson, $18; same price as from Kingston, 965.
arranged for by correspondence authorized by Minutter, amount

$,7,864, 966.
knows no reason why it should be included under contract No. 34, 966.

(JAMPBELL, G.
twenty years' experience freighting, 1119.
$1.50 gross ton fair rate from Fort William to Duluth, 1120.
1873 to 1879 cheap years, 1120.
witnes's line carried mails on Lake Superior In 1874 and 1875, 1120.
in fall of 1878 Oollingwood line available in competition on Lake

Superior, 1120.
further evidence as to prices of Lake Superior freight, 1121-1125.

Fr.EmNG, S.
knows very little about it, 1402.

MACUNZIMi, Soi. A.
does not remember the facta, 1816.

CONTRACT No. 35.-Railway spikes:
TaUDAu, T.

spikes made at Montreal, 957.
other tenders would have- been lower minus duty, 967-958.
duty always considered iu foreign tend4rs, 958.

FAIaXAs , V.
ô ets. lower than the next highest tender, 1203.
not the result of departmeutal information 1203.

FLMG, S.
nothing to do with it, 1403.
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CONTRACT No. 36.-Railway ties:

TaumziA, T.
tenders opened by Nixon, 57.
management left to garcus Smith, 58.
considers Nixon made proper selection, 58.
Robinson's tender accepted by Order-in-Council, 58.
delays in execution, 58.
contract taken out of contractor's bande, 58.

ROWAN J. H.
Robinson failed to perform his contract, 749.

"CONTRACT No. 37.-Railway construction:

TENDERING--
TaUDIAu, T.

submitted to public competition, 993.
work authorized by Order-in-Council, 2nd September, 1878, 993.
let to lowest tenderers, Heney & McGreevy, 993.
no report by engineer, 994.

ENGINEERING-
SMIrT, J. N.

became a partner with Government's consent, 949.
work stopped by Government, 950.
nature of claim against Government, 950.

actual outlay $100,000, 951.
losa of contemplated profita, 951.

TIUDEÂU, T.
work stopped by Orders-in-Council, 995.
date, 25th July, and 14th August, 1879, 995.
contractors' alleged claim under consideration, 995.
McGreevy withdrew and Heney took other partners, 996.

TUPPER, SIR CHARLUs.
reasons for cancelling the contract, 1275.

'CONTRACT No. 38.-Neebing Iotel:

TRuD»Au, T.
competition invited and lowest tender accepted; amount involved,

$3,400, 958.
FPLMING, .

not in Canada at the time, 1402.

*CONTRACT No. 39.-Transportation of rails:

TRuDsAU, T.

public competition invited, 958.
Braun telegraphs Robson, Victoria, to advertise for tender, 12th

June, 1878, 973.
Order-in-Council passed 13th July, 974.
letter from Robson, 19th Jnne, suggesting extension of time as

likely to lower offers, 974.
no record as to any consideration of this, 974.
work stopped 31st October 974.
rails not then required at Yale 974
nothing to show whether weight of ton was consldered or not, 975,

FriuaG, S.
not in Canada at the time, 1402.

CONTRACT No. 40.-Engine house:

TRUDUÂU, T.
public competition invited, 973.
Gouin & Co. lowest tenderers, 973.
authorized by Order-in-Council, 973.
satisfactorily completed, 973.
explains extras under this contract, 991.
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CoNOn&OT No. 41.-Railway crinstruction :
TENDERING-

TauDiAu, T.
submitted to public competition after advertising, 75.
time for receiving tenders extended twice, 76.
lowest tender, Marks & Conmee, 76.
correspondence as to Purcell and others being admitted, 76.
this correspondence subject ot a return to the Bouse, 76.
two-fold condition as to time of completion, 77.
Do difficulty with contractors, 77.
Chief Engineer's report of tenders 40 and 41 produced, 78.

Bowiu, A.
one of the sureties of Charlebois & Co., 1142.
took no part in arriving at prices, 1143.
not aware of any information haviug been given by officers, 1144,

RYAN, H.
witness's tender nlot the lowest, 1231.
work awarded to Marks & Conmee, 1231.

whom witness joined, 1231.
no Government ifiluence, 1232.

Marks' prices in some cases very iow, 1232.
utilization of plant the main inducement to join contractors, 1239.

TUPPER, SIR CHARLES
Marks & Conmee lowest on A, not sufficient financial standing, 1264.

asked if they could strengtben themselves, 1264.
no suggestion as to acceptable names, 1265.

Marks à Conmee bore loss arising from their errors in tendering, 1275.
FnLalo, S.

time extended to obtain more accurate quantities, 1403.
separate tenders lower than combined, 1404.
recommended that tenders for short periods should not be entea-

tained, 1405.
would have preferred letting combined sections to men of known

capacity, 1406.
does not recollect objecting to pecuniary standing of Marks & Conmee,

1410.
no recollection of conversations with Purcell & Ryan, 1410.
pointed out to Minister mistake in tender and suggested contractors

should be informed of it, 1411.
Minister insisted on theirexecuting contract according to ténder, 1411.
after the experience on contract No. 25, no special provisions made as to

muskeg country, 1412.

ENGINBBRING-
CADDY, J. S-

witness's opinion as to contractors' prices, 655.
about muskeg earth, 655.
inconsistent prices, 656.

deviations result in clay instead of rock, 657.
RYAN, H.

allignment considerably changed, 1234.
changes wili save $300,000, 1234.

made by Bell and Middleton in 1879, 1234.
FLWaIGr, 8.

instructions to Jenninge and others as to measuring muskeg earth, 1414.
pressed importance of despatch on Minister, 1418.

See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 42.-Rilway construction:

TENDERING'-
TRUDlAU, T.

usual public competition, 78.
same advertisement as contract No. 41, 78.

similarly reported to the Bouse, 78.
lowest tender, Morse, Nicholson A Marpole, 78.

who withdrew their tender, 78.
second lowest, Andrews, Joues & Co., 78.

who failed to make deposit, 78.
third lowest and successful tender Fraser, Grant à Pitblado, 79,
as to introduction of new names, 79.
no disputes between contractors and Department, 80.
Chief Engineer's report of tenders for 40 and 41 produced, 80.
respecting Irregular tenders, 80.

none lower than tender accepted, 81.
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CoMMraOT No. 42.-Bailway construction-continued.

TRNDR RING-coninued.

Pitsea, J. H.
of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, 247.
fNrm put ln tenders for sections A and 8 and one for the whole, 248.
contract first awarded to Nicholson, Morse k Co., 248.
who were negotiating for their security when witneu first became

acquainted with them 249.
supposed that. Andrews, Joues & Co. got eight days to put up their

,deposit,-250.
Manning wanted to take an interest, 251.
terms agreed upon, 252.
understood -from one of Manning's firm that Andrews, Jones & Co.

would fail to put up seenrity 252.
thinks Andrews, Jones & Co. had ample time to furnish security had

they wished, 255.
Fraser, Grant & Vo. sold ont to Manning, Shields & McDonald, 25.
first intimation of Olose's intereat, 643.
witneas notprivy to arrangement, 644.
general impression that Andrews, Jones A Co. would not put up

security, 644.
McDONALD, J. J.

of·the firm of Manning, Shields &McDonald, 299.
joined Fraser, Grant k Co., the contractora, 299.
arrangemente provisionally made before contract was let, 299.
subsequently bought out Fraser, Grant & Co., 302.
respecting arrangement with P. G. Gl0se, one of Morse & Co.'u bonds.

men, -303.
respecting Information gained-about tenders, 304.
respecting amount promised to Chapleau, 305.
history of this arrangement, 306.

Snurrs, J.
of the firm of Manning* Co., 307.
arrangements With Fraser, Grant à Co., also with P. G. lone,

307-313.
witness's withdrawal from the firm, with substitution of his father,

313.
MAUNIN, A.

became interested with Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, 496.
did not become interested with them until after they got the contract,

497.
merely entered into It to help other peple, 497.
took very little part in the nego;ia , 497.
a matter of indifference to witneg,'# "
no recollection ofFraser . Co.'s letter of 29th February, addressed

to Minister of Public Works, suggesting an amalgamation, 499.

C3APLEAU, 8. E. 8T. O.
practice of Departmeut, 850.
transaction-with-MeDonald, 852.

with Smith, 853.
use of patent, 865

See Chapleau; Influencing Ioàrîs.
sTBR, J. N.

earries on business ln New York, 938.
visited Ottawa as intending surety, 938.
subsequent negotiations with Andrews,Jones&Qo..a301padapaghip,

939
their promise to put up security witheat2 royer-»%ndation, 941.
does not remember Chapleau's arranenient as to telegraphing, 942.
moneyéti men at witneu.'s baok rèfused to entertain the project, 942
refusal obiefly dueto idhniient breaking up of winter, 943.
relatious with Chapleau, 947.
never any talk as to Chapleau'a-pirtnership, 948.

Gooowra, J.
tidend unouecessfully fer etions A and B, 1005.
négetiaMons with 4udews, .Tnes. Co., 1006.
finil deç,lied join'thera, 10o.

HAGOAnT, J.,NXP.
mado enuilfryas to alleged hasein pasing over Andrews, Jones &

o '016.
gives explanation offered to him, which he deemed satisfactory, 1016.
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'CONTRACT No. 42.-Railway constructioa-ontinued.

TENDERIBG-continued.
Monus, G. D

witness's firm tendered for A and B separately, and collectively
under 0, -1048.
B awarded, 1049.
withdrew from offer, 1049.
negotiations with Olose and Shields, 1051.
lowest separate tenders less than their combined tender, 1052,
proposition tojoin next highest tender, 1053.
agreement made hefore withdrawiag, 1054.
evidence as to deposits, 1055

not al put up within the time, 1056.
negotiations with F. Shanly, 1057.
March 5th, notified contract awarded to'Fraser, 1058.
negotiations with close, 1060.

MARPOLI, R.
of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, 1063.
other partuers interested, 1063.
negotiations with Close sud Shields, 1064.
tendered for sections B snd 0, 1065.

tender for B not conditional, 1066.
relative position of tenders known, 1066.

known immedistely after tenders in, 1067.
belieres that Shields had no advantage over others as to informa..

tion, 1071.
wituess disagreed with partners as to prices, 1072.

Shields advised lower priees, 1072.
Fleming and Smith said prices too low, 1073.

before declning contract arranged with next highest tender, 1074.
when Jones and Smith -Ieft Ottawa expected they would put up

security 1075
not aware that Smith's decision depended on others in New York,1075.
as to delays in putting .up security, 1076,
hardly expected extension, 1077.
notice of contract being awarded to Fraer before entire deposit

was made, 1077.
conditional arrangements with F. Shanly, 1078.
thinks no just complaint can be made, 1079.
agreement with Close modifie*, 1I84.
Boultbee not personally interested, 1084.
not aware of any berefdt to Member of Parliament or officiai, 1084.

ifcOonmac, A.
undefined interest in Morse à Co.'s tender, 1079.
present during negotiations with Shields and Close, 1080.
Boultbee's relations thereto, 1080.
lnformed Minuster that only -the combined sections would be accepted,

1082.
reasons why notification not given in writing, 1083.

NICHOLSOI<, F.
'f Morse & Co, 1085.
made no tender for A %éparately, 1085.

tender for section B wbolly unconditional, 1086,
notified 20th Februa&r that section 8 was awarded to witness's firm,

1087.
.declined contract, 1087.

ageeent with Andrews, Jones & Co. produced, 1088.
communidated substance of arrangement to Minister, but withbeld

certain information, 1090.
difference between witness's tender sud that of Andrews, Jones& Co.,

$448,4:"6. 1091.
neither Smith nor Joues in Ottawk, between 26th February and ath

March 1091.
witness's letter respecting senrty, dated ôth March, not correct,

1092.
egreement 'wth Close ad Bhields þroduced, 1093.
led to belleve that they conld obtafin contract, though not the lowest

tenderers; consideration imetioned in agreement not the real
one, 1095.

Close sined and actedrfor hiselfand ields jointly, 1095.
negotiations leading to modifiation ôfagreement with Close, 1096.

eheard Chapleau's name mentioned as possible participant, 1099.
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CONTRACT No. 42.-Railway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.

NIoHOLSON, g.-continued.
original figures in tender B reduced at Shields' suggestion, 1099.
witnese lost all faith in Shields's influence or reliability, 1100.
capacity in which Macdougall acted, 1101.
witness's firm never offered to sell or received any money, 1102.
telegraphic correspondence respecting Andrews, Jones & Co.'s refusal

to proceed, 1298.
telegraphie correspondence as to security, 1299.
second $100,000 not deposited when contract awarded to Fraser, 1301.

CLosu, P. G.
retired from the grocery business, 1160.
in January, 1879, Morse asked witness to become surety, 1160.

Morse wanted a surety known to Government. 1160.
compensation, a commission on tender, 1161.
reasons why witness's name strengthened tender, 1162.
witness never undertook to secure any improper advantage for

Morse. 1162.
made no effort to influence Government, 1163.

knows nothing of any message sent by McOormick, 1165.
Shields negotiated all arrangements, 1165.
after Morse à Co. were out, arranged for interest in section B with

Manning, 1166.
no arrangement with them till6th March, 1166.
had discussed matters with Shields before withdrawingfrom Andrews,

Jones & Co., 1167.
final interview with Morse, 1168.
agreement with Shields stipulates witness shall not be surety for

Morse, 1168.
reasons for this proviso, 1169.

no negotiation with any Minister in reference to contracts A, B, or 0,
1170.

TuPPER, SIR CARLEs.
delioerations as to advisability of asking for tenders separately or

together, 1261.
no step taken without consulting colleagues, 1262.
tenders for C slightly in excess of A and B, 1262.
would, however, have been considered if from a firm of sufficient

strength, 1263.
Chief Engineer would not recommend Morse & Co. for whole work,

1263.
tenders for separate sections adopted, 1264.
no intimation of Morse k Oo.'s intended withdrawaI, until their

letter declining contract received, 1265, 1273.
winter passing rendered dispofal of tenders urgent, 1265.
Fleming reported loss of a week might mesn a whole year, 1265.
passed to next tender, 1265.
time for Andrews, Jones k Co. to qualify fixed at three days, 1266.
short time justified by their letter of 6th February, 1266.
no knowledge of arrangement of Morse & Co. with Shields and

Glose, 1268.
Manning's probable association with Fraser known before contract

awarded, 1268.
practically Andrews, Jones & Co. had eight days to deposit, 1269.
approved of Andrews, Jones k Co. strengthening the firm through

Goodwin, 1269
Thompson's desposit not available as against Andrews, Jones k Co.,

1270.
believes no one improperly benefitted by letting contract to Fraser &

Co., 1271.
when negotiating as to deposits never suspected Andrews, Jones k

Co. had retired, 1273.
no contingent promises to any tenderers, 1273.
long period tenders adopted after careful consideration, 1273.
argument as to further delays lu passing Andrews, Joues & Co.,

1274.

MACDONALD, HoN. J.
no improper influence, 1293.



CONTRACT No. 42.-Railway constrnction-continued.

TErDERING-continued.

Pore, HON. J H.
transfer from Fraser to Manning maie during witness's temporary

administration, 1302.
security not weakened thereby, 1303.

FLEMING, 8.
Morse, Nicholson & Marpole lowest for sections 41 and 42 combined,

1404.
lowest for section 42, 1404.
lowerthan next tenderer by $700,000, 1406.

witness recommended acceptance of other than lowest tender3, 1405.
recommendation not adopted, 1405, 1408.
advised against giving Morse & Co. the whole work, 1407.

satisfied tbey could not carry it on, 1408.
did not believe they could do work on contract 42 for price in

tender. 1409.
recommended Fraser, Grant & Co., 1409.

tenderers were allowed to take position according to their rights,
1410.

information to tenderers as to muskegs, 1413.
open questiun as to whether muskeg should be used in embankments,

1414.
knew Fraser and Pitblado and formed a high opinion of them as

contractors, 1415.
no recollection of any pressure in favour of bis recommendation of

them, 1415.
time of great importance, 1416.

ENGINEERING-
MANNxInG, A.

difficulties encountered, character of country, cost of moving supplies,
502.

fifteen hundred men employed, 503.
immense fills, 503.
witness's information derived from others he not having been on the

ground, 503.
JENNINos, W T.

as to economy made on the line in this section, 793.
TuPPER, SIR CHARLKs.

estimates based with greater accuracy than heretofore, 1272.
reduction effected by re.location, 1272.

ScasEIBsa, O.
inspected this contract December, 1879, 1767.

general location settled, 1767.
made slight.deviations, 1767.
saved thereby $600,000 to $700,000, 1768.
found work progressing satisfactorily except as to time, 1768.

thinks a total saving of $1,500,000 has been made on contract 42,1768.
of which $650,000 is absolutely saved and $850,000 the result of

modified deeign, 1769.
See Enganeering; Influencing Clerks.

CONTRACT No. 43.-Operating Pembina Branch:

TRDgAu. T.
lease for operating Pembina Brandh cancelled by Order-in-Conncil,

28th January, 1880, 89, 1087.
no public competition, 1047.
firet document recorded, an offer from Upper, 1047.

reported on by Fleming 3rd March, 1879, 1047.
authorized by Order-in-Councul, 13th March, 1879, 1047.

claim of contractors under consideration, 1048.

CONTRACTS Nos. 44 To 47.-Steel rails, &c.:
TRuDEÂu, T.

competition invited by letter, 959.
time for delivery 15th August, 1879, 959.
ordered through Reynolds as agent, 960.
method of inviting competition diEcussed between Engineer and

Minister, 960.

186.5I ND EX .



1866 INDEX.

CONTRACTS Nos. 44 TO 47.-Steel Rails, &c.-continued.
TuppER, SiR CHARLEs.

course pursued as to parchase of rails, 1275.
FLUMING, S.

how contracts Nos. 44 to 46 came to be made, price £4'.193. to £5
delivered in Munireal, 1419.

report of 17th June, 1879, showing necessity for rails, 1419.
Reynolds's arrangements satisfactory, 1419.

CONTRACT No. 48.-Railway construction•
TENDER ING-

TRUDUAU, T.
let by public competition after advertisement, 83.
tenders received to Ist August, 1879, 82.
lowest tenderer, Hall, 83.
Hall not prepared todeposit, himself doubtful about finding capital, 81.
Hall retires; his deposit returned, 85.

under Order-in-Council, 86.
Ryan's tender $46,190 more than HalI's, 85.
tenders produced, b66.

RTÂN, J.
contractor for first 100 miles west of Winnipeg, 476.
Hall a lower tenderer than witness, 476.
knew nothing of relative positions of tenders till.contract was let, 477.
no negotiations with other tenderers, 477.

HAGGART, J., M.P.
no intereet with Ryan, or any other Government contractor, 1017.

PoPB, HoN. J. H.
tender awarded on witness's reconmendation, 1302.
Hall declined contract; prices too low, 1302.

FLEMING, 8.
Smellie reported against Hall, 1420.
Hall's letter of withdrawal produced, 1420.

SMELLIE, W. B.
reasons for reporting against Hall, 1421.
Hall did not express any dissatisfaction, 1422.

EYGINERRING-

TRuD»uU, T.
some fault found as to progress made ; reasons of delay under

J. investigation, 87.

contract let August, 1879, 477.
balf to be finished in eight montbs, the whole by 19th August, 1880,

477.
some delsy in location, 478.
bulk price $600,000, without fencing and with half ballast, 478.
change in the mode of building, 479.
track located only from twenty to forty miles sbead of track-layers, 479.
ties laid on the prairie, and ballast put in instead of earth exca-

vation, 479.
process approved by Schreiber, 479.
road-bed improved and cust not materially increased, 480.
correspondence with Department relative to this change, 480.
rate of progress five miles a week, 481.
seven stations on line, 481.

RowAN, J. H.
delays in locating were due to extreme wetness of season, 750.
contractor claims that ballasting is more costly than grading, 750.
witness prefers to offer no opinion thereon, 751.
Drope's discharge autborized by Schreiber, 811.
witness's relations with Murdoch, 822-823.

MURDOCH, W.
in June, 1879, locating contract 48, 805.

size of party twenty-two, 805.
completed lst September, 806

witness removed to take charge of contract 66, 806.
as to Drope's inspection of ties, 8ù8,
certain instructior.s by Chief Engineer disapproved by witness, but

notwithstanding carried out, 817.
censured by Chief Engineer for doing so, 818.

respecting bis treatment by Rowan, 818.
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CONTRACT No. 48.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-coninued.
DRoPE, T.

complaint as to bis discharge, 810.
FLEMING, 8.

respecting delay in location of the line, 1423.
Ryan urged to proceed at once, 1423.
tPmporary right of way granted by city of 'Winnipeg, 1424.
thinks line was located faster than Ryan could proceed, 1425.
surveys not required fur this section, country being flat, 1426.
rails laid on ground and then ballasted, 1426.

CONTRACT No. 49.-Station buildings:
TDUDEAU, T.

submitted to public competition, and contract awarded to lowest
tender, 59.

cost limited to a maximum sum, in contraet, 59.
completed to satisfaction of Department, 60.

CONTRACT No. 50.-Railway spikes:
TRUDEAU, T.

public competition; lowpst tender accepted, 975.
delivery satisfactory, 976.

CONTRACT No. 51.-Fish-plates, bolts, &c:
TaUDEAU, T.

contract based on lowest tender after competition, 978.
articles supplied of Canadian manufacture, 976.
delivery satisfactory, 976.

CONTRACT No. 52.-Transportation of rails:

TRuDEAU, T.
competition invited by circular, 992.
Beatty had previously tendered, 992.
let to the lowest offer, 992.

FLaxING, S.
suggested inviting tenders by circular, 1427.
lowest tender accepted, 1427.

CONTRACTs Nos. 53 To 55.-Steel rails:
TaUDRAU, T.

public competition invited by advertisement. 997.
procured fr'm l( west available tenderers, 997.
Order-in-Council 13th June, 1879, authorizing purchase, passed on

Chief Engincer'a report, 997.
grices, £4 15a. to .t5 5a , 998.
istory of negotiations, 999.

REYNOLDS, 1.
Fleming telegraphed in 1879, authorizing witness to receive tenders,

1003.
mode of inviting competition, 1004.
lowest offer accepted, 1004.

TUPPER, SIa CHAnLS
course pursued as to purchase of rails, 1275.
colleagues and Chief Engineer in accord, 1276.
all purchased from lowest available tenderers, 1277.
no benefit accrued to any Member of Parliament or other person than

contractors, 1277.
FLEMING, 8.

pressed on Minister necessity for rails, 1428.
advertised in English papers, 1428.
tenders opened by Finance Minister in presence of Sir J. Rose and

witness, 1428.
50,000 tons ordered, of which 11,000 were for Intercolonial (Rivière du

Loup), 1429.
respecting Wallace's tender, 1430.
lowest tenders invariably accepted, to full extent parties would furnish,

431.



INDEX.

CONTRACT No. 56.-Iron bridge:

TRUDEAu, T.
amount of contract, $1,400, 996.
let to lowest tenderer after competition, 996.
recommended by Fleming's report, 24th November, 1879, 996.
work not yet complete, 996.

FLEMING, S.
lowest tender accepted, 1432.
satisfactorily erected, 143J.

CONTRACT No. 57.-Railway frogs, &c.:

TRUDEAU, T.
no competition, patent having been adopted, 996.
recommended 1lth November, 1879, by Chief Engineer, 99.
Order-in-Council confirming, 996.
cost $12,000, contract fulfiiled, 997.

FLEMIG, S.
frogs previously got from the Kingston Penitentiary, 1432.
offered by the Truro company at a lower rate, 1432.
a better article for a less price, 1433.
no influence to prevent public competition, 1433.

4CoNTRACT No. 58.-Iron turn-tables:

TRUD.AU, T.
tenders invited by circular, 1151.
contract let to lowest tenderer, 1154.

FLEMING, S.
tenders invited by circular, 1433.
the lowest offer accepted, 1434.
advertising would have been too expensive, 1434.

CONTRACT No. 59.-Railway ties:

RumTTA, R. N.
Whitehead, Ryan and witness contracted to deliver 100,000 tiesa iin

the spring of 1880, 35.
diffieulties with Rowan as to culling, 35.

TRUDEAU, T.
contract has been fulfilled, 87.

RTAN, J.
witness a partner in contracting firm, 482.

FLExING, S.
instructed Rowan tu receive tenders; the lowest accepted, 1435.

CONTRACT No. 60.-Railway construction:

TENDERING-
MACDONALD, A. P.

lowest tenderer on sections A and 0, 982.
contract transferred to Onderdonk for a consideration, 982.
one contractor baving the four sections would have an advantage of

15 or 20 per cent. over several, 983.
MCRÂU, W.

interested with A. P. Macdonald and others, 1067.
tenders made out at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, 1068.
assigned to Onderdonk, 1068.
Onderdonk's view of the transaétion, 1069.
the concentration of work an advantage to contractor, 1069.

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited by advertisement, 1154.
Fleming's report or 22nd November, 1879, produced. 1155.
witnesa narrates circumstances attending the opening of tenders,

1155.
refera to certain irregular tenders, 1155.

Order-in-Council of 22nd December, 1879, authorIzing transfer to
. Onderdonk, produced, 1158.

witness thinks It better that large works should be placed with one
contractor If feasible, 1158.
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Co4TRACT No. 60.-Railway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.
TUPPER, Sin CHARLEs.

reasons for inviting British Columbia tenders separately and sub3e-
quent amalgamation, 1287.

Onderdonk how and when introduced, 1289.
nature of the syndicate represented by D. O. Mille, 1289.

MILL$, D. O.
tenders of Onderdonk authorized by syndicate, 1297.
no preconcerted arrangement with other tenderers, 1297.
Government security improved by transfer, 1298.

pLEMING, S.
on receiving report from Edmonton respecting Peace River route

an Order-in-Council was pased adopting Burrard Inlet ani
tenders for sections 60 te 63 invited, 1436.

D. McDonald & Co's tender, the lowest, was accepted, 1437.

CONSTRUCTION-

MILLs, D. O.
one of the syndicate, 1296.
work progressing as demanded by contract, 1296.
how syndicate became interested. 1297.
economy the result of centralization, 1297.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 61.-Railway construction:

SMITH, 3. .
was interested with others in this tender, 952.
sold his third interest to Onderdonk for $31,500, 953.
aware of no improper influence@, 954.
expected to get all sections, 954.
better for all that they should be in the same hands, 955,

raving in labour, 955.
economy in machinery, 955.
opinion based on thirty years experience, 935.

Macdougall interested only professionally, 955.
GooDwIN, J.

tendered for sections A, B, C and D, 1008.
lowest tender on B, 1009.
in company with Purceil, Ryan and others, 1009.
contract awarded and sold to Onderdonk, 1009.
witness's firm received $100,000, 1009.
delay in acknowledging Onderdonk, 1010.
advantage of concentrating work in single management, 1011.
no intention of selling ont when tendering, 1209.

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited, 1201.
tenders opened 20th November, 1879, 1204.
lowest tender accepted, 1205.
transferred to Onderdonk, 10th February, 1880, 1205.

RYAN, H.
interested in section B with Purcell and others, 1235.
no understanding with Onderdonk prior to award, 1235.
Government refused to allow transfer before contract, 1236.
a voluntary transfer, 1237.
reasons for acq,îiescence, 1237.
no improper information or advantage, 1238.
one contractor more economical than many, 1238.
special necessity for centralisation, 1238.

FLEMING, S.
contract based on loweet tender, 1438.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 62.-Railway construction:
TRutiAU, T.

contract awarded to lowest regular tenderer, 1207.
contracts 60 to 63 inclusive, transferred to a syndicate by Order-in-

Council, 1207.
FLIMING, 8.

given to lowest tende-er, 1439.
took no part in transfer to Onderdonk, 1439.

See Engineering.
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CONTRACT NO. 63.-Railway construction:
KAvANAàG, T.

tendered for section D, 838.
transferred to Onderdonk, 839.
does not remember anything about it, 839.
turther as to what he does not remember, 840.

KAVANAGH, J.
tendered for section D, 1018.
no knowledge how figures were made up, 1019.
sold to Onderdonk, 1020.
witness sole negotiator with Onderdonk, 1020.
no experience in contracting, 1021.

TEUDEAU, T.
awarded to Kavanagh the lowest tenderer, 1208.
respecting extension of time approved by Order-in-Council, 1208.

TuppEi, 81R CHARLES.
why time granted to Kavanagh, 1290.
distinction between this matter and Andrews, Jones & Co., 1291.
Department bustained in this extension by Order-in-Council, 1292.

FLEMING, 8.
contract ]et to the lowest of eleven tenderers, 1439.
took no part in transfer, 1439.
results of the transfer favourable to the public, 1440.
better for the public that one strong firm should bave the whole work,

1441.
work let at very low prices, 1441.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 64.-Bridge over Red River:
RYAN, J.

sum involved, $7,3>0, 481.
duly completed and paid for, 481.

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited, 1209.
contract let to lowest tenderer, 1210.
work completed, 1210.

FLuxiNG, S.
how the work was undertaken, 1441.
contract based on lowest tender, 1412.

CONTRACT No. 65.-Firstclass passenger cars:
TRUDRAU, T.

publie competition invited, 1210.
owest tender accepted, 1210.

PLEING, 8
contract given to lowest tenderer, 1442.

CONTRACT No. 96.-Railway construction:

TENDERING-
TRUDRAU, T.

report of tenders produced, 87.
contract let to lowest tenderer, 87.

MOTAvISa, G. L., 486.
contract signed in absence of witness, 487.
to be comp.eted 31st December, 1881, 487.
the non-completion of the first 100 miles a serions drawback, 488.
no claim on Government on that account, 488.

CHAPLRAU, 8. E. ST. O.
never assisted Bowie, 860.

Bowi, A.
tendered with others for this contract, 1144.

difference of opinion as to prices, 1145.
general conversations with Chapleau, 1146.
prices of Geo. Bowie's tender diminished about S9,000 or $10,000, 1147.
Nicholson & Marpole's tender about S10,000 higher than witness, 1147.
effect of changes to make tender $289 lower thaa Marpole's, 1148.
witness's information to Geo. McTavish, 1148.
witness sold out to Bowie & McTavish, 1148.

never alleged that he had disbarsed sums for information, 1149.
as to security put up, 1149.
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CONTRACT No. 66.-Railway construction-continued.

TEN'DERING--ontinued.
TEUDEAU, T.

Engineer's report on tenders produced, 1212.
awarded to Bowie & Co.; Geo. McTavish added to firm under Order-

in-Council, 22ad May, 1880, 1212.
FLEMING, S.

based on lowest tender, 1442.
location not approved by witness; gives his reasons, 1443.

ENGINEERING-
MURDOCH, W.

in charge of location, 814.
party: twenty-one, 814.
ready for contractors 9th July, 815.
found favourable line, 815.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 67.-Box and platform cars:

TRUDEAU, T.
contractors were lowest tenderers for platform cars, 1211.
Simon Peters $5 lower for box cars, but could not furnish quantity

required and withdrew, 1211.
public competition invited, 1211.

FLEMING, S.
confirms Trudeau's evidence, 1444.

CONTRACT No. 68.-Postal and baggage cars:

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited, 1211.

FLEMING, S.
contract given to lowest tenderer, 1444.

CONTRACT No. 69.-Transportation of rails:
TauDEAU, T.

not a formal contract, 1213.
authorized by Order-in-Council on Chief Engineer's report, 1213.

FLEMING, S.
explanation why competition was not invited, 1445.
the arrangement a desirable one, 1445.

CONTRACT No. 70.-Transportation of rails:
TRUDEAU, T.

public competition invited, 1212.
let to lowest tenderer, Henry Beatty, 1212.
prices compared with contract No. 34, 1213.

FLEMING, S.
witness had nothing to do with this, 1445.

CONTRACT No. 71.-Iron bridge:
TRUDEAU, T.

let to lowest tenderer, 1214.
FLEMING, S.

confirms Trudeau's evidence, 1445.

CONTRACTs Nos. 72 To 76.-
ToUDEAU, T.

advertised and let since date of Commission, 1214.

CONTRACT No. 77.-Wire fencing:
TRUDEAU, T.

report of tenders produced, 1211.

CONTRACTS, SYSTEM oF LETTING :

See System of Letting Conracts.



COOPER, FAIRMAN & 00.:
See Contracts Noe. 8, 11, 17, 20, 21, 29, 30, 32, 35; Steel Rails.

COOPER, J.AMES:
purchase of rails, tendering, 915.
contract No. 8, 915.

No. 11, 918.
No. 15, Fraser & Grant-Whitehead partnership, 924.

relations of C. Mackenzia with Cooper, Fairman & Co., 919.
alleged improper influence, 925.

Cox & GREEN:
See Ccntracts Nor. 8, 9 and 10.

ORO'SSEN, JAMES :
See ccntract No. 65.

CROSSING .RED RIVER:
See Rai River Crossing.

CROSs LAKE:
See Contrarts Nos, 14, 15; Engineering.

CURRE, D. S.:
Nixon's paymaster-and-purveyorship, 576, 579.

DAVIDSON, JOSEPH :
contract No. 4, 1125.

DEPARTMENT OF IAILWAYS AND CANALS:

TRrDEAU, T.
Deputy Minister, 1.

connection with Canadian Pacifie Railway since commence-
ment, 1.

next in control to Minister, 1.
Pacific staff special and distinct as to engineering, not as to account-

ing, 1.
accountant : James Bain, 2.
accounta by double entry, 2.
no periodical report by accountant to Deputy, 2.

Fleming financially responsible from inception til1 1875, 2.
subsequently system changed, 2.
Fleming's paymasters: Wm. Wallace, Geo. Watt, and subsequently

Radford, 2.
Watt's accounts were audited by T. Taylor, and reported satisfac-

tory, except as to vouchers, 2.
all orders should proceed from Minister, 3.

generally given verbally, and noted, 3.
copies of Orders-in-Council affecting railway are sent to the Depart-

ment and recorded, 3.
preliminary explorations discussed by Minister and Fleming, 3.
Chief Engineer appointed 5th May, 1871, 3.
engineering staff appointed by Minister, 4.
Palmer in charge of accounta from 1873 to 1875, 12.
tenders usually referred to Kngineer for a report, 38.
verbal explanations not allowed to modify tender, unless the docu-

ment susceptible ot such explanation in itself, 38.
Minister saw all reports of Chief Engineer, 38.
where Engineer declines to recommend a course, it is adopted

without his responsibility, 38.
how far change in tender affects eligibility of tender, 42.
not the practice of the Department to initial alterations in the

tenders, 74.
correcte previous evidence as to decisions of Minister being invariably

recorded, 1817.
instances to the contrary, 1817.

FLEMING, S.
remarks on appointment of officers, 1885.
a private company could accomplish work more efficiently, 1686.
discontinuance of witness's connection with the railway and corres-

pondence relating'thereto, 1686-1700.

INDEX.1872
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DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALS-coninued.
BRAUN, F.

Secretary of the Department, 1753.
always acted on instructions, 1753.

communicated by Minister or Deputy, 1753.
register Of letters received-and sent, 1754.
practice in respect of receiving, opening and custoly of tenders,

1756-1759, 1765.
SOcnaiBnu, O.

Uhief Engineer since 20th May, 1880, 1767.
Superintending Engineer since 17th September, 1879, 1767.
remembers no record of any estimate of the cost of a section befora-

offering for tender, 1780.
of engineering accounts, 1781.

See Appointments.

DEPOSITIONS:
See Gams8by; Moberly ; Nixon ; Schreiber.

DJICKsoN, RICHARD:

See Contract No. 49.

DOMINION BOLT CO.:
See Contract No. 51.

DROrE, THoMAS:
contract No. 48, 809.

iRUMMOND, JIENRY M.:
Nixon's paymaster-and-purveyorship, 482.

]WIGHT, H1. P.:
See Corract No. 1.

EAGLE RIvER WESTWARD:

Seo Contract No. 42.

IMBBW VALE CO.:

See Contract Nos. 7_44-47; Steel Rails.

ENGINE ERING:i

SUR VEYS-
GENERAL.

FLxitNG, S.
appointment, responsibilities and instrcetions (1871), 1305.
senior officer: .J. Hl. Rowan, 1306.
hesitated to und0rtake work, 1307.
principles for controlling work, 1307.
necessity for knowledge of the country, 1307.
instrumental surveys advisable under the circumstanCes, 1307. t
opinion of Capt. Palliser referred to, 1308.
exploratory rather than instrumental would have been adopted but

for time pressure, 13'8.
would have saved large sums of money, 1308.
both syst.ems discussed, 1309
instrumental sometimes indispensable, 1310.

no recollection of Rowan's report (1871), 1311.
tbree years' examinations before firet contract, 1311.
delay partly due to change of Governmnent, 1312.
witness responsible for expenditure, 1312.
method of supervision and financial administration, 1312.
work would have cost much less under private company, 1314.
outline of history of surveys, 1637.
difficulties on account of roughneu of country, interminable forests,

severity of winters, and short time allowed for completion, 163M
three grand divisions: eastern, central and western, 1838.
no faith in preliminary explorations, 1639.



1874 INDEX.

ENGINEING-contlued.

SURVEYS-continued.

GENERAL--continued.

FLEMINGe, 8.-otinued.
instrumental surveys decided on, 1639.
advantages of a traversed line, 1639.
instructions to engineers, 1640.
eleven sections between Ottawa and Red River, 1641.
letter to Minister (1871) as to winter surveys, 1641.
progress of work described in report of 1872, 1642.
point selected for beginning esterly section, 1643.
results of surveys in woodland region, 1644.

report of 1874, page 27, 1644.
operations in woodland region described in report of 1877, on page

46, 1645.
system adopted due to witness's belief that the railway was to be

commenced witbin two years, 1646.
otherwise would have made explorations first 1646, 1649.
practicable line frum end to end required before a blow was struck,

1650.
probable expense of exploring parties, 1652.
two engineers, two axe men and men for transport sufficient for an

exploration, 1653.
refers to Murdoch, Armstrong and Austin's exploratory surveys,

expense of which could be obtained from Department, 1653.
cost of instrumental as against exploratory not considered, 1658.

the latter impracticable, 1658.
sufficiently capable men for the latter not availtble, 1658.
exploratory not sufficient in any case, 1660.

instrumental between Lake Superior and Ottawa essential; reason
why, 1660.

exploration parties used on branch lines from an instrumental base,
1662.

impossible for a non-professional man to ascertain feasibility cf rail-
way, 1662.

breadtb of country examined, 1663.
course followed in making instrumental survey, 1663.
cost of surveys a secondary consideration, 1664.
up to 1877, 10,000 miles of track surveys between Ottawa and Red

River, 1664.
attention first drawn to Howse and Yellow Head Passes by writings

of Capt. Palliser and others, 1666.
appointments on political grounds, 1666.
directions to district engineer, 1667.
much left to men's discretion, 1668.
instruction to Moberly as to Howse Pas, 1668.
comparison of Yellow Head and Howse Passes, 1670.
abandonment of Howse Paso, 1670.
rosons in favour of Yellow Head Pais, 1671.
difficult approach to Howse Paso, 1671.
supplies: directions to utilise Moberly's, 1674.

exorbitant purchases by Moberly, 1678.
lost, 1678.
unnecessary articles purchased, 1678.
Moberly's explanation as to, 1681.

telegrams to and from Trutch respecting Moberly's change of base,
1674.

Yellow Head Pass decided upon without an instrumental survey,
1675.

enormous sums expended on surveys in British Columbia, 1676.
trans-continental journey in 1872, 1678.
dissatisfaction with Moberly, 1679.

instructs him as to Jasper Valley survey, 1679.
bis services discontinued, 1682.

correspondence between Fleming and Smith in 1872 produced, 1683.
in England nineteen months in three years, 1683.

SUITH, M.
arrivel in British Columbia (1872), 1503.

remained in charge until 1876, 1504.
next superior officer: Cambie, 1505.

made explorations from Winnipeg westward (1877), 1505.
examined route critically from Edmonton, 1506.
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ENGIq EERI N G-Contilnued.

SURVEYS-continued.

GENERAL-continued.

SUITE, M.-continued.
visited contracta 13, 14, 15 and 25 under construction (1878), 1507.

sections 41 and 42 under survey (1878), 1507.
wanted to resume work in British Columbia (1879), 1507.

informed that little would be done there, 1507.
proceeded to Manitoba, 1508.

line south of Lake Manitoba explored, 1508.
sane work in 1880, 1509.

each seson's work in British Columbia arranged by Chief Engineer,
1509.

manner of surveys, Fleming responsible for, 1510.
Howse Pase abandoned before he went out, 1510.
examined Watt's accounts In 1872, 1511.
only two parties engaged in British Columbia in 1873, 1512.

under Jarvis and Gambsy, 1512.
object to obtan route through Cascade range, 1513.
instructions for season 1872-73, 1553.
impossibili•y of reducing expenses on account of system already

establistied, 1554.
exploring parties would have been sufficient, 1554.

stated so in letter of 14th June, 1872, 1554.
refers to the Palliser expedition, 1554.
Palliser failed to find Yellow Head Pass his field being restricted byinstructions, 1555.
thinks Fleming must have been assured of the practicability ofHowse Pass, 1557.
time pressure in a measure justified instrumental survey, 1557.
would have started smaller parties, 1558.
two engiuieers and Indians a sufficient exploratory staff, 1560.
comparative merite of passes should have been ascertained before

directing instrumental survey, 1561.
respecting McLennan's parties, 1562.

ninety animals lost, 1562.
Mahood's party badly managed, 1562.

fire in C.P.R. buildings destroyed al the work of 1872, 1563.
left Ottawa 15th May, 1874, with three parties, 1564.
Bute Inlet then a probable terminus, 1564.
Horetzky found a good paso through Kitimat Valley to the Skeena,

1565.
Cooper's report of no vaine, 1566.
surveys of 1875 also directed to Bute Inlet, 1567.
survey on the Homathco, 1568.
re-survey from Yellow Head Paso to Fort George, 1568.
thinks British Columbia surveys 1873-1875 judicious and economical,

1568.
explorations finished in 1874, 1569.
spring of 1876, (hief Engineer being absent, was made acting Chief

Engineer, 1569.
Cambie sent out in his place to British Columbia, 1569.
reasons why fHowse Pass abandone4ç 1582.
no pas. through Selkirk -range, 1582.
Moberly's instructions to retire from Howse Paso direct trom Fleming,

1583.
Chief Engineer's instructions respecting Athabaska Pass a mistake,

1584.
engineers should not be trammelled by detailed instructions, 1584.
further as to Frerich River survey in 1876, 1585.
between Nipissing and Nipigon the initial steps should have been

bare explorations, 1587.
first letter after appointment advocated exploratory surveys, 1597.
examined country west of Winnipeg, 1591.
made trial location south of Lake Manitoba, 1591.
crossing good on Little askatchewan, 1591.

not on Assineboine, 1591.
examinell country south of Saskatchewan, 1592.

thence to Carleton, 1592.
wheat belt extends into forest country, 1592.
proceeded via Edmonton and Yellow Head Pass to Kamloops, 1592.

thence to New Westminster, 1593.
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ENGINzRING-Continued.

SURVEYS-continued.

GENERAL-continued.

SITr, M.-continue,.
examined progresa of British COlumbia surveys, 1593.
returned by way of San Francisco, 1593.
visited section 14, 1593.
returned to Ottawa in November, 1593.
attention not called to Cross Lake, 1593.
wrote appendix D to report of 1878, 1594.
map suppressed, I594.
Fleming telegraphed for to write report, 1594.
recommended Pine River Paso to Bute Inlet, 1594.
Minister differed, 1595.
ignored from spring of 1878. 1595.
no instructions left in spring of 1878 when Fleming went to England,

1596.
no consultation, 1596.

thought Yellow Head Pass altogether wrong, 1596.
reference to Pine River Pkss explorations, 1598.

favourable report by Hunter, 1598.
report as to character of country, 1599.

questions ether than engineering weighed with him in recommending
change of route, 1599-1602.

extent of information gained by surveys, 1602.
bringing parties to Ottawa an unnecessary expense, 1602.

causing losa of time in spring, 1603.
private company would have proceeded more rapidly, 1603.
in charge of two parties in spring of 1879, 1611.

locating 200 miles west Winnipeg, 1612.
description of lines, 1612.
kept ahead of contractors, 1612.
first-class line located, 1613.

report in favour of 8tone Fort as crossing, 1613.
addressed to Chief Engineer, 1614.
did not appear in print, 1614.

MÂcKKNzIt, HON. A.
took charge in 1873, 1784.
Government not in possession of opinions 'from engineers justifying

decided action, 1784.
route from Upper Thompson to Big Bend discovered in 1874 to be

impracticable, 1785.
Fleming the sole director of surveys, 1785.
view as to testimony regarding Government policy, 1785.
Fleming not directed to change method of survey, 1785.
locations made up to the end of 1874, 1786.
general direction pretiy well decided as far as Yellow Head Pass

when telegraph tenders were invited, 1786.
policy of Government to obtain shortest line between Thunder Bay

and Rat Portage, 1805.
jecision to construct immediately, 1805.

iginal linq from Nipigon via Sturgeon River exceedingly rougb,
1805.

thinks quantities were not ascertained before contract was let, 1805.
understands quantities calculated from actual data, so engineers

reported, 1806.
selection of Selkirk left to engineer, 1807.

EXPLORATORy.

RUTTAN, H. N.

civil engineer and contractor, 21.
assistant to T J. Thompson at Pic River, 21.

party: twelve, 21.
from Red Rock to SoutlhBay of Nipigon (instrumental), 22.

four months in the field, 22.
supplies: Thompson responsible for, 22.

at Ottawa after field work, 22.
from Hay Lakes to Root River (1875), 23.

party : twenty-five to thirty-five, 23.
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ENINEERING-contilued.

SURVEYS-continued.

EXPLORATORY-conlin ue .

CaRas, H.
from height et land to English River (1871), 121,

party: thirty-three, 122.
eurveys in charge cf Rowan, 122.
nature of work, country unkaown, 123.
latitude taken from stars, 123.
supplies: difficulty about, 121.

got trom Thunder Bay, 122.
started with suf8icient for a month, 123.
ran out a week after reaching starting point, 123.
considered Rowan to blame for inadequacy, 123.
work stopped in consequence, 125.

returned to Thunder Bay, 15th October, 125.
time lost from middle of October to end of December, 126.

men on pay, 126.
money value lost $3,840 exclusive of provisions, 127.

attacked with scurvy and had to return to Thunder Bay, 127.
from Red Rock to north end of Black 8turgeon Lake (1873), 127.

party: thirty-three, 127.
supplies: ascertained before leaving that they were adequate, 128,
finished in October, 1873, 128.

in Ottawa until the spring, 128.
from North-East Bay to scurgeon Falls (1875), 131,

returned to Ottawa March, 1875, 131.
scheduled out quantities which were enormoue, 131.
asked to find a better route, 131.
returned for that purpose, June, 1875, 131.

Iurvey exploratory and location combined, 131.
line finished in December, 1875, 131.
party: about fifty, 131.

ran Dalles line at same time, 132.
returned to Ottawa and remained until May or June, 1876, 132.

JARVIS, E. W.
employed from 1871 to 1875. 274.
from White Fish Bay to Red River (1871), 274.

party: thirty-two, 275.
ordered to remain ont during winter, 276.
supplies: base of, Thunder Bay, 275.

four hundred miles from commencement of work, 275.
sent Gray to Winnipeg to purchase, 275.
those sent ria Thunder Bay nearly consumed by supply

party, 276
reached Red River 30th March, 1872, 277
struck river about ten miles north of Winnipeg, 277.
cross-sectioned portions of the line, 278.
returned to Ottawa and tade plans, 278.
plans and data burnt in fire of railway offices, 278.

could not have been used to ascertain quantities, 278.
line would have escaped Juli'as Muskeg, goingsouth of it, 279.

from Eagle Lake to Sturgeon Lake (1872y, 280.
time occupied: June to October, 280.
supplies: manner tf procuring, 280.

difficulty in transporting, 281.
Six months outfit from $10,000 to $12,000, 282.

lu Ottawa during winter, 283.
from Eagle Lake to Rat Portage (1873), 283.

party: twenty, 283.
cost of, much less, 284.

supplies: arrangements with regard to, 283.
took nothing but pemmican and flour, 284.

laid down <entre line and cross-sectioned at certain points, 284.
data sent to Ottawa, 284

in June, 1873 proceeded to British Columbia, 285.
from Cache àreek south-westerly to the Cascade Range, ica Lillooet

to Seton Lake, then north-westerly from Cache Creek to the
Thompson viô Bonaparte Valley, 285.

party: twenty-four and male train, pack train and thirty mules,
285.

animale already the property of the Goverument, 285.



ENGINEERING-contintied.

SURVEYS-continued.

EXPLORA TORY-continuel.

JARVIS, E. W.-continued.
from Bridge Creek, Fraser River, to Horse Fly Lakes, 287.

party: three, 287.
thinks three men, with engineer in cbarge, and half a dozen animals

sufficient lor an exploration in British Columbia, 287.
returned to Ottawa winter of 1873-74, 287.
returned to British Columbia with three assistants in 1874, 288.
from Tète Jaune Cache to Fraser River, 288.

party: thirty-three and one hundred and twenty animals, 288.
supplies taken with them, 288.
engaged from June to October, 288.

none of witness's surveys in British Columbia on located line, 289.
nortb of Tête Jaune Cache and Smoky River Paso, 289.

organizes party, 289.
nearly starved to death, 2-9.
reached Edmonton end of March, 1875, 290.

Winnipeg, 23rd May, 290.
declined further Government service, 290.
cost of exploring in British Columbia and Lake Superior about the

same per mile, prairie region cheaper, 293.
FoRRIT. H. F.

assistant leveller on Mahood's party R, 345.
from North Thompson towards Chilcotin, 345.

description of, 346.
commenced operations in May, 1872, 346.
party: thirty, and sixteen mules and eighteen pack horses, 346.
supplies: R. McLellan responsible for, 347.
engaged until November, 347.

on plans in Ottawa during winter, 349.
probably forty miles covered by surveys, 347.
line practicable but not favourable, 348.

joined Carre's party. 1873, 348.
from Nipigon River to Sturgeon Lake, 348.

supply : system of, 349.
engaged on plans in Ottawa during winter, 319.

from Winnipeg to Selkirk, 354.
party: about fifteen, 354.
finished September, 1875, 351

present located line not on these surveys, 354.
MOnsRLY, W.

in charge of parties S and T, British Columbia, 400.
consisted of twenty-two to twenty-four each, exclusive of

packers, 401.
party 8 : eighty or ninety animals in train, 401.

afterwards bought more, 401.
reached Wild Horse Creek, 8eptember, 1871, 403.
to go to Howse Pas., 40U.
expense of wintering $57,000, 407.
instructed in 1872 to abandon Howse Pass and proceed to

Yellow Ilead Pass, 410.
discharged in October or November, 415.
engaged during 1872 in cutting trail through Athabaska

Pass to Yellow Head Pass, 415.
according to telegraphic instructions from Chief

Engineer, 416.
remoostrated and recommended a different course, 417.

endorsed by Lieut.-Governor Trutch, 417.
an able Engineer, 418.

l0ss in consequence (estimated) $60,000, 418.
and McCord trail party (1872-73), 419.

conaisted with party 8 of forty or forty-five men and
two hundred and fifty animals, 419.

reasons for so many animals, 420.
from Kettle River to Edmonton, 420.

found Howse Pasu grades heavier than expected, 422.
ccntradictory instructions, 423.

concluded that Yellow Head Pass was preferable to Howse
Paso in 1873, 424.

wintered in 1872 near Jasper House, 424.

1M78 INDEX.
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ENGINEERING-cont'nued.

SURVEYS-continued.
EXPLORATORY-continued.

MOBIRLY, W.-continued.
party 8-continued.

Tête Jaune Cache surveyed in 1873, 424.
easterly to Root River, 424.
completed about August, 424.
then westerly to Moose Lake, 424.
then carefully located line to Tête Jaune Cache, 424.
returned to Victoria, 424.

party T: at Eagle Pass, 108.
consisted Of twenty-two, 408.
no animals or packers, 408.
trial location from Eagle Pas to Big Eddy, 408.

engaged four months, 409.
found good railway route, 410.

delay of North Thompson trail party by action of, 413.
spent six weeks huntiug for trail party, 413.

lois $80 per day, 413.
a year lost in consequence, 414.

reached Moose Lake September 18th, 414.
misconduct of party caused lois of $50,000 to $60,000, 415.

supplies: arrangements for, 402.
purchased by witness, 408.
depot in Eagle Pass, 408.
difficulty in transporting, 409.

onst 80 ets. per lb., 409.
left half way on survey in charge of one Indian, 409.

bas never seen them since, 410.
attempt to recover, 410.
does not know the result, 410.
lois about $7,000, 410.

misadventure as to, 411.
transferred to Hudson Bay Co. at Lake St. Anne, 424.

animals transferred to Government Agent at Kamloops, 425.
returned to Ottawa, 425.

rewained a year and a-half, 425.
accounts overhauled, 425.

leaves Government service, 426.
reported Athabaska Pass not feasible, 427.

afterwards MacLeod failed to find a pass,427.
feasibility of Howse Paso discoverable by au engineer passing over it,

429.
instructions from Pleming verbal, 429.

elaborated and printed, 429.
emaller party might have answered, 429.
as to unnecessarily heavy survey parties in British Columbia, 431.

Ryà,i., J.
chain man on party K, 488.
no evidenc ef any moment, 488.

KIRKPATRICK, W. W.
connected with Pacifia Railway since 1871, 519.
transit man under Armstrong, 519.
from Black River to Long Lake, 519.

party : forty-five, 519
supplies: difficulties as to, 520.

progress retarded thereby, 521.
due to ineffi::ient commissariat, 521.

track survey around end of Log Lake, 522.
party: ten men, 522.
completed early in March, 522.

returned to Ottawa, 523, 535.
left for Ninigon lst July, 1872, 523.
from north.west of Lake Nipigon to Big Sturgeon Lake, 523.

party: thirty-hive (L), 523.
supplies: difficulties as to, 524.

work less effective in consequence, 524.
prelitrinary with transit and level, 524.
work finished Christmas mornig, 524.

returned to Ottawa, 525.
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ENGINEERING-continued.

SURVEYS-continued.

EXPLORATORY-continue i.

KIDKPATRICK, W. W.--ontinued.
from Lake Helen to Long Lake (spring, 1873), 525.

preliminary, 525.
party: thirty-live, 525.
commissariat arrangements satisfactory, 525.

returned to Ottawa in winter, 525, 537.
on Fire Steel River (spring, 1874), 536.

engaged six weeks, 537.
from Fort Frances to Sand Island River, then to Orangoutang Lake,

then Wabigoon River to Wabigoon Lake, through Manitou
and back to Fort Frances (1874), 537.

party: fourteen, 537.
distance: three-to four hundred miles, 537.

from Wabigoon east and west (1875), 537,
party: thirty to forty, 537.
fnihed In October, 538.

ROWAN, J. H.
appointed to Pacific Railway May, 1871, 669.
engaged until June collecting information, 669.
sketched outline of plan for surveys, 669.
in June left Ottawa with thirteen parties, 669.

each party covered seventy-fire miles, 670.
plan of work described, 670.
reasons why instrumental survey was adopted, 671.
necessity for large parties, 672.
difficulties of a bare exploration, 675.
season' s work described, 675.
no line found north of Lake Superior, 676.

second season's (1872> operations, 677.
from Mattawa via Nipissing to Sturgeon River Valley, 6e7.

new line tried for, 677.
around Nipigon, thence westerly to Red River, 677.

tborough exploration, 677.
instrumental, 677.

third season (1873) further operations, 677.
between Red tiver and Nipissing, 677,
parties engaged : eight, 677.

fourth season (1874), 679.
from Rat Portage to Red River, 679.

re-survey, 679.
also north of Lake Manitoba, 679
also north of present contracts 14 and 15, 679.

found impracticable, 680.
second survey of section 15 by Carre, 680.

JIxuNGs, W. T.
in charge of party in British Columbia (1875), 753.

from Ohilanco River to Blackwater River, 754.
trial location, 754.
party: seventeen, 753.

increased to twenty-five in Victoria, 754.
engaged from June to October, 754.
one hundred miles, 754.
supplies: as to, 754.
feasible location for mountainous country, 755.

in Victoria from November until January, 755.
returned to Ottawa, 755.
next season's (1876) operations, 755.

from Dean Inlet through Salmon River Valley, 755.
party: double, sixty, 7£6.
location and trial line simultaneously, 756.
fifty-two miles, 756.
work finisbed in September, 756.

returned to Ottawa, 757.
in 1877 a portion of the Fraser River route, 757.

from Boston Bar to mouth of the Harrison, 757.
distance: seventy miles, 757.
staff engaged in Ottawa, 757.
axe men in Victoria, 757.
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SURVBYS-continued.
EXPLORATORY-Continued.

JzENjnGs, W. T.-continued.
party: thirty-fire, 757.
dischargedSeptember, 1877, 758.
favourable line, 757.
examined Puget's Sound Harbour, 758.
returned to Ottawa, 758.
from Emory Bar to Boston Bar (1878), 758.
revised survey, 758.
ran trial Une sonth of Kamloops Lake, 758.
partv: twenty-two, 758.

MURDOOR, W.
in charge of instrumental survey (1871), 795.

from dault die. Marie 100 miles easterly, 795.
then French River crossing, 795.
part.y: thirty, 795.
supplies ; purchase and distribution of, 795.
when firet 100 miles finished aIl but aine of party sent home

796.
returned to Ottawa February, 1872, 796.
from Winnipeg River vid E lish River to Nipigon, 797.

despatched to find feasiility of a line, 797.
found route impossible, 797.
party : nine, 797.
found an alternative line, 797.

as far as Esgle Lake, 798.
since been mainly adopted, 798.

reports and plans destroyed by fire at Ottawa, 798.
relieved Rowan from May, 798.

he going to Ottawa, 798.
jurisdiction extended from Lake Nipigon westerly, 799.

from Prince Arthur's Landing to White Fish Lake (1873), 799.
party: thirty, 799.
instrumental and in winter, 799.
plans destroyed by fire, 799.

from Kaministiquia to Lake Shebandowan (1874), 800.
two parties, 800.
not completed that season, 800.
superseded by Bazlewood, 800.
discharged by Mackenzie, 800.

demanded an investigation but was refused, 800.
examined subsequently before Parliamentary Committee, 801.

causes of excessive côst from White Fish Lake to Black Sturgeoni
Lake in 1873, 811.

thinks $146 a mile for preliminary not excessive in wet land, 814.
HoEETZKY, C.

from Fort Garry to Rocky Mountains, 1240.
Hay Lakes to Edmonton, 1240.
left Winnipeg 4th August, 1871, 1240.
south to Ho wee Pass, 1240.

from Edmonton to Jasper Bouse, 1240.
with Chief Engineer's party in 1872, 1240.
took usual cart road to Edmonton, 1240.

not railway liue, 1240.
forty miles a day from Fort Garry to Edmonton, 1210.

reconnaissance vi4 Peace River, 1241.
impracticable, 1241.

suggested Pine River Pass, 1241.
allusion to Peace River Pass suppressed by Fleming, 1241.

to Pine River denounced, 1242.
altitude of passes in Caecade range. 1243.
expedition by Gam.sby to Kitiope Valley (1876), 1243.
respecting Kitimat Valley, 1244-1249.
Lae Tochquonyala, 1249.
exploratton near François Lake (1875), 1251.
Skeena and Peace Rivers (1879), 1251.
views as to Cambie's exploration, 1251.
disappointment as to salary, 1253.
views endorsed by Hunter, Cambie and MacLeod as to Pine River

1253.
59*.
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HoITzvxgY, C.-continuel.
advocated by M. Smith, 1255.

possible termina at one time at Bute Inlet, via Pine Pas, 1255.
describes Pine Pas to sea-board, 1256.
rough country between Fort Assineboine and Lesser Slave Lake, 1257.
reasons for preferring northern line, 1257.

climate probably worse than Kamloops, 1259.
approach te Peace River Pass difficult, 1702.
availability of Pine River Pass probable, 1702.
photographed salient features of Bute Inlet (1875), 1702.
trom Vermillion River te Lake Wenebegon (1876), 1703.
from Pie River to French River (1877), 1703.
examined country between the Skeena and Peace River under Cambie

(1879), 1704.
alleged unpaid claim, 1706.
cost of Peace River examination, 1706.
manner of exploration, 1707.
toute via Pine River, 1710.
extravagance and waste of stores, 1712.
explorations t'. instrumental, 1715.
system of taking levels by Major Williamson, 1716.
instruments carried by witness, 1717.
with Moberly between Winnipeg and Rocky Mountains (1871), 1718.
ne scientific training before this (1871), 1718.
further as te Peace and Pine River Passes, 1719.
expedition by Gamsby te Kitiope Valley, 172t.

missed the country explored by witness, 1722-1726.
turtber as to, 1726-1730.
cost of, 1732, 1749.
did net cover ground surveyed by witness, 1750-1752.

suppressed report (1874). passage from, 1721.
photographed on the Homathco, 1730.

McLNAmN, R.
district engineer in Yellow Head Pasa region (1871), 1513.

began at Kamloops, 1514.
party : thirty five, 1514.

all labourera except'five, 1514.
sent back most at Cranberry Lake, 1518.
with re luced party proceeded te Yellow lead Pass, 1518.

about six, 1520.
fourteen left at Oranberry Lake te examine country, 1520.

thinks a large party was necessary, 1520.
examined pass la eight days, 1521.
returned te Cranberry Lake 1st November, 1522.

to Kamloops about 20tb November, 1522.
proceeded te Ottawa te report, 1522.
in spring (1872) in the Chilcotin Plains, 1523.

party : thirty, and twenty-five animals, 1524.
instrumental examination, 1526.
thinks explorations should have been made first, 1527.

reasons for this opinion, 1527.
furtber in reference te Albreda Lake and Canoe River, 1533.

neither Gaeen nor Mabood found apracticable country,1533.
during first seaseon, (1871), in B.(., easutern slope of Yellow

Head Paso net examined, 1553.
McNicoy., E.

on Bute Inlet survey under Cambie (1875), 1732.
expedition te Kitlope Valley under Gamsby (1876), 1733.

did not take latitude at Tochquonyala Lake, 1739.
had Horetzky's tracing but did not take it from camp, 1739.
one lake mistaken for another, 1743.
thought that the lake found at an elevation of fifteen feet was

the same as Borgizky discovered at 1,100 feet, 1748.
complete antagonism between the two sketches, 1748.

LOCATION.

RUTTI, H. N.
instructed to make location survey at Edmontoa (1876), 23.

party idle under pay for some weeks, 23.

1882 I N D EX.
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ENOINEERING-cotiinued.

SURVEYS-continued.

LOCATION--continued.

RUTTAN, B. N.-coniinued.
supplies: Nixon responsible, 24.

prices not under engineer's control, 24.
party engaged May, 1875, to December, 1876; making plans at

H Ottawa till Mr.y, 1877, 21.
CARRE, H.

in charge of location on contracta Nos. 14 and 15, June, 1874, 129.
party : over forty men, 129
s0 engaged till January, 1875, 129.

witness afterwards took soundings on Red River while party ran lino
from Shoal Lake to Belkirk, 129.

plan and profile of contract No. 15 asked for by Rowan, December,
1874, 129.

made it rouighly on unprinted wall paper, 130.
quantities calculated front it in Ottawa by Frank Moberly and

party, 130.
thinks profile mode from it was correct, 130.
not cross-sectioned or test-pitted, 130. .

cortract No. 14 locited by Brunel to$rckenhead, thence by Forrest,
176.

witness's survey only preliminarv, 176.
Brunel's survey expedited work about a fortnight, 176.

Selkirk crossing: witness recommended half a mile south of Sugar
Point, 177.

Bruneî's crossing about a mile and a-balf north of this, 177.
geood rock foundations at dugar Point, Brunel's clay and loose

sand, 177.
from Rat Portage to Red River, 1447.

in charge of locating party in spring of 1874, 1447.
how a triatl line is run, 1448.

difference between trial and location, 1449.
a une the exact centre of road-bed. 1449.

witnesa's lins only practicable one on that route, 1451.
with the approved grades, 1451.

JarVIS, E. W.
southern route Rat Portage to Winnipeg discussed with Carre, 291.

thinks $500,000 would have been saved by it, 292.
reasons for statement, 292

route from Eagle Lake to Sturgeon Lake favourable for railway, 293.
from Red River to Edmonton, 294.

thinks better line could have been obtained north of the North
L4skatchewan vid Moose Hills, 294.

Selkirk crossing: cost of bridge near rapids about half cost at
elkirk, 297.

recommended crossing at St. Andrew's Rapide, 298.
FounRMi, R F.

from Rat Portage to Brokenhead River, 349.
under Carre on trial location June, 1874, 319.

took part in several other trial lines during winter under Carre's
direction, 349.

commenced Shoal Lake survey, January, 1875, 349.
completed it following month, 349.
very little good agricultural land over line traversed, 350.

thinks about half was swamp 350.
timber quite amall on remainder, 350.

afLer this made track survey from White Fish Bay to Sturgeon Falls,
350.

party: thirty-six, 351.
engaged from middle of February to 26th March and returned to

Winnipeg 26th April, 351.
ran about seventy miles, 351.
muade plans of track survey till June, 351.

location of contract No. 14, 351.
placed under Thompson, 351.
witnea's lirne adopted as fiaal location, 351.
engaged till middle ofJune, 1875, 35.
made no estiniate of quantities, 353.

thinke those furnished to teuderers were made up the year
before on another projected line, 53.

59)*
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FOURIt H. F. -contione I.
from station 1660 to station 2075 on Carre's south line of contract

Nu. 15, 3!5.
ran trial line, 355.

country very swampy. 355.
eastern half abuut same as located line on contract No. 14,

356
escaped Julius Vuskeg, 356.

completet March, 1876, 356.
from station 2616 on section 14 to Cross Lake, 357.

instructed to locate finally, 357.
completed about August, 357.
no cross-sectioning and no quantities taken out, 357.
witness's location adopted, 357.

westerly from junction of contracts Nos. 14 and 15, 363.
/rai a line about three and a-half miles, 363.

no reat impruvement on located line, 364.
FILLoWEs, G. , L.

employed since spring of 1874, 365.
from Kat Portage to Brokenhead River, 365.
from Shoal Lake to Red River (1875), 365.
transit man on Carre's southern survey (1875), 366.

bas formed no opinion thereon, 367.
except that southern line, if adopted in place of section 15,

would have been considerably cheaper, 367.
engineer in charge makes occasional tests of subordinates' calculs..

tions, 368.
held responsible for their accuracy, 363.

Carre thought southerly line cheaper, 369.
Fhort branch at Cross Lake to Clearwater Bay, 370.
from zero on section 15 to station 290 (June, 1876), 370.

ordered to improve line, 370.
four degree curves the maximum, 371.
no data on which to calculate quantities tilt November, 1876, 372.

explains process of taking and recording levels, 374.

KIBKPATRICK. W. W.
trom Wabigoon eastward to Wabigoon River (1875), 538.

received instructions while preparing for Fort Frances survey
in October, 5. 8.

engaged tilt March, 1876, 538
parly : trom thirty to forty, 5 '8.
supplies : failure as to, 538.

snowshoes and toboggans made by party, 519.
sub-section 2 of contract No. 15, nine miles (May, 1876), 539.

assistant engineer in charge, 629.
crosa-sectioned trom station 480 to station 950, 540.
tenders asked for before these data were available, 541.
not called on for profile tilt after February, 1877, 541.

RowÂx, J. H.
advocated going direct to mouth of Nipigon, 678.
thinks route by Narrows decided on in 1874 or epring of 1875, 679.
from Rat Portage to Red River 679.

began actual location at Rat Portage end, 679.
contract No. 5, location commenced during 1874, 630.
route north of Lake Manitoba, witness'a report on, 687.

how survey came to be made, 687.
contract No. 15, 713.

explains three sets of tenders called for, 713.
third itet let upon plan of centre line 713.
approximate quantities impossible without:cross-sections, 714.

may have been reasons for letting contract other than engineer-
ing ones, 714.

probably visited section 15 twenty-five or thirty times, 745.
more frequent visite desirable, 745.

<CONSTR UCTION-

CÂRnU, H.
appointed en gineer in charge of contract No. 15, May, 1876, 132.

original location lins of 1874 adopted, 132.
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ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.
CARREH.-continued.

re-located the whole section between June and the end of the-
year, 132.

had four assistants, who took measurements of cross-sections,
133.

for correctness of which they were responsible, 133.
thinks final returns were correct, 134.
cross-sections completed in March, 1877, 134.

tenders asked for about time cross-sections were com-
menced, 134.

quantities not calculated from cross-sections till 1878, 134.
changes in grade and allignment increased rock cuttings and;

earth excavations, 135
without specific data, tenders necessarily speculative, 138.
accurate quantities conducive to economy, 138.

a southerly route would have saved $275,000, 140.
reported strongly to Rowan in favour of asouthern Une,142.
construction of section 14 commenced before southerly Une

was located, 149.
bad heard that $65,000 worth of work would have to be

abandoned, 149.
net saving say $200,000, 150.
does not think abandonment necessary, 150.

cheaper line could have been h from Falcon Lake to Red River,
152 I

cross-sections necessary to accurate calculations, 154.
quantities calculated from cross-sections, January, 1878, 154.

after lowering grade two feet, 151.
rock-cuttin g increased by lowering grade 113,200 yards

151.
earth excavations increaqed 224,000 yards, 155.
ue thereby improved, 155.

increase in cost due to abandonment of trestle work for eartW,
embankments, 156.

deep fllings in water stretches, 161.
Cross Lake probably requires 222,000 yards, cost

$82,000, 161.
trestle work probably $t7,500, 161.
if filled accordingr to original specification, full rock .

base and trestle $345,832, 162.
as actually executed, $142,500 162

trestle work éheaper in heavy lau& voids, 163.
insuructions from superior officer, 164.
refused contractors certain information, and why, 164.
cross-2ections not returned from Ottawa till September, 1877;161.
chanre of grade in the meantime, 165

determined in 0ttawafour mon ths after contract commenced,
166.

solid rock bases found impracticable, 166.
Protection Walls proposed by witness, 166.

approved by Rowan, October, 1877, 166.
temporarily approved in August, 167.

instructed to substitute earth for tredtie wherever possible im
summer of 1877, 168.

ordafed by Rowan not to touch a stake, 169
Rowan's inspection of line described, 170.
witness's suggestions ignored at Ottawa though supported by

Rowan, 171.
since carried out by Schreiber, 171.

engaged on construction of section 15 four years, 171.
in June, 1880, Haney made superintendent, 171.
Rowan's letter permitting earth borrowing produced, 172.
witness left in uncertainty as to gmdes, 172.
comparative statement of quantities for rock baes and protetion

walls respectively, 175.
differences between Government and contractora' engineers, 179.

as to bottoms left in cuttings, 179.
loose rock, 180
margin tor fiuishing work, 180.
rock outside of prism, 180.
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1886 INDEX.

ENOINIEERING-coninued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.
CAina, H.-continued.

Fleming's and Smith's interpretation of loose rock clauses, 181-
187.

witness recommended permanent bridge at Lake Deception, 188.
FOnREST, H. F.

fourth sub-section of contract No. 14, 354.
contract divided into six sections, 354.
witntss's section near Whitemouth River, 355.
engaged from November, 1875, to January or February, 1876,

when he returned to Winnipeg, 355.
returned to contract No. 14 in August, 357.
supervising construction till October, 1877, 357.

transferred to sub-section 6, 357.
to revise last mile and a-half at east end of contract No. 14, 357.
up to that time grades of section 15 not fied, 357.
quantity calculated for filling last embankment, 29,000 yards, 358.

actually put in, 51,000 yards, 358.
difference due to sliding material in bank, 358.

which raised up swampy bottom towards lake, a dis-
. tance of 400 feet, 358.

excess in quantity disappeared below surface, 358.
fill at station 4010, 359.

crossing a bay of Cross Lake, 359.
quantity estimated, 114,400 yards, 360.

as executed, 175,800 yards, 360.
excess due to saine causes, 360.

no boring tools used, 361.
did not ask for larger tools, 331.
height of embankment about fifty feet, 361.

fill at Cross Lake, section 15, 361.
quantity estimated, 180,000 yards, 362.

used at present by witness's estimate, 215,000 yards, 362.
saine process cf displacement occurred, 362.

nutwathstanding rock protection walls, 362.
FELLOwKs, G. R. L.

from zero to station 290 on contract No. 15, 375.
began staking out grounil and laying out work for contractor,

June, 1877, 375.
not continuously employed, 376.
constant Funervision necessary, 377.

character of information desired by contractors, 378.
usually furnisbed to contractors' engineer, 379.

changes of grade after contract No. 15 was let, 380.
decreased banks, 380.
increased rock cuttings, 380.

of location had opposite effect, 380.
made by dehre=ber economical, 381.

KIREPATRIor, W. W.
heavy fill at crossing of Lake Deception on contract No. 15, 542.

deviation of line diminished quantities, 542.
no proper soundings, 542.
filling gave way; rock protection walls of no avail, 543.

work being fiaished by Government, 544.
opinion as to contractor's prices, 545.
district engineer's conduct towards contractor, 546.

MOLSSWOaT]I, A. N.
assistant engineer underThompson on contract No. 14 from June,

1875, 588.
progress made when witness arrived, 588.
in charge of thirteen miles eastward from Red River, 589.

no delays after witness went there, 589.
from Whitemouth eastward cross-sections required in shorter

intervals then 500 feet, 591.
contractors' claims, 593.

Julius Muakeg ditch, 593.
coffer-dam, 594.
ballasting, 594.

on the Pembina Branch under Rowan, May, 1877, 591.
off-take ditches made under witness's supervision, 591.
quantities not ascertained till work laid out, 592.

which was after contractors were on the ground, 592.



ENGaINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION.-continu•d.
CADDY, J. S.

engineer in charge of contracts Nos. 25 and 41 since May, 1879, 642.
staff: three division engineers and fourteen assistants, 643.
goes over the line every month, 613.
trains now run 150 miles, 6t3.
on contract No. 25, road-bed not ~completed when he took

charge, 649
wreat deal of muskeg, 619.
not now up to full width of road-bed or te grade, 650.

on contract No. 41, when he took charge, work staked out,
centre-lined, cross-sectioned and bench-marked, 650.

contractors not delayed, 651.
character of country changeable, 651.
quantities much reduced and line shortened since letting

cootract, 651.
saving from $400,000 t-) $500,000, 652.

reflections on previond location, 652.
about one-third rock and muskeg, 653.

fourteen hundred men employed 653.
character of work satisfactory, 653.
disputes with contractora, 654.

ROWAK, J. H.
from Rat Portage to Fort Pelly, 689.

appointed engineer in charge in Jne, 1875, 689.
had partial supervision of telegraph construction, 690.

telegraph located on preliminary survey, 690.
plans and trial locations of section 14 sent to Ottawa, 1874-75, 693.

approximate profile and quantities made, 693.
about two-fifteenths of section required cross-sectioning, 694.
muskegs: depth net known, 695.

deviations caused work to be largely in excess of estimates,
695.

Julins :uluske2, 698.
contractor no ground for claim, 699.
nineteen feet deep instead of three or four as estimated,

701.
no boring tools used, 701.
muskeg inaterial makes good road-bed, 701.

contracter on contract No. 15 net justified in complaining that infor-
mation wis witbheld, 715.

witness ordetel from Ottawa what te communicate and what
net, 715.

Eplenty of earth discovered, 716.
some truth in Whitehead's statement as to trestles beingimprac-

ticable, 716.
change to embankment advantageons, 716.

reasons for statement, 716.
JCNNNGs, W. T.

in charge of section 42, May, 1879, 759.
had detailed data as te quantities, 759.
contractors not delayed, 759.
changes: grade improved, 760.

rock cuttings reduced, 760.
earth reduced, 760.
all except one approved by Schreiber, 761.
iron pipe culverts dispensed with, 761.
bridge mtsonry reduced 50 per cent., 762.
Manning's estimate an fxaggeration, 762.
piling increased, but timber in trestles net much in excess,

763.
section will cost $1,500,000 less than estimate, 765.

one-third being due te trestle work, 765.
exhaustive borings made, 766.
Manning wrong in placing some borings at 200 feet, 767.

B. W. generally as to improvements of location, 767.

presents report of inspection of contracts Nos. 14 and 15, made ait

SKZTU, M. request of Commissioners, 772.

examined contract No. 13 and part of contract No. 25 in 1877, 1588.,
contract No. 13 nearly complete, 1589.
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E NG IN E ER rNG-continued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.
SMITH, M.-continued.

deviations were being made on contract No. 25, 1589.
cost stated by Hazlewood at very much less than it turned

out, 1589.
recommended embankment of less friable material, 1590.

open cutting vs. tunnel, 1590.
as to quantities exceeding estimates, 1591.

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT :

Bee Department of Railways and Canals.

ENGINEER'S CLADI:
Molloy, 321.

See Contract No. 1'.

ENGINE HOUSES:
See Contracts Nos. 26, 40.

ENGLISH RIVER TO EAGLE RIVER:
See Contract No. 41.

EQUIPMENT :
See Contracts Nos. 65, 67, 68.

EXPLORATORY SURVEYS:

See Engineering.

EXTRAVAGANCE AND WASTE OF STORES:

Fleming, 1678.
Hloretzky, 1712.

FAIRMAN, FREDERICK:
contract No. 8, 1171, 1178, 11V.No. 1, 1181, 1181.

No. 17, 1182.
No. 20, 1191.
e o. 22, 1196.
No. 27, 1196.
No. 29, 1196.
No. 30, 1197.
No. 31, 1199.
No. 2, 1201.
No. 36, 1203.

purchase of rails, 1171.
and transportation of rails, 1176.

C. Mackenzie and Cooper, Fairman & Co., 1187.

FALCON LAKE:

See Contract No. 15.

FELLOWES, G. R. L.:
contracts Nos. 1 and 15, 365.

No. 14, 381.
No. 15, 370.

.FENCING, WIRE :
See Contract No. 77.

M IsL PLATE8:
See Contract Nu. 51.
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FLEMING, SANDFORD
surveys, 1837, 1658.

(1871), 1305, 1640.
British Columbia, 1665.
Smaith's map, 1625, 1683.

location report, 1628.
contract No. 1, 1322, 1328.

Nos. 1-4, 1326.
No. 2, 1332.
No. 3, 1336.
No. 4, 1340.
No. 5, 1344.
No. ÔA, 1345.
Nos. 6 -11, 1350, 1617, 1622, 1630,1665,
No. 12, 1358.
No. 13, 1367.

Nos. 13, 15 and 25, 1371.
No. 14, 1371, 1615.
Nos. 14 and 15, 1630.
No. 15, 1378
Nos. 16-18, 1381.
Nos. 20--22, 1382.
Nos. 23 and 24, 1383.
No. 25, 1384, 1631, 1654.
Nos. 26-28, 1398.
No. 29, 1399.
No. 30, 1399.
Nos. 31 and 32, 1401.
Nos. 32A-40, 1402.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1403, 1405.
No. 43, 1118.
Nos. 42-46, 1419.
Nos. 47 and 48, 1420.
No. 48, 1423.
Nos. 49- 52, 1427.
Nos 53-55, 1428.
No. 56, 1431.
No. 67, 1432.
No. 58, 1433.
No. 59, 1435.
No. 6", 1436.
No. 61, 1438.
Nos. 62 and 63, 1439.
No. 64, 1441.
No. 65, 1442.
No. 66, 1442.
Nos. Ç7 and 68, 1444.
Nos. 69-71, 1446.

effects of patronage, 1315.
route and Government policy, 1317.
alleged improper influence, 1684.
management, 1685.
discontinuance if COnneCtion with railway, 1686.
memorandum to Minister, 1687.
corrections, 1383, 1404.

See Appominments.

exploratory survey, party R, 345.
Carre's party (1873), 318.
contract No. 5 A, 354.

No. 14, 351.
No. 15, 349.

correction, 381.

FORT FRANCES LOOK:
SUTUUAND, H.

took charge of work spring of 1875, 330.
generally acted on wntten instructions from Secretary, Publie Worka

Department,' 331.
reports were addressed to him, not to Engineer-in-Chief, 331.
Kortimer engineer on works 331.

subsequently Hazlewood, 381.
neither resided at Fort Frances, 331.

INDEX. 188



1890 INDEX.

FORT FRANCES LOcK-continued.
SUTERLAND, H.-continud.

character of engineering supervision, 332.
probably not present one day a week, 333.
in engineer'a absence foreman snperintended engineering work,

833.
witness inspected other public works in North-West, 333.
witness had had no practical experience on locks or canais, 334.
paymaster John Logan, 334.
bis cheques countersigned by witness, 334.
accounts for supplies sent direct to the Department, by whom they

were paid, 334.
manner of requisitioning for enpplies, 335.
paymaster also acted as store-keeper, 336.
expenditure made at Fort Frances chiefly wages, 337.
James Sutherland chief book-keeper, 3M7.
general financial arrangements, 337.
as to alleged misconduct, 338.

speculation in lande, 338.
and supplies, 339.

no public moneys passed to witness's private credit, 339.
transactions with Wilson, store-keeper, 340.
refers to Dr. Bown's enquiry, 341
all transactions shown in James Sutherland's books, 341.

which books are available for investigation, 342.
further as to alleged misconduct, 342.
comparison between amounts paid for supplies and wages, 313.
supplies generally purchased by tender, 343.
transport of sappies a considerable item, 343.
witness's relations with Nixon and Alloway, 344.
nitro-glycerine sold to Whitehead, 345.
will produce books, 345.
denies Litle's assertions, 830.

as to establishment of newspaper by IGovernment money, 830.
as to employing worknen to seek for timber, 830.

certain unpaid accounts, 832.
Wn.soN, G. M.

engaged in Government store in 1876, under Login, 412.
system on which managed, 412.
monthly accounts rendered, 443.

spring of 1877 purchased stock at Logan and Thompson's appraise-
ment, and supplied men as a private undertaking, 413.

explains alleged misconduct, 443, 535.
offers to produce private books, 447.
produces books and explains various entries, 525-534.

&THERLAND, J.
engaged as book-keeper from spring of 1875 to end of 1878, 452.
separate account kept for' Government store, and for transport, 452.
store account charged for transport of goods, 454.
balance of stock handed over to Fowler, 456.
stock transferred to Wil3on paid for by supplies, 457.
system of drawing moneys to be subsequently accounted for by

vouchers, 458.
moneys paid by Hugh Sutherland revised by Logan and vice versa,

459.
articles disposed of to Thompson, 460.
all cheques signed by Logan counteraigned by Hugh Sutherland,

4e1.
produces stock account of goods handed to successor and complete

set of double entry books, 578.
goods handed over to successor $25,327.10, net value, $20,261.76,

credited in his store account, EM7.
loe on store account, $233.40, 807.

BROWN, G.
manager Ontario Bank, 508.
as to manner of keeping Nixon's bank accôunt, 509.

TaoupsoN, M. M.
foreman in charge of works, 619.
responsible in 8utherland's absence, 619.
checked wages and time ; pay-rolls carefully investigated and

certified 620.
at times half the employés were Indians, 621.
when paid by goods, amount so paid appeared on pay-roll, 622.
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FORT FRANCES LoCK-continued.
THomPsoN, M M.-continuel.

explains transactions respecting 'whieh rumour alleged ho had
received undue advantages, 622-625.

describes system of book.keeping, 625.
respecting small claim for which he became responsible on Govern-

ment account, 626.
LiTLI, W. B.

his allegations as to misconduct of Sutherland, 825-839.
MÂcanuzI,, HoN. A.

as to Fort Frances expenditure, 1808.

FORT WILLIAM TO SHEBAlDOWAN:

See contract No. 13.

FOSTER, A. B.:
See Contracte Nos. 12, 16.

FILASER, GRANT & CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 41, 42.

FRASER, JAMES 1.:
contract No. 15, 256, 648.

No. 24, 647.
No. 42, 247, 259, 613.

infiuencing clerks, 614, 618.

FRASER, MANNING & CO.:

Bee contract No. 42

FROGS, &c. :
See Contract No. 57.

FULLER & MILNE:

Bee Contract No. 18.

FULLER, RIcIARD:
contract No. 2, 461, 474.

No. 18, 472, 1294.
line west of Red River, 475.

GAMSBY, C. Hi.:
letter from Secretary of Commission with questions, 1819.
deposition in answer, surveys, British Columbia, 1823.
Kitlope Valley, expedition to, 1823.
Lake Tochquonyala, 1823.

GEORQIAN BAY BRANCII:

See Contracte Nos. 12, 37.

GOODWIN, JAMES :
contracts Nos. 41 and 42, 1005.

Nos. 60-63, 1008.
No. 61, 1009, 1200.

system of letting contracta, 1011.

GOUIN & Go.:
See Contract No. 40.

GOVERNMENT POLIC :

See Policy of the Government.

GUEST & Go.:
See Contracte Nos. 6, 53, 55; Steel Rails.

HAGGART, JOHN, M.P.: contract No. 15, alleged improper influence, 1012, 1018.
No. 42, 1015, 1018.
No. 48, 1017.



1892 INDEX.

RAYES, DANIEL:

See Contraci No. 15.

RAZELHURST, W.:
See Contract No. 58.

IIENEY & MCGREEVY :

See Contract No. 7.

IIENEY, CHARLEBOIS & FLOOD :

See Contract No. 37.

IIESPELER, WILLIAM :
Nixcn's paymaster-an'i-purveyorshi;p, 725.

IIOLCOMB & STEWART:

See Cor.tract No. 22.

HORETZKY, CHARLES:
exploratory surveys, 1239.

Fort Garry to Rocky Mountains, 1210.
British Columbia, 1241, 1247.

expedition to låtiope Valley, 1243.
Lake Tochquonyala, 1249.
Pine River route, 1253, 1710.
Peace and Pine Hiver Passes, 1254, 1719,.

location British Columbia, 1257,
surveys, 1700.

British Columbia, 170;, 1721, 1749.
extravagance and waste of supplies, 1712.

rMajor Williamson's system of surveying, 1707.
photographing the Homatbco, 1731.

lOUSES:
See Contracts N.s. 19, 24, 32.A.

IMPROPER INFLUENCE :

See Influencing Clerks ; dAristing Newepapera; conti acta and witnes8es.

IN1PLUENCING CLERKS:

MANNING, A.
no negotiations or conversations with members of Parliament or

officers of Departments before contract, 499.
not aware till afterwards of Close's relations to Morse & Co., 500.
witness's version of agreement with Close, 500.
knows nothing of negotiations with Smith, of Andrews, Jones k

Co, 501.
heard of it suWsequently, 501.
nover approached any departmental officer for information or favour,

502.
if witness had got information thus would nover have told it, 502.
obligations of an oath, 502.

FR AUR, J. H.
interview with Chapleau and J. J. McDonald, and witness's views

and conclusions thereon, 644-647.
further in relation thereto, 648.

MCDONALDo J. J.
further as to transaction with Chapleau, 824.

CHAPLRAU, S. E. ST. O.
correspondence clerk since 1873, 850.
in charge of public records, 851.
practice as to reeipt and custody of tenders, 851.
reads a statement respecting his transaction with J. J. McDonald, 852.
alleged understanding between Smith and witness, 853.
telegrams between thenm 853.
receives money on account, 855.
McDonald was using a patent of bis, 856.
private arrangements with Mowbray, 859.
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INFLUENCING CLERKS-continued.
CHAPLAU, S. E. S-r. O.-coniinued.

accepts monthly payment for certain information given, 859.
offers a ffidavit from Smith, 860.
further as to arrang-ment with Mowbray, 861.
reasons for claiming $3,900 from McDonald for patent, 863.
improvement on 'Patent not then patented, 864.
no arrangement with McDonald about patent, 865.

COOPII, J.
Mackintosh's relations with Whitehead, 926.

STEPHENSON, R., M p,
interested in no transactions with Canadian Pacifie Railway, 971.
no unworthy attempts to influence Committee, 971.
no conversation with Whitehead while matter pending before Com-

mittee, 972.
aware of no arrangement by which any departmental officer gained

imnro er advantage, 972.
MACDONALD, A. .

no money from Onderdonk to witness's firm went outside of firm, 988.
no knowledge of any improper influence, 988.

GooDwIN, J.
never got information from officiais, 1010.
not aware of any information from, or advantage to, any Member of

Parliament or official, 1011.
HgAeLRT, J., M.P.

no interest in any contract, 1012.
never heard of any Member of Parliament or official receiving money

improperly except Chaplean, 1015.
Chapleau's and Mackntosh's transactions, 1018.

KAVANAoH, J.
no departmental information, 1021.

BouLTBRE, A., M P.
acted as solicitor for Shields, 1111.
never had pecuniary interest in any Canadian Pacific Railway con-

tract, 1111.
not aware of any benefit to any Member of Parliament or official,1111.
conversation with Sir C. Tupper, as to tenders, 1111.

BowIs, A.
no knowledge of improper it.fluence, 1152.

TUPPER, 8IR CHARLES.
no suspicion of Chapleau's relations with contractors until revealed

by Commission, 1272.
not aware that any Member of Parliament or official was benefitted

by British Columbia contracts, 1292.
transfer to Onderdonk allowed solely in belief that cheaper and

better work would accrue, 1292.
MACDONALD, HoN. J.

not aware of any MembPr of Parliament or official, or outside person
benefitting irmproperly by Canadian Pacifie Railway contracta,
1293.

no conversation with Shields, 129,.
no transaction modified through 8hields's influence, 1293.
no knowledge of Close, 1291.

Pope, MloN. J. H.
not aware of any Member of Parliament or officiai being improperly

interested, 1301.
further on this matter, 1304

INGALLS, EDMUND :

See Contract No. 38.

INUNDATIONS, RED RIVER :

See Red River Inundations.

IRVING, JOHN :

See Contract No. 39.

ISBESTER, JAMES :

See Contraci No. 26.
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JARVIS, EDWARD W.:
surveys, party N, 274.

Eagle Lake to Sturgeon Lake, 280, 293.
to Rat Portage, 283.

Cache Creek to Seton Lake and Thompson River, 285.
Tête Jaune Cache to Fraser River, 288.

exploration, Fraser hiver towards Horse Fly Lakes, 287.
Fort George to Edmonton, 289.

contracte Nos. 14 and 15, 291, 772.
Red River to Edmonton, 294.

inundations, 294.
crosing, 298.

line north of Lake Manitoba, 296.

JENNINGS, WILLIAM T.:
surveys, British Columbia, 753.
contract No. 4, 768.

No. 42, 759, 765, 770, 793.

JULIUS MUSKEG :

See Contracts Nos. 14, 15 ; Contaclors' Claima; Engineering.

KAVANAGH, JOSEPH:
contract No 63, 10;8.

KAVANAGH, MURPHY & UPPER:

See Contraci No. 33.

KAVANAGH, TIMOTHY:
contract No. 33, 835.

No. 63, 838.

KELLOGo BRIDGE o.:

See Contract No. 56.

KELLY, PATRICK :
contract No. 15, 612.

KENNY, PATRICK:

Seo Contract No. 21.

KIRKPATRICK, WILLIAM W.:
exploratory surveys, party G, 519.

party , 523.
Lac des Mille Lacs, height of land, Fort Frances, 536.

preliminary survey, Lake fleien to Long Lake, 525.
east and west from Wabigoon, 537.

location, Wabigoon eastward, 538.
contract No. 15, 539.

KITLOPE VALLEY EXPEDITION:

See Horetzky ; McNicol ; Gams 'y.

LAKE DECEPTION
See Contract No. 15.

LAKE MANITOBA, LINE NORTH O :

Jarvis, 296.
Conners, 599, 604.
Rowan, 678, 687, 73.

LAKE SUPERIOR WESIWARD :

See Contracis Nos. 13, 14, 15, 21, 25, 41, 43



LAND SPECtULATIONS
Mackenzie, 0., 198.
8utherland, 338.
Schultz, 720.
Bannatyne, 724.
Fleming, 1684.

LETTING CONTRACTS, SYSTEM OF :

See System of Letting Contracts.

LITLE, WILLIAM B.: -
Fort Frances Lock, 8:5.

See Assisting Newspapers.

LOCATION SURVEYS :

See Engineering.

LUXTON, WILLIAM F.:
assisting newspapers, 681, 807.

LYN8KEY, THOMAS J.:
Pembina Branch and contract No, 14, 780.

MANITOBA, LAKE :

See Lake Manitoba.

MANNING, ÂLEXANDER:
contract No. 42, 496.
influencing clerki, &c., 499, 502.

MANNING, SHIELDS & MODONALD :

See Contract No. 42.

MAP, SMITH's :
See Smilh's Map; Smith, Mf. ; Fleming.

MARKS & CONMEE :

See Contract No. 41.

MARPOLE, RICHARD:
contracts Noq. 41 and 42, 1063, 1071, 1084,

No. 42, 1073.

MARTIN & CHARLTON:

Seo Contract No. 15.

MERCHANTS' LAKE AND RIVER STEAMSHIP CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 20, 27.

MERSEY STEEL AND IRON 00. :
See Contracta Nos. 8. 20; Steel Rails.

MILLER BROS. & MITCHELL :

See Contract No. 50.

MILLS, D. O.:
contracts Nos. 60-63, 1296.

MOBERLY, WALTER:
exploratory curveys, British Columbia, 400.
Eurveye, British Columbia, deposition, 1824.

1895INDEX.



MOLESWORTH, ARTHUR N.:
contract No. 5 A, 591.

No. 14, 598, 593.
No. 48, 594.

MOLLOY, JOHN:
contract No. 5. 323.

No. 14, 315.
See EnEgineer's Claim.

MONCTON CAR CO.:
See Contract No. 67.

MORSE & Co.:
See Contracts Nos. 41, 42.

MORSE, G. 1).:
contract No. 41, 1030.

No. 42, 1048,1053.

MOUNTAIN SECTION:

See Contracta Nos. 60-63.

MULHOLLAND, JOHN I.:
contract No. 1, 1021.

MURDOCIH, WILLIAM:
surveys (1871). i93.

(1872), 797
exploratory survey (1873), 799.
preliminary survey (L873), 8tL.
contract No. 12, 801.

Nos. 14 and 15, 815.
No. 48, 805, 808, 817.
No. 66, 807, 814.

alleged improper conduct, 800.
terminus on Lake Nipissing, 803.
relations with Rowan, 817.

McCORD TRAIL PARTY, B.

MCCORMICK, ANDREW:

MACDONALD, A. P.:

MACDONALD, HON. JAMES:

McDONALD, J. J.:

MCILVAINE, SAMUEL:

Moberly, 419.

contract No. 42, 1079.

contract No. 15, 977.
No. 33, 981.
Nos. 60-63, 993.

system of letting contracts, 984.

alleged improper influence, 1293.
contract No. 42, 1 93.

contract No. 42, 299, 823.
influencing clerks, &c, 306, 824.

contract No. 48, 147.

MCINTYRI & WORTHINGTON:

Bee Contract No. 16.

MACKENZIE, HON. ALEXANDER :

Minister of Public Works, 1784.
location, 1785.

1896 INDEX.



MACKENZIE, lION. ALEXANDER-Continued.

MACKENZIE, CHARLES:

MOKENZIE, GRIER & Co.:

smrveys, 1786.
rontmct No. 1, 1787.

No. 2, 1791.
No. 3, 1792.
No. 4,179?.
No. 5, 1794.
No 5A, 1815.
No. 6-11, 1791.
No. 12, 1804.
No. 13, 1804.
i<o. 14, 1807.
No. 15, 1809.
Nos. 16 and 17, 1811.
No. 18, 1812.
No. 20, 1813.
No. 25, 1815.
No. 28, 1814.
Nos. 30 and 31, 1814.
No., 34, 1816.

C. Mackenzie and Cooper,
Fort Frances Lock, 1808.

tee rails, 188, 198.
furnishing supplies, 196.
land speculations, 198.

Fairman & Co., 1803.

See Contract No. 2.

MACKINTOSH, CHARLES H.:
contract No. 15 and tendering generally, 869.
alleged improper influence, 869.

Ses Asisting Newspapers.

MOLENNAN, ]RODERICK:

MoNIcOL, EDMUND :

MCQUEEN, ALEXANDER:

MCRAE, WILLIAM :

MCTAvIsH, GEORGE L.:

NAYLOR, BENZON & CO.

surveys, British Columbia,
contract No. 13, 1529.

.Wos. 13 and 25, 1534.
No. 25, 1535.

1513, 1533, 1552.

surveys, British Columubia, 1732.
Kitiope Valley Expedition, 1733.
Lako Tocbquonyala, 1739.

assisting newspapers, 722.

contracts Nos. 60 and 62, 1067.

contract No. 4,486.

See Coniract No. 11; Steel Rails.

NEEBING JIOTEL :
See Contract No. 38.

NEWSPAPERS, ASSISTING :

See Assisting Newspapers.

NICHOL80N, FRANK:

60*

contract No. 41, 1095.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1085, 1099.
No. 42, 1087, 1098, 1100, 1293.
Nos, 48 and 66, 1101.

INDEX. 1897



1898 INDEX.

NIPIGON:
Seo Engineering.

NIPISSINo, LAKE, TERmiNus ON:

Murdoch, 805.

NIxoN's PURVEYORSHIP:

ALLOWAY, W. F.
employed by Nixon at 2j per cent. commission to purchase horses,

382.
Nixon's judgment always consulted, 383.
ot contract for carrying mails, 383.
ixon lived in witnesa's house, 385.

bargains for freighting, how arrived at, 383.
rates paid, 385.
loads carried, 386.
Nortb-West Angle, 115 miles, 386.

round trip eight to ten days, 286.
rate, $2 per 100 lbs., 387. .
team, 9 days at $6, 388.
certain reductions made, 389.

carrying mails to section 14 once a week, 389.
rate $65 a montb, 389.

provided carts for survey parties, 390.
no private transactions with Nixon, except house, 393.
as to certain horse purchases, 39t.
kept only a memorandum, which book cannot be found, 396.
certain other horse transactions, 397-400.
failed to find memorandum books, 432.
manner of making entries in diary, 433.
names of sellers of horses not kept, 433.
horses averaged, not detailed, 433
Nixon's motives in dealing with witness not interested, 435.
manner of ascertaining weight of freighted goods, 436.

also time employed in freighting, 436.
charge for horse and cart to Emerson, $22.50, 438.
pracuce as to vouchers, 438.
further as to buying horses, 439.
freighting to Fort Frances Lock, 439.
carrymng mail weekly to contract 15, $550 to $600 per month, 441.

SUTHRLAND, P.
supplied Nixon with certain goods. 448.
Nixon lived in witness's bouse, 448.
private account, $900 written off, 449.
fortber as to dealings hetween Sutherland and Nixon, 449.
Nixon paid no board, 449.
witness felt the necessity of propitiating Nixon to secure patronage,

451.
respecting half-breed scrip, 451.
witness refused to buy scrip and Government account withdrawn,

452.
no dealings since, 452.
applies to correct previous evidence, Chairman's ruling, 547.
witness's correction, 548.

DRUMõND, B. M.
explains system of auditing Canadian Pacifie Railway accounts, 482.
Nixon's cheques countersigned by witness, 483.
no supervision as to details of accounts or prices, 484.
for some time vouchers returned monthly to Nixon, latterly sent to

Ottawa, 484.
Alloway's receipt only certificate for purchase of 6th May, 1875, 485.
his accounts generally certified by Nixon, not by engineers, 485.
engineer's certificates now necessary, 486.

RYn, J.
witness tendered for mail contract, posted tender at Nixon's office,

490.
contract given to Alloway at more than twice his price, 490.
Nixon deuied receiving tender, 490.

BTEAo, A.
Bannatyne's book-keeDer, 492.
had transactions with Nixon, 493.
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NixoN's PURvEYoRsurP-contitfued.
STRANG, A.-continued.

allowed him 10 per cent. discount for purchases on private account,
493.

rented to Nixon as Oovernment Agent a warehouse $36 a month,
494.

building really belonged to Nixon, 495.
Nixon leased to witness, and witness to Government, by arrange-

ment, 495.
cost Nixon $1,500 ; possibly $400 spent for improvements, 498.

NixoN, T.
engaged from spring, 1875, till beginning of 1879, as purveyor and

paymaster, 604.
duties described, 504.
had E. G. Oonklin and D. S. Currie as accountants, 504.
is acquainted with the principles of book-keeping, 505.
books not kept by double entry, 505.
not satisfied with Conklin's method, 505
witness describes bie administration, .

management of Government store, 507.
values not entered in store-book, 508.
balance of supplies brought in by engineering parties placed in

store, 811.
goods placed in store entered in store-book, but not in general set of

Canadian Pacifie Railway accounts, 512.
explains the system of sub-agencies, 513.
does not remember when he became dissatisfied with Conklin's book-

keeping, 513.
remembers recommending him for an increase of salary, 513.

further as to dealing with sub-agents, 514.
respecting John Brown's account, 515.
respeeting discrepancy of $4,000 in Conklin's books, 515.
respecting items deposited towitnss'sprivate banking accounts, 517.
money advanced to sub-agents, 518.
respecting Canadian Pacific Railway moneys placed to private

credit, 548.
declines to show to what extent this was done, 549.
refers to bis book-keeper, 549.

as to accounts with sub-agents, 552.
cann.'t explain how John Brown's account was balanced, 534.
generally as to financial administration, 55t.
further as to deposits of money, 565.
system of procuring supplies, 565.
freightage tenders, 566.
respecting buying horses, 5867.
had detailed statement of horse purchtses, 567.
Alloway's books would show details, 568.
had no private business with Alloway; never endorsed bis paper, 572.
denies haviu g got advantage as purveyor which he could not have

as individual, 573.
property returned from survey parties not credited, 574.turther as to sub-agents' accounts, 575.
having heard Coeklin's examination, cannot explain unsatisfactory

condition of books and financial transactions, 636.
can suggest no way of investigating correctness of bis statements

to Government, 637.
still der.ies endoreing for Alloway, states there must have been

another Thomas Nixon, 751.
further as to receipts placed to private credit, 752.
further as to dealings with Alloway, 770-772.
as to evidence given before Public Accounts Committee, 1830,1831.
as to private transactions with Alloway, 1830, 1831.

BRowN, G.
manager Ontario Bank, 508.
manner cf keeping Nixon's bank account, 509.
produces record of $1,000 note, W. F. Alloway maker, Tho3. NixIn

endorser, Nov 1875, discounted for Alloway, 737.
Alloway's endorser was Thos. Nixon, purveyor, 763.

CoNzLIN, E. G.
Nixon's book-keeper, 1875 to 1877, 536.
object of ledger to keep workmen's accounts, 556.
duties as explained to him by Nixon, 557.
bis systen of book-keeping, no record of any transaction till money

paid for it, 558.
60*
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NixoN' PuRvEYoRsIP-continued.
CoNKLIN, E. G.-continued.

knew nothing of Nixon's purchases till accounts came in, 558.
entries in ledger without any reference to show where posted from,

559.
entries in day-book not posted in ledger, 559.
several items not carried beyond the day-book, 560.
no evidence in witness's books as to moneys placed in Nixon's pri-

vate account, 562.
books were not kept in correct manner, 563.
cannot explain on what principle John Brown's account was

balanced by item $2,861.28, 563.
evidence as to store-book 564.
after having books in bis possession for examination, re-states system

followed, acknowledges in ordinary business would not have
kept thema by that method, 628.

apart from detached papers, upply transactions not shown properly
in the books, 630.

if animals purchased were returned by survey parties, books did not
record such transactions, 630.

never investigated store-books, 631.
sub-agents not charged with supplies forwarded, 631.
no general account showing history of supplies, 631.
moneys coming into purveyor's hands entered in day-book but not

posted to any other, 632.
no means of informing himself of such receipts except by Nizon's

own statement, 633.
books offer no explanation of settlement with John Brown, 635.
admits the book-keeping to be unsatisfactory, 635.

Cussis, D. 8.
acted as commissariat officer to Carre's party, 576.
explains duty of sub-agent, 577.

and manner of keeping accounts, 577
sub-agent charged with amount of consignment, 579.
furnisbed by purveyor with price-list, at which men were to be

charged with goods, 579.
as sub-agent made monthly returns, 579.
cannot say whether goods were invoiced to him by purveyor at cost

or at seling prices, 580.
in May, 1877, took over Conklin's books, 581.
state of affairs was not shown by them, 583.
books never balanced, 583.
not possible to trace transactions, 583.
cannot understand entry to credit uf John Brown's account, 583.

books afford no clie, 583.
Nixon purchased supplies, certified correctness of account, and paid

it, 585.
witness introduced new system of accounts, 585.

which he explains, 586.
when witness took over books debits amounted to $39,697.20, credits

to $8,816.58, 587.
large amount written off on book-keeper's assrtion that accounts

were sottled, 587.
Pia, y.

store-keeper from spring of 1875 to summer of 1880, 660.
describes duties 660
system of store-keeping elucidated, 661.
no values given in store-book, 661.
stock statements showed actual articles in store, not what should be

there, 662.
describes robbery of office, 663.
papers scattered on the floor, 663.

ROwAN, J. H.
witness had no control over Nixon's administration, 712.

BANNATYNE, A. G. B.
had considerable dealings with Government through.Nixon, 725.
sold Nixon goods privately; also a house, 725.
business done tbrough witnesa's manager, 725.
Nixon received no advantage on account of bis official position, 725.

HESPELER, W.
owned Nixon's office, 726.
building broken into between twelve and two at night, 726.
describes the occurrence, 727.
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NIxoN's PURvEYoRsHIP-continued.
NOLIN, A.

sub-con tractor under Alloway, carrying mail to section 15, 788.
.Alloway paid $225 a month, 789,

Mail to North-West Angle, once a week, 789.
tendered for Fort Frances mail, $150 a month, 790.

Alloway offered $120, 790.
mode of transit, time occupied, &c., 790.

carried Government freight for seven years, 790.
price of horses and hiring rate of teamg, 791.
fifty dollars a high price in 1877, for horses without a pedigree, 791.
apparent connection between Alloway and Nixon, 791.
purchased Government stores from Alloway and Nixon, 792.
hie son sold oxen, carte and barness to Alloway, 793.

price $65 each rather high, 793.

NIXON, THIOMAS:
paymaeter-and-purveyorship, 504, 518, 636, 751, 770.
deposition as to evidence before Public Accounts Committee, 1831.

See Nixon'as Purveyorahip.

NOLIN, AUGUSTIN:
Nixon's purveyorship, 788.

NORTH-WEST TRANSPORTATION CO.:

See Contracts Nos. 34, 52, 69.

OLIVER, DAVIDSON & CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 4, 24.

O'LOUGHL IN, MACROY :
steel rails, 778.
assisting newspapers, 778.

ONDERDONK, ANDREW:

See Contracts Nos. 60--63.

ONTARIO CAR o.:
See Contract No. 63.

OPERATING PEMBINA BRANCH :

See Contract No. 43.

OPERATING TEiEGRAPH:
See Contracts Nos. 1--4.

PARR, JIOHN : Nixon'a purveyorship, 660.

PASSES, ROCKY MOUNTAINS:
Moberly, 404, 427, 1825.
Horetzky, 1241, 1254, 1719.
McLennan, 1514.
Smith, M , 1555, 1582, 1594.
Fleming, 1668.

See Contract No. 5.

PEMBINA BRANcO :

See Contracta Nos. 5, 5 A, 33, 43, 49.

PERKINS & Co.:
See Contract No. 20.



1902 INDEX.

PILLOW, HERSET & CO.:
See Contract No. 32.

POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT:

TUPPER, Sia CHARLEs.
early completion Thunder Bay to Red River, 1261.
correct estimates of great importance, 1261.
consequent extension of time for tenders, 1261.
tu give assurance that rapid development of country and speedy

construction of railway would be carried out with as much dem.
patch as consistent with public resources, 1286.

Parliament authorized building 125 miles of railway lu British
Columbia, 1287.

FEIOso, 8.
public interest suffered from patronage being in hande of political

party,.1317.
policy from first to last to get best and cheapest line, 1317.

grew as work went on, 1317.
route generally selected on engineering principles, 1318.

MACKsNzII, Ho. A.
states view as to testimony regarding Government policy, 1785.
Fleming sole director of surveys, though frequently consulted by

Minister, 1785.
policy was to obtain best and shortest line between Thunder Bay and

Rat Portage, 1805
water stretches to be utilized, 1805.

POPE, HON. JOHN HENRY :
contract No. 15, 1303.

No. 42, 1302.
No. 48, 1302.

alleged improper infiaence, 1301,1304.

PRACTICE OF DEPARTMENT :
See Depariment of Railways ani Canal.

PRAIRIE SECTION:

See Contracte Nos. 48, 66.

PURCELL & RYAN:

See Contract No. 41.

PURCELL, IRYAN, GOODWIN & CO. :
See Contract No. 61.

RAILS PURCHASE OF :

See Steel Rails ; Contracte Nus. 6, 7, 8, 9 an I 10, 11, 44-47, 53-55.

RAILS, TRANSPORTATION OF :

See Contracts Nos. 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 34, 89, 52, 69, 70.

RAIL WAY CONSTRUCTION : •

See Contracta Nos. 5, 5A, 12, 13, 11, 15, 16, 25, 33, 37. 41, 42, 48, 60, 61, 62, 63, 6 6 ;
Engineermng.

RAILWAY LOCATION:

See Engineering.

RAILWAY OPERATING.:

LYN5xEy, T. J.
superintendent on Pembina Branch and of line from Selkirk

easterly, 781.
condition of road-bed when wituess took charge, 782.

originally too wide, 782.
speel had to be reduced to five or six miles an hour, 782.

now ballaated and in good order, 782.
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RAILWAY OPERATING-CoftinlUed.
LYKiarr, T. J.-coninued'.

traffic heavy, present rolling stock, 78t.
earnings 1oth February to 30th Jnne, $104t,975.69, 784.

net earnings, $26,083.68, 785.
working expenses and maintenance, 75 per cent. of grosa earn,

ings, 785.
climatie influences favourable as compared with Intercolonial, 785.

RAILWAYS AND CANALS, DEPARTMENT OF :

See Depariment of Railways an I CanaIs.

RAT RIVER IRON BRIDGE :

See Contract No. 56

RECEIVING TENDERS:

Seo System cf Letting Contracts.

RED RIVER CRossING:
Carre, 177.
Jarvis, 297.
Bain, 618.
Rowan, 688, 745, 820.
Schultz, 120.
Bannatyne, 724.

RED RIVER INUNDATIONS :

JARVIS, E. W.
instructed in 1872 to report on most favourable crossing, 291.
took considerable evidence, channel of river widening, rain fali

decreasing, 295.
opposite Winnipeg, has widened fifty feet in nine years, channel is

also deeper, 296.
SMTH, W. O.

channels of Red ard Asqineboine Rivers, widened by one-third, 665.
statistics as to rapidity, 666.
no probability of inundations, 667.
no danger from ice jams, 667.
ice brittle, easily breaks, 667.
thinks cultivation will lessen volume, 668.
rise of Lake Manitoba, 668.

RowAw, J H.
though river bas widened, there are places where it bas not; there-

fore chance of flood not diminished, 747.

RsD RIVR TRANSPORTATION CO. :

See Contracts Nos. 18, 28.

REPORT, SMITH's :

See Smith, M.; Fleming.

REYNOLDS, THObIAS:
purchase of rails, ox0.

ROBINSON, WILLIAM:

See Coniraci No. 36.

RouTE:
CAMPBELL, H. M.

warden of county of Portage la Prairie, 143.
gives evidence as to advantages to arise from a deflection of the line

southerly to the Portage, 144.
McILVaINE, 8.

lives at Portage la Prairie, 146.
gives evidence in the same direction as previous witness, 148.

JAuvIs, E. W.
line south of Lake Manitoba more expedient on engineering

grounds, 297.
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BOUTE-COntinued.
FULLER, R.

country north of Lake Manitoba not fit for settlement, 476.
railway west of Winnipeg, as now being constructed, far more-

desirable, 476.
CoxNants, J. L.

describes route by the Narrows, 593.
from Narrows to Fort Pelly, splendid grazing country, 600.
Swan River valley best agricultural country witness ever saw, 6C1.
further as to the route west of Winnipeg, 604.

BAiN, J. F.
not aware that any engineer or Member of Parliament held lands

near Selkirk.or infiuenced decision in favour of crossing there, 618i
Rowà,N. J. H.

advocated going direct to the mouth of the Nipigon, 678.
thinks route by Narrows decided on in 1874, or sptring of 1875, 678.
no engineering difficulties north of Lake Manitoba, 678.
crossing at Selkirk fixed 1874, 688.
no engineer or Member of Parliament interested, 689.
most direct route, irrespective of local traffic, sought for, 733.
witness's views as to this policy, 733
competition with other transcontinental Unes, 734.
cost of bridging about same at Selkirk and Winnipeg, 745.
Government owned land at Selkirk, not elsewhere, 745.
ibis crossing selected by witness, 820.
directed to select where Government owned land, other things being

equal, 820.
would repeat.selection now, 821.

SCHULTZ, J., M. P.
knows of no Member of PaRliament but himself and Bannatyne

interested in i8elkirk crossing, 720.
most of the property acquired since Selkirk was selected, 720.

BANNATYNE, A. G. B.
selection of Selkirk not due to improper influences, 724.

TuppER, SIR CHARLES.
climatic conditions weighed in favour of Burrard Inlet as against Port

Simpson, 1287.
FLauXIN, 8.

beyond that of getting best and cheapest line, not aware of any
Government policy, 1317.

route selected on engineering principles generally, 1318.
witness differed from Government as to location of second 100

miles west cf Red River, 1318.
that route involved extremely heavy grades and expensive river

crossing, 1318.
does not remember an earlier instance where he was controlled by

Government policy, 1319.
Yellow Head Pass practically adopted in 1872, 1320.
Pembina Bran ch location made in 1874 to connect with the American,

system, 13.0.
some years elapsed before American system extended to Pembina,

1320.
Winniipeg not regarded when line was located, 1321.
location between Selkirk and Livingstone by the Narrows in 1875,

1321.
the Narrows route determined by engineering reasons, 1321.
Selkirk had already been adopted for crossing, 1322.
how much of present railway route was seen by witness on hie trans-

continental trip, 1397.
witness's views as to Selkirk crossing, 1684.

surveys (1871), 669.
(1873), 617.
(1873), 677.
(1874), 679, 687.

contract No. 1, 690, 730.
No. 4, 692.
No. 5, 680, 687, 819.
No. 5 A, 731, 748.
No. 14, 693, 731, 744, 832.
Nos. 14 and 15, 690, 731, 821.
No. 15, 713, 738, 745, 821.
No. 18, 747.
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]ROWAN, JAMES r.-cntfnued.
contract No. 33, 748.

No 34, 712.
No. 36, 749.
No. 48, .750, 820.

line north of Lake Manitoba, 678, 687, 732.
Red River Crossing, 688, 745, 820, 822.

to Fort Pelly, 689.
construction (1875), 689.
Nixon's purveyorship, 712.
alleged improper influence, 689.
relations with Murdoch, 822.

RITTAN, IIENY N.: exploratory surveys, 21.
location survey, 23.
contract No 1, 34.

Nos. 14 and 15, 33.
No. 15, 25, 36.
No. 59, 35.

EYAN,, Huon: contract No. 25, 1219, 1239, 1245.
No. 41,1231, 1239, 1245.
No. 61, 1235.

system of letting contracts, 1238.
alieged improper influence, 1239.

IRYAN, JAMES: exploratory surveys, party K, 488.
,Nixon's purveyorship, 490.

RYAN, JOHN contract No. 4R, 476.
No. 59, 482.
No. 64, 481.

SAMUEL, E.:
See Contract No. 20.

SCHREIBER, COLLINGWOOD:
location and construction, 1767.

British Columbia, 1783.
contract No. 15, 1769, 1782.

No. 25,.1776.
Nos. 25 and 41, 1771.
Nos. 25, 41 and 42, 1772.
No. 42, 1768, 1779, 1834.
No. 48, 1771.

practice as to estimating works, 1780.
letter from 8ecretary to Commission with interrogatory, 1831.
answer, 1832.

ScUUtTz, JOHN, M.P.:
assisting newspaper, 717, 720.
Fraser and Grant-Whitehead partnership, 7l#.
Red River Crossing, alleged improper influence, 720.

SECURITIES:
Trudeau, 82.

SHIELDS, JOHN : contract No. 42, 307.

SIPTON, GLASS & C0.
See Contracta Nos. 1, 2.

SIFTON, JOHN :
contract No. 1, 89, 105, 324.

Po. 13, 100,
No. 14, 103, 264.

SIFTON, WARD & .2
See Contracta Nos. 13, 23.
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$MELLIE, W. B.:
contract No. 5 A, 1348.

Nos. 14 and 15, 1470, 1481.
No. 15, 1497.
No. 25, 1614.
No. 48, 1421.

SMITa, JAM!S N.:
contract No. 37, 949.

No. 42, 938.
No. 61, 952.

relations with Chapleau, 947.

SMITII, MAncUs:
urveys, 1505, 1569, 1594, 1603.

British Columbia, 1503, 1509, 1553, 1582, 1593, 1598.
Lake Nipissing to head of Lake Superior, 1585.
west of Red River, 1592, 1611.

contract No. 13, 1570.
Nos. 13 and 25, 1589, 1604.
No. 14, 1574.
Nos. 14 and 15, 1580, 1593, 1597, 1607.
No. 15, 1572, 1595, 1605.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1602.

Georgian Bay Branch, 1569.
management of Engineering Department, 1587, 1596.
suppression of map. 1594.
location report, 1598.

SMITa'S MAP:
SMITR, M.

map prepared by witness suppressed, 1594.
FLEIUNG, S.

reforence to Smith's map, 1626.
suppressed because incorrect, 1626.
not based on sufficien, ly accurate information, 1626.
Mackenzie in telegraphing for him did not ask him to report against

Smith's views, 1628.
Mackenzie expressed his views to witness respecting Smith, 1628.

SMITH, W. OSBORNE:
Red River inundations, 665.
rise of Lake Manitoba, 668.

SPIKES :

Ses Contracts Nos. 29, 32, 35, 50.

ST. ANDREW'S RAPIDS :

See Red River Crossing.

STATION BUILDINGS:
See Contract No. 49.

STEEL RAILS, 1874-75 :
MAcasazrU, C.

special partner with Cooper, Fairman à Co. from 1872; share, $15,000,
188.

no share in management; not aware of tender till notified by public
prints, 189.

gave notice of intention to retire, 189.
never saw contract, 189.
took $15,000 in notes in payment of capital, 189.
refused profits on contracts with Government, 189.
interview with Premier, 190.
terms of partnership, 190.
no balance shoot, 192.
thinks capital impaired one-half, 192.
nothing yet paid on notes, 192.
would have preferred remaining in firm, 194.
Cooper, Fairman à Co. did not buy on commission, 195.
no connection with any Government contract, 196.
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STEEL RAILS, 1874-75-continued.
MacKENzIU, C.-continuel.

furnished supplies to Sutherland and to some engineers and con-
tractors. 196.

understandi*ng as to general partnership, 200.
decision as to retirement communicated before newspaper con-

troversy, 203.
TauDzAU, T.

tenders produced, 833.
Mersey Co. (Cooper, Fairman & Co) offer 5,000 to 10,000 tons;

contract for 20,000 tons, 834.
correspondence with Cox & Ureen, 835.
increased quantity ordered from Cooper, Fairman à Co., 841.
witness canunt explain correspondence with Buckingham, 843.
no Order-In-Council awarding contracts Nos. 6-11 on record, 843.
no record indicating by what authority secretary informed tenderers

of acceptance, 844.
no report on record showing quantity of rails required for use in 1874,

1817.
no record of Buckingham's replies to Cooper's telegrams, 1817.
not usual i hat correspondence between tenderers and private secre-

tary should take place, 1818.
the Minister decided upon the.e contracts himself, witness's judg-

ment not asked, 1818.
CooPER, J.

of Cooper, Fairman & Co., 915.
relations witi C. Mackenzie, 917.
notification of withdrawal, 919.
dissolution postponed tilt Fairman's return, 919.
conditions of partnership, 920.
denies Chas. Mackenzie's statement as to loss of capital, 921.
Fairman left for England December, 1874, returned March, 1875, 922.
correspondence with Buckingham, 922.

REYNOLDs, T.
agent, Ebbw Vale Co. and Aberdare Vo., 1000.
tendency of market downward in fail of 1874, 1001.
steady fall till 1879, 1002.
prices November, 1874, March, 1875, and July, 1879, compared, 1002.
thought in November, 1874, rails had touched bottom, 1002.

FAtaxAN, F.
time by first advertisement too short, 1171.
England principal source of supply, 1172.
no large contracts previously, 1172.
no recollection as to certain hypothecated rails, 1173.
custom of rail trade, 1173.
advertiaing may stiffen market, 1174.
brokers percentage, j to 1 per cent., 1175.
had been preparing for rail tenders for 12 months, 1179
bis firm acting as agents, 1184.
Charles Mackenzie's relations with firm, 1187.
retirement of a member a matter of record, 1187.
dissolution in January, 1875, virtual, not legal, 1188.
document providing for retirement, 1189.
formal dissolution registered on witness's return from England, 1190.

FLEMING, S.
reasons for purchasing in 1874-75, 1350.
witness's recommendation, 1350.
advices fron England as to prices, 1350.
apart from bis memorandumof 1876 bis memory shaky, 1350,
witness reads memorandum ; explains why made, 1351.
called on by Minister to prepare it, 1352.
knowledge of prices derived from Sandberg, 1352.
dandberg paid according to number of rails inspected, 1352.
acted principaly on bis counsel, 1353.
witness did not advise as to quantity, 1354.
declines to state whetber more than an informal conversation pre-

ceded action, 1354.
written reports usual in respect of Intercolonal, 1354.
chief reason for purchase: low price, 1355.
cannot say how soon he then thought they would be required, 1356.
quantity decided on after tenders received, 1356.
thought rails had touched bottom, 1356.
cannot say why time for tenders extended, 1358.
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STEEL RAILS, 1874-75-continued.
FLEMING, S.-continued.

produces mandberg's diagram of fluctuation, 1358.
corrects prior statement as to prices, 1383.
cannot find SandberR's letters, 1G18.
must have been received in summer of 1874, 1618.
impression that rails were selling at netr cast, 1619.
steel rails first made in 1861 or 1862, 1619.
improvements in manafacture, 1620.
cannot remember whether Sandberg gave reasons why rails would

not go lower, 1621.
as to witness's opinion of the advisability of purchasing at that time,

1622.
hesitation in beginning construction partly political, 1632.
as to quantity circumstances then demanded, 1623.
reason- for advising the purcbase, 1633-1625.
letter from Sandberg produced, dated 17th December, 1874, 1630.
several letters from Sandberg volunteering information, 1665.

BuaRs, T. R.
first letter from Sandberg to be found dated November, 1874, 1665.

Bnium, F.
zhinkq answer to Cooper's letter of 29th December. 1874, directed by

Minister through Buckingham ; recognises handwriting, 1764.
MAcKEN.ZiE, NoN. A.

Fleming recommended purchase of as large a lot as possible as soon as
possible, 1794.

every probability of several hundred miles being placed under contract
within a year, 1795.

as to prices, adopted Fleming's reasons, 1798.
thought eight days sufficient notice to induce English competition, 1798.
afterwards advised to extend time, 1798.
lirat quantity spoken of by Fleming, 40,000 tons, 1798.
does not recollect the Aberdare Co. was passed over, 1800.
correspondence with Mersey Co. carried on by Trudeau, 1800.
no public competition in respect to contract No. 11, 1802.
no recollection of Crawford's offer, 1802.
correspondence with Obarles Mackenzie, 1803.

See Contracts .Nos. 6-11.

STEEL RAILS, 1879:
Tumu, SIR CHARLES.

in the summer of 1879, 5,000 tons required, 1275
Reynolds instructed to send circulars to makers for tenders, 1276.

to accept the loweet, 1216.
he acted under the directions of the Department, 1276.
reported the result, 1276.

reason for calling for smail amount, 1276.
large demand would enhance price, 1276.

witness before leaving for England directed advertisements to be
publisbed, 1276.

went to gngland with Sir John Macdonald and Sir Leonard Tilley,
1276.

in Italy when tenders received, 1276.
on return to London carried on communications with tenderers, 1276.

througb Fleming and Reynolds, 1276.
accepted lowest tenderers and asked themu to double amount, 1276.
thus obtained 60,000 tons at low prices, 1276.
Order-in-Council for 30,000, 1276.

low prices resson for obtaining more, 1276.
would result in very considerable saving of public money, 1276.

Wallace & Co. declined to enter into contract, 1277.
contracts awarded to lowest tenderers in all cases, 1277.
no member of Parliament or other person benefitted, 1277.

See Contracte Nos. 44 -. 17, 53-55.

STEPHENSON, RurUs, M.P.:

contract No. 15, alleged improper influence, 971.
ST. EAN, DR.:

contract No. 4, 1218.

STONE FORT:
See Rei River Crossing.
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STaANG, ANDREW:
Nixon's purveyorship,. 492.

STRONACH, JOHN:
contract No 1, 630.

No. 2, Cil.
No. 4, Cil.

South Pembina Branci telegraph, 612.

SUPPLIES:
See Contracts ; Engineering ; Fort Frances Lcck; Nixon's Purveyorship.

SURVEYS:
See Engineering.

SUTHERLAND, HUGH :
Fort Frances Lock, 330, 829.
alleged misconduct, 338, 312.

SUTHERL AND, JAMES :
Fort Frances Lock, 452, 578, 807.

SUTHERLAND, PETER :
Nixon's purveyorship, 447.
correction, 547.

SUTTON & THIRTKELL :

See Contraci No. 4.

SUTTON & THoMPSON:
See Contract No. 4.

SUTTON, R T.:
contract No. 4, 1032, 1069.

No. 15, 1040.

SYSTEM OF LETTING CONTRACTS:

MACDONALD, A. P.
wrong from beginning to end, 98 1.
especially a money deposit, 981.
how it works, 984.
lowest tender system relieves Government of responsibility, 984.
temptations to officials to give information, 98 t.
never got information prior to putting in tender, 983.
system induces speculative tenders, 985.
collusion amongst contractors, D83.
throws contracte into the bande of ignorant capitalists, 987.
large deposits impoverish contractor, 988.
bulk sum contracta not the proper principle, 988.
approves of schedules of quantities, 989.

TRDcEAU, T.
no record kept of time when tenders received, 994.
clerks instructed to attach envelopes, 994.
these instructions bave been very partially carried out, 994.

GooDWIN, J.
reliable contractors better far the public, 1011.
schedule of prices better than balk sum, 1012.

RrAw, H.
bulk sum system an advantage to contractor, 1239.
schedule prices no injustice tg public, 1239,

FLEMIxG, M4.
exact quantities desirable, not essential, 1377.
inaccuracies due to insufficient knowledge as to muskeg country,

1377.
strictly accurate quantities not very essential, 1378.
generally as to receiving and opening tenders, 1384.
practice of making calculation of cost before inviting tenders, 1407.
advice to Minister as to acceptance or otherwise of tenders generally

verbal, 1408.
no recollection of embodying any estimate of work about to be let

in a report, 1408.



TAYLOR:
See Contract No. 13.

TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE :

See Contracts Nos. 1-4.

TENDERING:
Bee Contracla.

TENDERS, RECORDING RECEIPT OF:

See System ol Letting Contracte.

THIRTKELL, JOHN:

contract No. 4, 39.

THOMP8ON, M. M.:

TIES:

Fort Frances Lock, 619.

See Contracts Nos. 23, 36, 59.

TOCHQUONYALA LAKE:

See Horetzky; McNicol; Ganlby.

TORONTO IRON BRIDGE CO:
See Contract No. 71.

TRUDEAU, TOUSSAINT :
practice of Department, 1, 38, 42, 1817.
contract No. 1, telegraph, 4, 37, 38, 40, 43, 50, 60.

No. 2 do 18, 39, 43
No 3 do 38, 45, 833.
No. 4 do 45, 1817.
No. 5, construction, Pembina Branch, 48, 50, 54.
No. 5A, extension of No. 5, 51.
Nos. 6-11, purchase of rails, 833, 841, 1817.
No. 12, Georgian Bay Branch, 844.
No. 13, construction, 63, 81.
No. 14, do 65, 75.
No,15 do 66,67, 15.
No. 16, Canada Central extension, 846, 1215.
No. 17, transportation of rails, 846.
No. 18 do do 847, 966, 1152.
No. 19, engineers' bouse, 867.
No. 20, transportation cf rails, 927.
No. 21 do do 867.
No. 22 do do 932.
No, 23, ties, 868.
No. 24, house, 868.
No. 25, construction, Sunshine Creek to English River, 71.
No 26, engine house, 868, 933, 971.
No. 27, transportation of rails, 933.
No. 28 do do 934, 1046, 1152.
No. 29, spikes, 934.
No. 30, bolts and nuts, 934.
No. 31 do British Columbia, 937.
No. 32, spikes, 937.
No. 32A, engineers' houses, 963, 990.
No. 33, track-laying and baillasting, St. Boniface to Emerson,

51, b5, 64, '5.
No. 34 transportation of rails, 856, 965.
No. 35, spikes, 957.
No. 36, ties, 57, 60
No. 37, Georgian Bay Branch, 993.
No. 38, Neebing Hotel, 938.
No. 39, transportation of rails, 958, 973.
No. 40, engine house, 972, 991.
No. 41, construction, English River to Eagle River, 75.
No. 42 do 78, 971.

'1910 INDEX.
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TRUDEu, TOUSSAINT.-Continued.
coatract No. 43, operating railway, 1047.

Nos. 44-47, purchase of rails, 959.
No. 48, construction 100 miles west of Red River, 82, 866.
No. 49, station buildings, 59, 64.
No. 50, spikes, 975, 1153.
No. 51, bolts and nute, 976, 1153.
No. 52, transportation of mils, 992.
Nos. 53-55, purchase of rails, 997, 1154.
No. 56, iron bridge, 996.
No. 57, railway frogs, 996.
No. 58, iron turn-tables, 1154.
No. 59, tiel, 87.
No. 60, construction, British Columbia, 1154.
No. 61 do do 1204No. 62 do do 1206.
No. 63 do do 1207.
No. 64, bridge over Red River, 1209.
No. 65, passenger cars, 1210.
No. 66, second 100 miles west of Red River, 87, 1212.
No. 67, box and platform cars, 1211.
No. 68, postal and baggage cars, 1211.
No. 69, transportation of rails, 1213.
No. 70 do do 1212.
No. 71, iron superstructure, 1214.
Nos. 72-76, entered into after date of Commission, 1214.
No. 77, wire fencing, 1214.

securities and payments on account, 82.
Pembina Branch, 89.
system of recording receipt of tenders, 994.

TRURO PATENT FROG CO.:
Ses Contract No. 57.

TRUTCH, LIEUT.-GOVERNOR:
general supervision in British Columbia, 147.

TUJPPER, SIR CHABLES:
policy of Government, 1261.
contract No 15, 1277.

No. 37, 1275.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1261, 1272.
Nos. 53--55, 1275.
Nos. 60-63, 1286.

alleged improper influence, 1271, 1280, 1292.
influencing clerke, 1272.

TURN-TABLES:
Bee Contract No. 58.

TUTTLE, CHARLES R.:
assisting newspapers, 723.
alleged improper influence, 764.

UPPER & o.:
See Contract No. 43.

VANCOUVER ISLAND :
transportation of r.ils from, 958, 973.

See Contract No. 39.

WADDLE & SMITII :

See Contracts Nos. 1, 3, 4.

WADDLE, JIOHN:
contract No. 3, 1118.

No. 4, 1102, 1112.

WEST CUMBERLAND IRON AND STEEL CO.
See Contracta Nos. 9 and 10, 44-47, 53-55 ; Steel Rails.
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WHITEHEAD, CHARLES:
contract No. 14, 327.

No. 15, 203.
railway ties, 210.
assisting newspaperp, 328.

WHITEIHEAD, JOSEPH :
contract No. 5, 212.

No. ô A, 243.
No. 14, 238.
No. 15, 215, 240, 605, 626.

assisting newspapers 242, 606, 627.
influencing clerks, 2à.

WHITEHEAD, RUTTAN & RYAN:

See Contracta Nos. 59, 61.

WILLIAMSON, MAJOR:

See Horezky.

WILSON, G. M. :
Port Frances Lock, 442, 525.
alleged msconduct, 534.

WINNIPEG, FIRST 100 MILES WEST OF:

See Contract No. 48.'

WINNIPEG, SECOND 100 MILES WEST OF:

See Contract No. 66.

WINNIPEG TEMPORARY BRIDGE:

See Contract No. 64.

WOODLAND SECTION:
See Contracts Nos. 13, 14, 15, 23, 41, 43; Engineering.

YALE :
transportation of rails to, 958, 973.

See Contract No. 39.




